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Editor’s Note 

Welcome to the Fall 2022 issue of The Mercurian!  
 
The issue opens with John J. Hanlon’s translation of Artur Solomonov’s 2018 play How We Buried Josef 
Stalin.  As Hanlon points out in his introduction, this funny, satiric piece prefigures many current 
events such as Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, various laws passed in Russia in the past few 
years, and fictitious referendums used to justify annexation of territory.  The play recalls events from 
Russian history as it simultaneously portrays those events through its own metatheatrical structure. 

 
How We Buried Josef Stalin is followed by Andrea Jurjevic’s translation of Croatian playwright Katja 
Grcic’s play Little Red Gretel from 2021.  In Little Red Gretel Grcic mashes together several Brothers 
Grimm fairy tales and transposes them to contemporary times in an anarchic and comical fashion.  As 
Jurjevic discusses in her introduction to the translation, the play’s style and its frequent use of regional 
references intelligible only to a Serbo-Croatian audience led her, in close consultation with the 
playwright, to make a number of changes to the text.  Readers can decide for themselves whether or 
not such changes achieve the desired goal of creating a playable text intelligible to a wider audience. 

 
Little Red Gretel is followed by Sian Creely’s translation of Spanish-Catalan playwright Yaiza Berrocal 
Guevara’s play The Cold Chain.  Berrocal Guevara’s play is a surreal, darkly humorous investigation of 
consumerism centering around a Canadian product called McCain potato smileys.  As Creely discusses 
in the introduction, Berrocal Guevara’s language creates a particular kind of Spanish working-class 
dialogue that she strived to duplicate in different form in her translation. 

 
Mihaela Mudure’s translation of Romanian playwright Flavius Lucacel’s 2019 play The Corporation 
follows The Cold Chain. Mudure’s translation of Radu Tuculescu’s The Thief or Three in a Bedroom 
appeared in Vol. 7, No.2 of The Mercurian.  The Corporation, like Little Red Gretel, focuses on 
consumerism, but approaches it from a different direction by juxtaposing its characters dissatisfaction 
with consumer culture against the dreams and desires of a couple, both immigrants, one from Syria 
and the other from Ukraine.  As the corporation begins to fail economically a tenuous bridge is formed 
between the immigrants and the wife of one of its managers.  Lucacel’s play presents all of this in an 
episodic manner that satirizes the corporation. 

 
After The Corporation comes Gigi Guizado’s translation of her grandfather Colombian playwright Rafael 
Guizado’s one-act play The Rooftop.  Her introduction describes the detective work necessary to find 
this work as well as a number of the translation challenges that arose as she approached the lyrical and 
poetic style of this short, sweet play that premiered as a radio play in 1942.  

 
We conclude this issue with Emma Pauly’s review of Massimiliano Morini’s book Theatre Translation: 
Theory and Practice (Bloomsbury Academic, 2022).  Pauly’s own translation work with Euripides’ The 
Bacchae can be found in The Mercurian, Vol. 7, No. 4 (Fall 2019). 
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Back issues of The Mercurian can be found at under the “Archives” tab on our website: https://the-
mercurian.com/.  As the theatre is nothing without its audience, The Mercurian welcomes your 
comments, questions, complaints, and critiques. Deadline for submissions for consideration for 
Volume 9, No. 3 Spring 2023 will be January 15, 2023. 

—Adam Versényi 
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How We Buried Josef Stalin 

By Artur Solomonov 

Translated by John J. Hanlon 

Decades from now, no one will believe that Artur Solomonov wrote this astonishing play in December 
of 2018. A full year before Russia’s foreign agent law was expanded, requiring all individuals and 
organizations who receive any amount of funding from abroad to declare that they are “foreign agents” 
every time they report or post something publicly. Almost two years before anti-corruption activist 
Alexei Navalny was poisoned, and before he returned to his beloved Russia, where he was immediately 
arrested. Before his sham trial and sentencing to a penal colony. More than three years before Vladimir 
Putin decided to invade Ukraine and hurl us all into the largest armed conflict since World War II. And 
before the Russian state propaganda machine shifted into high gear, warping public opinion to support 
that decision – and compelling Russians of conscience, who dared to call it a war rather than a “special 
military operation,” to choose between silence and emigration. 

Because the play, despite its humor and marvelous theatricality, is a prophetic warning that Russia was 
moving in exactly that direction. 

When the online magazine Snob published Artur’s work in March of 2019, complete with archival 
photographs and film footage from the time of Stalin, it caused an enormous stir within the Russian 
émigré community. The first public reading occurred on the 4th of July that year at the renowned 
Teatr.Doc in Moscow, with the lead roles played by two famous Russian actors, Maksim Sukhanov and 
Yulia Aug (https://youtu.be/0soB4a_80Ps). That performance was covered by the journals Teatr, 
Sobesednik, Teatral and other media outlets. On the radio, Echo Moscow and Svoboda (Freedom) 
dedicated programs to the event. But since that time, only Teatr.Doc and one other courageous theatre 
company, in Chelyabinsk, have dared to stage the play in Russia. 

Artur and his associates worked tirelessly to spread the news, even as the COVID-19 pandemic forced 
theatres to close their doors and, if they were fortunate, transition to online programming. It was under 
those conditions that I began my own multi-staged process for translating a new play. Finding my way 
through this script’s haunting historical references, obscure medical terms, subtle Shakespearean 
allusions, and countless gradations of tone, I began to develop both my own sense of the play’s genius 
and a feeling of urgency to bring it to the attention of English-speaking audiences. 

With a solid draft in hand, I called upon my theatre colleagues around the San Francisco Bay Area to 
arrange a staged reading (conducted via Zoom), a chance for me to hear the English words in the mouths 
of talented actors and discover what worked and what did not. Under the direction of Mary Ann 
Rodgers, this brilliant reading was recorded and sent to a production team in Russia who turned it into 
an hour-long film that premiered on the YouTube channel of Ross Valley Players 
(http://www.rossvalleyplayers.com/how-we-buried-josef-stalin/). That experience gave me what I 
needed to put the finishing touches on my translation. 
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Many talented theatre workers contributed to the revised version of the play that appears here. In 
particular, I would like to thank Natasha Seyfi, for her help with some fine points in the Russian script, 
and Steve Price, who played Stalin and the theatre director in the RVP reading, for his steadfast support 
of my efforts to get this play out into the world. 
 
 
Artur Solomonov graduated from the Russian University of Theatre Arts and then spent a year in 
Berlin studying German theatre. Taking up work as a theatre critic, he published over a thousand 
reviews and columns in Russian magazines and newspapers. He then became head of the Department 
of Culture at The New Times and Public Relations Manager at Culture TV. In 2010, he left both jobs, 
moved to India, and wrote his first novel, A Theatrical Story. A bestseller in Russia, it was adapted for 
the stage in 2015 and played to sold-out houses in Moscow. His first play, God’s Grace, won second 
prize in the 8th Biennale for Dramatic Art in London as the best political and social play. How We 
Buried Josef Stalin was published by the Russian online magazine Snob to great acclaim – and much 
controversy. Only two theatre companies in Russia have so far dared to stage it. At the celebrated 
Teatr.Doc in Moscow, it has had several SRO performances, and at the Chelyabinsk Chamber Theatre, 
the hugely successful production was met with mass protests by the local Communist Party. At last 
count, the play has been translated into seven different languages. 
 
John J. Hanlon is an educator, actor, director, dramaturg, and translator. As an actor, his favorite 
roles include King Alonso in The Tempest (College of Marin, Kentfield, CA), Richard Hannay in The 39 
Steps (Off Square Theatre, Jackson, WY), and Michael Evans in Dancing at Lughnasa (Novato Theater 
Company, Marin, CA). Professional directing credits include Ionesco’s The Lesson (Riot Act, Jackson, 
WY) and Dostoevsky’s Crime & Punishment (Off Square). Hanlon has translated numerous plays by 
Maksym Kurochkin, including Mooncrazed and the oft-produced Vodka, Fucking, and Television. For The 
Lark Theater in New York City, he translated Aleksey Scherbak’s Colonel Pilate, which won the 2014 
Brave New Works Award from the Ensemble Theatre of Chattanooga; Kurochkin’s Fighter Class 
“Medea”, which was featured in the 2011 Soviet Arts Experience showcase, Chicago; and Yulia 
Tupikina’s Inhale-Exhale, scenes from which were published earlier this year in ASYMPTOTE. 
Currently, he teaches creative writing and various humanities courses at a private high school in the 
San Francisco Bay Area. He holds a B. A. in Russian Language and Literature from Swarthmore 
College and an M.F.A. in Dramaturgy and Dramatic Criticism from the Yale School of Drama. 
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How We Buried Josef Stalin 
A play about flexibility and immortality 

 
By Artur Solomonov 

 
Translated by John J. Hanlon 

 
A major theatre company in Russia decides to stage a bold new play about Stalin. The roles are cast, the 
set is constructed, and a preview for the press is arranged. However, as it turns out, one of the viewers 
at the preview happens to be the President of the Russian Federation. He explains, “I’m curious to see 
how they’re planning to represent my predecessor.” Solomonov’s play is about the troubling plasticity 
of the human psyche, about its readiness, under certain conditions, to reproduce the most dangerous 
practices of the totalitarian past, which never disappeared. In fact, that past has seized the present 
moment and is about to become the future. The play shows how easily someone can turn into a tyrant 
and how readily his supporters allow him to become one. It allows us to investigate the paths by which 
Stalinism germinates in the souls of human beings today. In trying to answer that question, it is not 
possible to remain exclusively in the zone of high seriousness. So the play is not only relevant and 
terrifying, but also very funny. 
 
 
Characters: 
 
Voldemar Arkadievich, the production’s director, who also plays the role of the older Stalin 
Sergei Karyakin, who plays the role of Vladimir Lenin 
Anna Krylataya, the personal assistant of Voldemar Arkadievich, who plays the role of Valentina, the nurse to the older 

Stalin, as well as the mother of the young Stalin 
Terentii Gribs, the playwright, who plays the role of comrade Stalin’s doctor 
Giya Rkatsiteli, who plays the role of Lavrentyi Beria and the primary guard of comrade Stalin 
Aleksei Balabanov, who plays the role of Nikita Khrushchev and the secondary guard of comrade Stalin 
Man from the Ministry, who is compelled to play the role of comrade Stalin’s second doctor 
Vladimir Kudravtsev, who plays the role of the young Stalin 
Members of the Politburo, journalists 
The Minister of Culture, in the form of two telegrams 
The President, in the form of a cough above the stage 
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A run-through begins, in front of the press, of a play about Josef Stalin. 
In the roles of the first and second guards are Giya Rkatsiteli and Aleksei Balabanov. 
 
 
Scene One. 
“Night Watchmen” 
 
 
Stalin’s dacha near Kuntsevo 
 
First:  That’s not possible. 
 
Second:  I swear it’s true. 
 
First:  It’s impossible! 
 
Second:  I swear!  He said it himself. 
 
First:  To you? 
 
Second:  It’s as cold as January out here.  Why’s it so cold?  Seems to me the cold is coming from over 
there (he indicates the dacha). 
 
First:  So much “seems to you” over the past few days – it’s about time for you to be shot. 
 
Second (suddenly speaking in a broken and agitated way):  Well, you know how he doesn’t like it when people 
suddenly approach him?  So, yesterday I was walking toward him, stomping my feet, like an elephant, 
booming like a whole herd of elephants… 
 
First:  You’ve lost it, you bloody idiot!  You’ve really lost it! 
 
Second:  … like a herd of elephants, so he would know ahead of time that I was approaching, so he 
would hear me coming from a long way off, so he wouldn’t shout at me, like when… 
 
First:  When you got so scared you pissed yourself?  Wow, did he laugh after that!  Only he would laugh, 
the way you looked.  Anyone else in his place would have shot a guard like that. 
 
Second:  What’s this “anyone else”? 
 
First:  Just for example.  Of course there’s no one else. 
 
Second:  As an example of what?  What’s the point of that kind of example? 
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First:  I wasn’t saying anything like that.  Are you slandering me?  Me, a guard of comrade Stalin? 
 
Second:  So maybe I pissed myself… 
 
First:  Maybe?! 
 
Second:  And do you know why?  It wasn’t because he started to shout, that’s not why!  When I 
approached him without any warning, he rose several meters above the table, and quietly, silently and 
gently, he started moving toward me… 
 
First:  What are you saying?!  Provocateur! 
 
Pause. 
 
First: Well, how are the wife and kids? 
 
Second:  Same as usual.  During the day my wife works, at night she’s with me.  As for my kids… Ever 
since little Natasha started taking home economics classes, she’s had the same dream: a chef, she says, is 
what I’m going to be when I grown up.  And little Peter wants to be an ethnographer. 
 
First:  What kind of child wants to be an ethnographer?  Do you even know what that is? 
 
Second:  Peter explained it to me.  I presented him my belt, this one, with the star, and he piped down.  
But now he’s at it again – “an ethnographer,” he says, “I’m a researcher.  I worry about people in far off 
places.  I love them, and that’s it.”  Again I pulled out my belt with the star, but he held it together.  Not 
even a whimper.  And the five-pointed wounds – he hasn’t laid a finger on them.  He’s turning into some 
kind of hero…  Afterward I treated them with plantain leaves. 
 
First:  Did you take him to see a doctor? 
 
Second:  A doctor?!  Comrade Stalin doesn’t trust doctors, and I don’t trust doctors.  He ordered them 
to burn the history of his illnesses, and I burned the history of my illnesses, and my children’s, even 
though they were very brief, three paragraphs in all.  And comrade Stalin ordered the arrest of his 
personal doctor, Vinogradov … 
 
First:  He’s going to tell me all about it! 
 
Second:  He had another demand: “You must absolutely put him in shackles!  Immediately, in his office 
– in shackles!” 
 
First:  But I told you about all that myself! 
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Second:  Exactly.  And now you’re here saying – bring your son to a doctor.  They’re all in shackles.  I 
don’t trust those kinds of people. 
 
Pause.  Suddenly the second guard again starts speaking in an agitated way. 
 
Second:  But that phrase: “Protect and conquer”?  Why did he say that to me?  On that Thursday, when 
you were late for inspection… 
 
First:  On that Thursday when you were late for inspection!  You!  Why do they put up with you?  Eh, 
why? 
 
Second:  He had summoned me.  I went, stomping loudly again, like an elephant herd.  But he called 
for me himself, because he went like this with his hand: silence, walk quietly.  And that’s why I 
approached him so shamelessly. 
 
First:  Shamelessly?  You’re such a freak. 
 
Second:  And a piece of paper was lying on the table, a tiiii-ny little list, and he showed it to me, and 
there in his own hand was written: “In the end, only death will win the day.” 
 
First:  Oh yeah.  I remember, I saw it too.  By chance. 
 
Second:  Then why are you surprised that he told me yesterday that he saw Lenin? 
 
First:  Well, because… You know yourself why! 
 
Second:  Because if comrade Stalin… 
 
First:  …is seeing ghosts… 
 
Second:  But is comrade Lenin really a ghost? 
 
First:  No, you really have lost it, you bloody idiot!  Don’t tell me Lenin came to him alive?! 
 
Second:  So – it was a ghost? 
 
First (almost weeping):  I hope the devil takes you! 
 
Second:  So, according to you, comrade Stalin is lying? 
 
First:  It’s you who said that.  And I didn’t hear it. 
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Pause. 
 
First: Come on, we saw Lenin in the Mausoleum.  We went there together.  He’s lying down.  Because 
dead people can’t stand up. 
 
Second:  But he’s not lying underground.  And he has… he has everything – hands, feet, everything… 
 
First:  Dead people cannot stand up and walk!  Got it?! 
 
Second:  But for the benefit of comrade Stalin?  If he was coming to him personally?  What then?... 
 
(pause) 
 
First:  Well?  And what did Lenin do? 
 
Second:  Comrade Stalin said that the ghost of Lenin swore terribly.  And then he said, “Koba, I left 
you a magnificent state, but you pissed it all away.” 
 
First:  That’s it!  I’m going to shoot you right now! 
 
Second (in a state of half-crazed ecstasy):  And comrade Stalin says, “How did I piss it all away?  The borders 
are strong, the country is enormous, the people are obedient, the granaries are full, the buildings stretch 
into the sky, and everyone… believes in you the Father, in me the Son, and in a proletarian heaven – 
toward which hundreds of happy millions are walking in stride.” 
 
First:  And? 
 
Second:  And what? 
 
First:  And what did Lenin say? 
 
Second:  You, he says, just like me, will soon turn into a corpse.  And that means… you pissed it all 
away, everything that I left to you.  Because when a sovereign turns into a piece of cold meat, a two-
footed, two-handed, one-headed piece of meat… what kind of sovereign is that? 
 
First (pointing his gun at the Second Guard):  Are you ready?  You’re about to turn into a piece of meat, and 
everyone will say, “What kind of guard is that?” 
 
Second:  Sure, and they’ll shoot you on the spot for killing a guard of comrade Stalin.  Hold on, listen. 
 
First:  I can’t take it anymore. 
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Second:  Shhh! 
 
Josef Stalin approaches them.  It is the director, Voldemar Arkadievich, in make-up.  Not paying them any attention, 
Stalin declaims these lines: 
 
He walked from house to house, 
 
Knocking on unknown doors, 
 
With a lute of ancient oak, 
 
Singing his simple song. 
 
 
And in that song, that song of his –  
 
like a brilliant beam of light, 
 
Resounded a magnificent truth, 
 
A dream of the sublime. 
 
 
His heart, which had turned into stone, 
 
He could compel to beat, 
 
And many he roused to reason, 
 
Who had drifted off to sleep. 
 
 
But instead of giving him glory 
 
The people of his land 
 
A chalice of bitter poison 
 
They placed into his hand. 
 
 
They said to him: “Accurséd, 
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Drink, drain that cup… 
 
Your song to us is foreign, 
 
Your truth we do not want!” 
 
He exits. 
 
Second:  Shoot me now.  How frightening! 
 
First:  Not a chance.  What would I do, stay here by myself? 
 
Second:  You can transfer to the outer guard.  They’ll treat you kindly. 
 
Pause. 
 
First:  Was that his poem?! 
 
Second:  Yeah, he wrote it when he was a child… Come on… You didn’t learn it in school?  What kind 
of school is that? 
 
An indistinct thump is heard. 
 
First:  Did he fall? 
 
Second:  Something fell. 
 
First:  Go.  Go and check. 
 
Another indistinct thump. 
 
First:  He couldn’t have fallen twice, right?  If he’d already fallen? 
 
Second:  But if he was attacked by comrade… Lenin… 
 
First:  Shut up, you nitwit, Trotskyist, rabid dog, hydra… 
 
Second:  Get the doctor?  Vinogradov?  Out from prison? 
 
First:  You bloody idiot! 
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Second:  Valentina then!  We have to wake up Valya!  If it’s a false alarm, he won’t hang her, he’ll forgive 
her… 
 
They walk quickly to get Valya, and then, infected by one another with horror, they break into a run. 
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Scene Two. 
“Just half-baked…” 
 
 
After a few seconds, the guards return, together with the director Voldemar Arkadievich, who was playing Stalin.  
Applause is heard, flashbulbs go off.  The director gives his pipe to one of the guards/actors, who takes it from him with 
care; to the other one he gives the generalissimo’s single-breasted, high-collared military jacket.  He is left wearing a black 
turtleneck and white pants.  He approaches the microphone. 
 
Stalin: We have just presented to you, dear journalists and assembled guests, the first scene from a new 
play about Josef Stalin.  Our theatre understands the charged social atmosphere that we’re venturing into 
with this production.  It might seem that it would be better to avoid this topic and not rush headlong 
into the fire, given that both the Stalinists and the anti-Stalinists, the conservatives and the liberals, are 
going to be disappointed…  However, we have embraced the call of History.  Understanding that…  
But better I hand the mic to the writer, Terentii Gribs.  It’s his job to write the lines, ours to perform 
them. 
 
Terentii emerges from the depths of the stage. 
 
Terentii: I agree with Voldemar Arkadievich: everyone is going to be disappointed, and we are prepared 
for that.  It’s totally clear now that no one understands what we believe in or where we’re headed, and 
therefore everything appears to be off limits: both the Soviet past and the imperial past, both the Tsar 
and the tsar-killers, both the Church and those who demolished the churches.  However, this only 
appears to be a paradox, and we can explain it quite simply: power must be correct in all of its decisions 
and actions, and therefore it acted properly both in 1905 and in 1917, both in 1937 and in every year… 
Our country has been shaken by many crises, but chief among these is what I would call the “crisis of 
overproduction of sacred cows.”  One of these sacred cows, alas, turns out to be Josef Stalin… 
 
A noise is heard in the auditorium, and onto the stage walks The Man from the Ministry of Culture. 
 
Man from the Ministry: The Minister of Culture regrets that he was not able to come to the 
performance.  However, he did send a telegram with his greeting: (he pulls it out of his briefcase and begins to 
read) “We thank the theatre for applying to our traumatic history a poultice of truth.” (Applause)  And, as 
per custom, here is a medal. (More applause as the director wearily offers his chest and the Man from the Ministry 
affixes the medal and leaves the stage.) 
 
Stalin: I am grateful for the Minister’s support.  The most important thing today is to put out works of 
art that are devoid of aspiration and holy trembling: I am glad that the Minister believes, together with 
us, in the cleansing power of laughter.  Of course, our laughter will be profound and precise.  It will be 
bitter.  This is not the laughter of TV sitcoms.  This is the laughter of tragi-farce, and it will help us to 
get out from underneath the shadow that has been hanging over our country for almost a century.  To 
begin the healing process.  To begin the liberation.  I don’t like pathos.  But I would like our production 
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to become the beginning of a grand burial for Stalinism. 
 
The Man from the Ministry bursts onto the stage again.  He is agitated. 
 
Stalin:  What, another award?  Isn’t that enough for today? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Tremendous news!  The Minister called!  He told the President that you are 
currently showing the public scenes from… The President complained: what a pity that they didn’t invite 
me… 
 
Stalin:  We…  We didn’t imagine… We wouldn’t have even presumed… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  The President completely understands!  He said exactly that: I understand 
that they didn’t invite me out of humbleness; surely Voldemar Arkadievich wasn’t deliberately ignoring 
me. 
 
Stalin (with a tight grin):  Ignore the emperor on the stage of the imperial theatre?  For the premiere, the 
tsar’s box, of course… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  He wants to watch it now! 
 
Stalin:  In what sense? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Right now the President is having lunch with the Minister of Culture.  The 
President knows that you have already performed the first scene, and he would be happy if you could 
somehow find a way to show him what comes next.  While the lunch is going on.   About thirty minutes’ 
worth, or even less.  When the lunch is over, we’ll give a signal. 
 
Stalin:  But how will he see it… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Oh, don’t worry about that.  A live transmission has been rolling for five 
minutes already.  The President said: I’ll be curious to see how they are planning to represent my 
predecessor. 
 
Stalin (looking up above him): Bon appétit, mister President! 
 
Man from the Ministry:  He can’t respond, but he can see and hear. 
 
Stalin:  And that line about his “predecessor”…  (Laughing carefully, he addresses the hall) Our president’s 
sense of humor is unsurpassed. 
 
Man from the Ministry (pointing at his watch):  Lunch is in full swing, go ahead. 
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Stalin:  We’re flattered by the attention, but, you see, the play isn’t yet a finished product; it’s just half-
baked, as they say.  We would like –  
 
Man from the Ministry:  I don’t believe my ears.  What, would you refuse the President?  Voldemar 
Arkadievich.  This level of interest.  It’s awkward for me to even ask a second time… 
 
Stalin:  Who said we’re refusing him?  What kind of word is that to use?!  I only wanted to say, in our 
defense –  
 
Man from the Ministry:  He understands, he understands.  He loves theatre, and he knows the 
difference between a rehearsal and a performance. 
 
Stalin:  We don’t even have enough actors for the second scene.  We’d need two more! 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Are you testing the patience of the President? 
 
Stalin:  What am I to do – ask the make-up artists to perform?  The stagehands? 
 
Man from the Ministry (His mobile phone rings. He answers with fear and reverence.):  They have served the 
first course.  Voldemar Arkadievich, do you understand me?  They have served.  The First.  Course. 
 
Stalin:  Got it!  (addressing Terentii) You know the lines.  I’m casting you as the doctor of comrade Stalin. 
 
Terentii:  But, but I… 
 
Stalin:  Terentii.  Do you understand me? 
 
Terentii:  Yes. 
 
Stalin:  As for the second doctor…  Who will play the second doctor? 
 
The phone rings again. 
 
Man from the Ministry (after a pause, sotto voce):  Mister President.  Yes…  Oh, yes…  Yes, yes…  But 
how can I save the situation…?  (with horror) The second course is on its way?!  I am resourceful, yes…  
And enterprising…  But I still don’t understand…  Play it myself?  But I’m not… even an actor.  Me? 
 
Stalin:  Listen to the President. 
 
Man from the Ministry (into the phone):  Understood.  (He puts the phone back in his pocket.)  The artistic 
situation requires that… 
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Stalin:  We understand what it requires.  (He hands him a page from the script.)  There a just a few lines.  
Your objective – to tremble.  I’m sure you can manage that… Mister President, please don’t judge us. 
 
He withdraws. 
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Scene Three. 
The Pulse of Comrade Stalin 
 
 
The Kremlin retinue, including members of the Politburo, and Valentina (a friend and nurse of “The Father of Nations”) 
are gathered around the body of Stalin, who is lying on a couch, staring at a fixed point in space. 
 
Khrushchev (whispering):  Where is he looking? 
 
Beria:  What does he see? 
 
Khrushchev:  What is he looking at? 
 
(They look in that direction, up and to the left.) 
 
Beria:  Do you see anything? 
 
Khrushchev:  Nothing at all. 
 
Beria:  Me neither.  Yet he – sees!  And that’s the way it’s always been! 
 
Beria and Khrushchev both throw themselves to their knees and crawl toward Stalin’s hand, but Beria gets their first and, 
in a frenzy, begins to kiss that hand. 
 
Two doctors enter.  It’s Terentii and the Man from the Ministry, both trembling.  Their arrival has no effect on the behavior 
of Beria. 
 
First Doctor:  We have to change the clothes of ka– ka– ka– 
 
Second Doctor:  Comrade Stalin. 
 
First Doctor:  Another exam is e– e– e– 
 
Second Doctor:  …sential. 
 
Khrushchev (looking at Beria, who has almost lost consciousness):  I think it’s best to limit oneself to a 
comradely handshake. 
 
Khrushchev approaches the other hand of the leader and with devotion, with a deep inhale, shakes it.  Amongst the retinue, 
a schism develops: one half approaches the hand for a kiss, the other half lines up for a handshake.  The only one not 
participating in the divided ritual is Valya – she is sobbing in a corner. 
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Khrushchev (to the doctors):  How moist his palms are!  What does that indicate? 
 
First Doctor:  There are several different causes of sweaty palms.  The first one is… 
 
Second Doctor:  To begin with we have to undress and examine him.  We’ve never even been here 
before!  (To the first doctor, quietly) Let me do the talking, don’t even start, I’m ordering you, I’m begging 
you… 
 
Khrushchev (to Beria, who, having finally walked away from Stalin’s hand, is slightly intoxicated from all the kissing):  
Do you think he liked that? 
 
Beria:  I couldn’t help myself. 
 
Valya:  He knew, he knew it all.  Yesterday he says to me, “Do you see, Valentina, how the sun’s coming 
out? Here in Moscow, one rarely sees the sun so early in the spring.” (The members of the retinue exchange 
puzzled glances.) Oh, you don’t understand! (She continues sobbing.) 
 
First Doctor: Could we take his pulse? 
 
The first doctor approaches Stalin’s body and lifts up his right hand.  But the doctor is shaking so much that he constantly 
drops the great leader’s hand and, in a deathly pallor, starts the count again and again.  Stalin lifts up his left hand.  It 
seems like he’s pointing at the same spot that he was so persistently staring at earlier.  Everyone, as if a spell has been cast, 
looks into the emptiness, hoping to discern some sort of sign, or anything at all that could so capture the attention of the 
General Secretary.  The whispering of the retinue is heard: “Where is he looking?” “What is he pointing at?” “I don’t see 
anything!” “I see it!” “What?” “Look for yourself.” “I don’t see it! I’m gonna kill my optometrist, the bastard.” 
 
The whispering of the guards: “Doctors are scum, even eye doctors” – “Especially eye doctors, they can affect our vision.”  
“And that includes our political vision.” 
 
Someone in the retinue: “Somebody shut up the guards!” 
 
At this point, Stalin himself appears.  No one notices him. 
 
Stalin:  Ha.  I was pointing.  I wasn’t pointing at anything.  I wanted to grab them by the gullet – all of 
them, one by one; my heart was seizing with regret that I wasn’t able to drag – all of them, one after 
another – to their deaths. And then I didn’t give a damn (the arm of Stalin’s body comes down).  My legs 
became cold, up to my knees, I wanted to order them to cover me with a blanket.  But my tongue wasn’t 
listening to me.  I couldn’t even open my mouth.  Couldn’t.  Even.  Open.  My mouth.  What staggered 
me was that the first to get cold were the two knit-together toes on my right foot.  It meant the miracle 
was coming to an end.  Even in Siberia, in exile, in that terrible cold, when my whole body was struggling 
just to breathe, when it turned into a cube of ice that barely swayed in the wind, those two little heroes 
didn’t freeze.  Never!  But here, in my warm dacha – I have an excellent boiler man, I went through so 
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many before I found him! – in my warm dacha, at the beginning of spring, those two toes were the first 
to give the treacherous signal: “We’re cold!  Cover us!”  It meant the miracle was coming to an end.  (He 
starts to smoke, takes a seat, and with an evil smile looks at the retinue around his body. Then, with reference to his 
smoking…)  It doesn’t matter anymore.  (Pause.)  And…there’s no one.  Even Lenin, who had shown up 
in my visions regularly, didn’t want to come to my deathbed hallucinations… 
 
From above the stage a grandiose, husky cough is heard. 
 
Khrushchev:  Gesundheit, Mister President! 
 
The room comes to life again. 
 
First doctor:  We must… 
 
Second doctor (interrupting the first): … put the leeches on Comrade Stalin. 
 
First doctor:  Eight of them… 
 
Second doctor:  … on each ear… 
 
They get down to business.  Valya sobs even harder. 
 
Stalin:  Eight of them on each ear… The leeches set about their work for the good of the party and the 
country.  I didn’t get any better, but sixteen little monsters, eight on the left ear and eight on the right, 
filled themselves up with my blood before the eyes of those comrades-in-arms.  And here I am with my 
comrades just looking at one another, and I pick up the scent of their fear – they fear me, each other, 
themselves.  They’re bewildered, like actors who have been sent out on stage – but no one gave them 
the script.  What should we do?!  What if we stay silent for too long?  And what if we start to speak too 
soon?  It all could lead to death – uttering a single word, or remaining silent… 
 
He suddenly stops himself.  He firmly approaches the Man from the Ministry, who is playing a doctor. 
 
Stalin:  Should we continue?  Has the President not finished his lunch? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  According…  According to my calculations…  If, if I am to draw upon my 
past experience… They are now serving dessert.  We must continue.  They will give us a signal. 
 
Stalin walks away from the Man from the Ministry. 
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Scene Four. 
“The mustache grows in order to bring us joy.” 
 
 
Lenin appears. 
 
Lenin:  Ardent comrade!  You marvelous Georgian! 
 
Stalin:  Vladimir Ilich!  I was waiting!  Good health to you? 
 
Lenin:  For us to wish one another good health is a bit stupid. 
 
Stalin:  Because it’s a bit too late? 
 
Lenin:  Definitely for me.  But you are still… 
 
Stalin (checking his own pulse):  Apparently alive for now. 
 
Lenin (indicating the group of comrades around the body of Stalin):  When your pulse stops, they’ll put you under 
with me… 
 
Stalin:  Put me under? 
 
Lenin:  It will all be much more fun, because I’m bored to death down there…  They come in, gawk 
and stand so quietly…  It’s a terrible silence, inviolable; three years ago a fly flew in, it made me so happy!  
I would have stood up to greet it if I’d been able to.  They killed it, but the mausoleum was closed during 
the hunt.  A lieutenant and two majors chased the winged creature, like three acrobats from the circus; 
for nine whole days after that, I remembered this marvelous scene, and I chuckled – but secretly.  That’s 
how it is… True, my mustache was pricking my lower lip, I mean they hardly ever shave me.  Everyone’s 
delighted – ah, his mustache is growing, ah, dead for thirty years, yet the mustache grows in order to 
bring us joy, could it mean the resurrection of our favorite, our native son…? 
 
A muffled sound is heard. 
 
Beria (hissing, trembling with rage):  What have you done?  You’ve dropped the teeth of Comrade Stalin! 
 
First Doctor:  We had to clear the oral cavity… 
 
Second Doctor:  He didn’t do it on purpose, it was because of his tremendous awe… 
 
First Doctor:  What do you mean – he?  It was you who dropped… 
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Second Doctor:  What, did I push my own elbow? 
 
First Doctor:  I was never anywhere near your elbows… 
 
Second Doctor:  What are you saying?  Ah!... You want to take over my department? 
 
The first doctor drops to his knees. 
 
First Doctor:  He’s raving.  We’ll atone for this. 
 
The second doctor drops to his knees. 
 
Second Doctor:  I’m raving.  We’ll atone for this. 
 
Beria:  To the tribunal with you.  Both of you! 
 
Stalin and Lenin start to laugh, though Stalin laughs with some bitterness. 
 
Stalin:  You dropped the teeth of Comrade Stalin…  While attempting to clear the oral cavity… Yes, 
it’s the stuff of Faust… 
 
Lenin:  And had it not occurred to you that someday you would lie beside me?  That what awaits us is 
an eternity together? 
 
Stalin:  It had…  When I visited the Mausoleum…  But is that immortality? 
 
Lenin:  Yes, it’s a lousy one…  But it’s all we’ve got.  And you won’t believe the lines they’ll form!  
Communists from Thailand, France, Bangladesh, Germany…  From all over the world, a mighty 
communist torrent will flow toward us, and we’ll lie side by side, and quiiii-etly, quiiii-etly converse like 
this…  I have some little games I play down there, I’ll show you… 
 
Stalin:  Little games? 
 
Lenin:  I’ll show you! 
 
Stalin:  And if death doesn’t take me?  If it lets me lie here for years?  Lets them become the laughingstock, 
lets them become accursed!... 
 
Lenin:  Don’t you worry about that.  You’ll be dead before dawn.  I guarantee it.  (He hands him shaving 
equipment.)  But for now…  Can you…  Sense what I want you to do?  (Stalin takes the equipment and begins 
to trim Lenin’s mustache and beard.)  Yes!  Wonderful!  Just like back then, in October of 1917!...  So I can 
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finally laugh without pricking myself!  Yes!  And on the sides, on the sides… Without broad gestures!  
Do it like you did back then… 
 
Stalin:  Before your brilliant, historic speech! 
 
Lenin:  Back then you trimmed my beard and mustache magnificently!  I knew who to give that task to.  
(He looks askance at the excessively sweeping action of the straight razor.)  Are you shaving or conducting? 
 
Stalin:  It was hard for us to reach the Smolnyi Institute that day, I barely managed to give you a shave 
and a haircut…  Remember how they burst into the tsar’s wine cellars, and everyone started to get drunk, 
even the firemen?  Then, following your order, all the bottles and casks were smashed, and people lapped 
up wine and vodka right out of the gutters…  Before I undertook my historic shave of the leader of the 
worldwide proletariat, I rode past the Winter Palace and saw how peasant men and even their wives were 
drinking this new revolutionary beverage from puddles on the street… 
 
Lenin (laughing):  Dirt with alcohol?  And why is it that these images have been preserved in your memory?  
From such an incredible time?  Alcohol-infused dirt…  Why that? 
 
Stalin:  What do you remember? 
 
Lenin:  Hey!  Be careful, my little Georgian!  Back then, in 1917, you were deferential…  Don’t touch 
that vein!  It hasn’t beat in thirty years, but all the same don’t you touch it!... 
 
Khrushchev (to Beria):  Did you bulk up the security?  No outsiders can get in here, right? 
 
Beria:  You’re anxious, Nikita; that’s why you’re asking such stupid questions.  Forget about it.  At this 
point we can’t control everything ourselves. 
 
Stalin:  But, after all, wasn’t it one of them who murdered me?  Which one managed to do it? 
 
Beria (suddenly unable contain himself, he cries out):  How on earth can we go on without him?  Does anyone 
have a handkerchief… I was rushing and didn’t grab anything, anything at all… 
 
Khrushchev approaches him, gives him a handkerchief and puts a hand on his shoulder.  Suddenly he starts to weep, and 
Beria joins him.  They share one handkerchief between them. 
 
Lenin (directs the attention of the Stalin standing next to him to the Stalin lying on the couch):  Can you hear it?  
Inhale-exhale, inhale-exhale – and a pause.  It’s a portent of Cheyne-Stokes respiration.  Of your last 
breath. 
 
Suddenly the Man from the Ministry takes off his doctor’s smock and throws it on the floor. 
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Man from the Ministry:  Dessert has ended! 
 
Stalin:  Which means the President… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Is gone!  Gone… 
 
Pause. 
 
Stalin (uncertainly):  Then we’re…  Done? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Of course!  Of course, of course you can all…  (He almost runs from the stage). 
 
Stalin (into the auditorium):  Thank you for your attention, thank you for coming…  That concludes the 
preview…  We’ll hope to see you at the premiere in three weeks… 
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Scene Five. 
“The dessert remained almost untouched…” 
 
 
The audience disperses.  Sitting at a table on the stage are Voldemar, in the clothes and makeup of Stalin, and, also still 
in makeup, the actors playing Lenin, Beria, and Khrushchev.  Valentina stands nearby. 
 
Lenin:  The audience seemed to like it… 
 
Khrushchev:  And the most important viewer?  (Beria shrugs his shoulders.)  Whose censorious cough was 
that, eh?  It rumbled above the stage and faded away… 
 
Beria:  That doesn’t happen, Nikita. 
 
Valentina:  Voldemar Arkadievich, they called from your museum… 
 
Stalin:  Well? 
 
Valentina:  They are asking for the costume that you just performed in.  They want to place it in a glass 
case and write: in this costume, in the role of Stalin for the first time… 
 
Stalin:  What’s the big rush?  My museum hasn’t even opened yet.  We’re opening it on my jubilee, 
which is still a year away.  And look, with these nerves, I might not even make it… 
 
Valentina (clasping her hands together):  Don’t say that! 
 
Lenin:  There’s no need to get upset, citizen. 
 
Valentina:  Ah, you understand nothing, nothing… 
 
Stalin:  Stop playing your character.  Stop it right now.  Good.  Now, in the museum, where they have 
my diplomas and prizes, you won’t forget to write, “Voldemar Arkadievich regarded awards with irony,” 
right? 
 
Valentina:  They’ve already got it down, I saw the placard.  I do need to remind you about what’s 
happening today.  We have a big schedule of events… 
 
In the depths of the stage appears the Man from the Ministry.  He is acting sorrowful.  Valentina doesn’t notice him. 
 
Valentina:  In the Studio theater tonight there will be an artistic meeting with an actor who played under 
your direction twenty years ago; in the New theatre an artistic meeting with an actor who performed 
with you at the helm thirty years ago.  You’ll have to move quickly from venue to venue, so we’ve 
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purchased a vehicle, you know, those comfortable ones that go around at airports, indoors, we’ve 
decorated it with flowers and posters…  You’ll have to make a stop along the way for the opening of a 
photo exhibition in the foyer, devoted to your creative output from your first steps in the theater up 
until that day when…  (Voldemar Arkadievich raises a finger to his lips, Valentina stops talking.) 
 
Stalin:  Don’t torment us. 
 
The Man from the Ministry silently hands a telegram to Voldemar Arkadievich, who passes it to Valentina.  She begins 
to read it. 
 
Valentina:  It’s from the Minister.  “Consider my previous telegram null and void.  Do not deposit the 
telegram into the theatre’s archive.  Destroy it in the presence of my colleague from the Culture 
Ministry.” 
 
Khrushchev:  My god… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  It must be destroyed right now. 
 
Stalin:  What?  Burn it?  And our production?  Burn that too? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  I have no instructions on that subject.  Where is… 
 
Valentina locates the previous telegram, looks at the director, who nods; she places the paper in an ashtray and sets it 
aflame.  The Man from the Ministry gathers up the ashes in an envelope and hides it in his pocket.  He prepares to leave. 
 
Stalin:  Hold on.  Are we to…? 
Lenin:  If the telegram has been retracted, how are we to understand the course of things to come… 
 
Beria:  We want to have clarity. 
 
The Man from the Ministry comes near, whispers. 
 
Man from the Ministry:  What I said there, in front of everyone.  I told you that the President had 
finished dessert.  So I had mercy on you. 
 
Khrushchev:  My god… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  In point of fact, he didn’t come close to finishing it.  A basket of sweets.  With 
raspberries.  It sat there almost untouched.  (Pause.) 
 
Lenin:  What are we to make of that, comrade? 
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Man from the Ministry:  Fine.  I’ll clarify.  Can I be certain that everything said here will also die here? 
 
Valentina:  Why use those words… 
 
Stalin:  It’ll die here. 
 
Man from the Ministry:  The Minister of Culture approached the President.  Who was upset.  (Pause.) 
 
Stalin:  And so?!  (Beat.)  Forgive me. 
 
Man from the Ministry:  It’s not good, said the President, that your hero dies.  A death isn’t needed. 
 
Stalin:  Then what’s needed?! 
 
Man from the Ministry: Yes, without any regard for himself, that’s exactly what the Minister asked. 
 
Stalin:  And? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  A birth is needed. 
 
Beria:  What, right in the maternity ward, with midwives all around?  Little baby Sta – 
 
Stalin:  Save the jokes, Lavrentyi, for better times. 
 
Man from the Ministry (imposingly):  A death is not needed.  The President got upset.  And humor is 
not needed, farce.  Now is not the time.  He said, “ Step into the depths.” 
Khrushchev:  My god… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  To be honest, I envy you. 
 
Stalin:  How’s that? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Because usually the President is silent.  Or he speaks so cryptically that it 
leaves you guessing, wracking your brain.  But for your sake he spoke all those words, and everything is 
clear.  All the other ministers became envious of us. 
 
Stalin:  What else did he say?  Please tell us without anymore of these pauses.  My actors are all about 
to have heart attacks. 
 
Valentina:  As is Voldemar Arkadievich… 
 
Stalin:  This isn’t about me. 
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Man from the Ministry (ceremoniously):  Our minister, risking himself for your sake, said this to the 
President:  In our society there’s no consensus about the Father of Nations.  One man curses him, 
another man praises him.  Our society is tense and divided.  Mister President, we want to know: How 
do we feel about Stalin? 
 
Stalin:  And what did he say? 
 
Khrushchev:  My god, what did he say? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  For a long time he was silent. 
 
Stalin:  And then? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  And then he blew his nose. 
 
Stalin:  Well, then what? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  It’s not by chance, he said, that human beings have two eyes.  Two, he said, 
and not one. 
 
Stalin:  So you’ve decided to go ahead and give my actors heart attacks? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Because with one eye it’s necessary to see the tyrant and butcher, and with 
the other – the mighty builder of the state.  Then the minister asked…  My God, light a candle for his 
good health, how he fought for you today! 
Stalin:  We’ll do it!  We’ll do it all!  I’m begging you – continue! 
 
Man from the Ministry:  The minister asked, does that mean it’s best to remember Stalin as a butcher-
hero?  Once again, the President fell silent.  Then the minister summed things up…  You know, I’m 
describing this now, and I can’t believe it… Our minister is a man made from a heroic stamp, that’s what 
I have to tell you.  He summed things up – does it mean that the societal consensus will be based on this 
principal:  a tyrant-builder and a butcher-hero?  And the President looked at him significantly.  Using 
both of his eyes, Voldemar Arkadievich.  Using both his eyes. 
 
The Man from the Ministry withdraws. 
 
Beria:  If we’re following the rules of this conspiracy, we also need to burn the new telegram from the 
ministry.  The one that directs us to burn the previous one. 
 
Lenin:  Why is that? 
 
Beria:  Otherwise there will be circumstantial elephants of his approval. 
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Stalin:  What the hell are you talking about?!  Circumstantial elephants?! 
 
Beria:  I said, circumstantial evidence revealing that the Minister approved, at first, that which the President 
later condemned. 
 
Stalin: You’re a bootlicker, Lavrentyi…  Burn it. 
 
He passes the telegram to Valentina, and she burns it. 
 
Stalin:  They smell strange, these burned ministerial telegrams…  They smell a little sad somehow… 
 
Valentina (sobbing):  It’s the smell of unfulfilled dreams… 
 
Stalin:  So then, a birth…  And the humor has got to go…  There’s no death in the Kremlin, of course…  
And there’s nothing funny there either, as we should have known…  And the premiere is in three weeks. 
 
Valentina:  And how about we don’t change anything? 
 
Everyone laughs, but Voldemar strokes her head in a fatherly way. 
 
Stalin:  We won’t change anything.  We’ll simply shorten it. 
 
Lenin:  Yes, there really is stuff there that can be cut!  We’ve got to make the idea crystal clear, and only 
then present it to the public. 
Beria: To be honest, the irony made me uncomfortable inside.  I really don’t understand – what were 
we laughing at? 
 
Khrushchev:  My bewilderment is more general: I can’t understand why we laugh. 
 
Stalin (gets his pipe, lights it, takes a puff):  So you’d hand me over just like that, eh?  As soon as the wind 
blows in the other direction?  (To Valentina) Human beings are the most abominable of God’s creations. 
 
Valentina:  Write it down? 
 
Stalin:  Don’t make a fuss.  Just remember it. 
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Scene Six. 
“Farce is obsolete, Terentii.” 
 
 
The artist Vladimir Kudravtsev runs in.  He is dragging a resistant Terentii behind him. 
 
Vladimir:  Voldemar Arkadievich, this one wanted to run away from the theater. 
 
Stalin:  Don’t call the playwright “this one.”  In case you didn’t know, he’s the most important person 
in the theater…  Wanted to run away? 
 
Vladimir:  Uh-huh, to desert the territory. 
 
Stalin:  Run away from the theater?  Terentii?  There are only spectators out there.  You’d just get 
depressed.  (To the actors)  Why did you stop him?  Let this boring human being go.  (Terentii heads for the 
exit.)  But, Terentii, according to our contract the theater has the right to revise the script.  And the scale 
of the revisions, alas, is not specified.  But that’s nothing, you can take us to court.  Though the case, 
alas, won’t be heard until after the premiere.  Clear out, Terentii, until our day in court.  I won’t be there; 
you won’t see me anymore.  You’ll be met by my brilliant legal department. 
 
Terentii:  Why are you acting this way? 
 
Stalin:  And you, while you were running away, you didn’t think about how you’d offend me?  Sit down.  
While you were playing the deserter, we had a meeting here.  A serious one.  Just don’t think, brother 
Terentii, that we succumbed to pressure.  Or is there some suspicion lurking there in your liberal heart?  
It was just the first run-through:  it uncovers the weak spots.  It reveals abscesses, the artistic defects. 
 
Beria:  Defects there are. 
 
Khrushchev:  There are abscesses. 
 
Stalin:  You see.  But all this is pointless… (He walks around Terentii, who is sitting in a chair.)  It’s a brilliant 
play, Terentii!  Magnificent!  But you’ve got to cut it down to a third of its size and write a new beginning.  
That’s all!  (Terentii endeavors to run, Khrushchev and Beria stop him.)  There are three weeks before the 
premiere.  But before that there were two years of work, anticipation, dreams…  What, Terentii, would 
you throw away two years of your life?  You are a rational human being.  You’ll publish your play in its 
full form.  I will write the introduction.  You’ll stage it in its full form in a different theatre – I’ll help 
you.  But here…  I want to ask you as a gifted human being: why is there so much stuff in your play, yet 
not one scene with the mother? 
 
Terentii:  With whose mother? 
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Stalin:  With Stalin’s mother.  After all, we’re not going to just show this old man to the audience.  (He 
points to himself, and Valentina cries out: “Don’t talk like that!”)  We have to understand that horrific moment 
when the young Stalin turns into a monster.  Let’s go deep.  Are you capable of going deep?  Straight 
into the soul of a monster, beneath the surface, into the underground!  We’ll pose the questions – why 
did he turn out like this?  He had been a splendid chap, he loved the Bible, honored his mother…  We 
have to show the birth of Stalin.  Yet you began with his death.  Terentii!  You violated the laws of 
nature!  Everything that I’m saying – it’s a summons, Terentii.  It is…  How do they say it now… 
 
Beria:  A challenge! 
 
Stalin:  Exactly!  Just now, we all saw the reaction of the audience.  They don’t get the laughter.  Satire 
is obsolete, Terentii.  Farce is obsolete.  Alas. 
 
Terentii:  When did it become obsolete?  An hour and a half ago?  (In horror, the actors cover their faces with 
their hands.) 
 
Stalin:  A creative human being has got to be a daredevil.  (To the actors) Learn from his example! 
 
Valentina (to Terentii):  In case you’d like to know, mister daredevil, for his eighty-year anniversary 
Voldemar Arkadievich has planned such an audacious action that you couldn’t even dream it up! 
 
Stalin:  Enough, Valya! … But as regards obsolescence.  You’re in the theatre, Terentii.  Here anything 
can become obsolete in an instant.  Chin up!  If we see that it’s gone poorly, I’ll be the first to announce: 
put it all back in!  Well, Terentii? (To Beria and Khrushchev) I refuse to accept it.  A creative human being, 
a young man – avoiding experimentation?  Averse to risk? 
 
Beria:  He adores his comfort zone.  It’s his cradle. 
 
Khrushchev:  His cloister. 
 
Stalin:  That’s it.  I’m worn out.  Open the doors.  Wide open.  I’m not going to hold back or try to 
convince anyone.  Does anyone else want to leave?  Does psychological realism disturb you?  An attempt 
to climb into the abyss of a monster’s soul?  Who wants to put on airs, to giggle and jump around the 
stage, ignoring the life of the human spirit?  I’m not holding you here.  And I’m especially not holding 
you here, Terentii.  (He approaches him, extends his hand in parting.)  This task is not for you, my dear 
humorist.  So what, it happens.  No hard feelings. 
 
Terentii:  Give me a moment to adjust, you’re like an avalanche… 
 
Stalin:  Adjust at home with some chicken noodle soup.  Right not you’ve got to concentrate and – soar!  
Just fly in a completely different direction, Terentii, than we were flying in before!  Turn from the West 
to the East, Terentii!  Do you hear that?  It’s not the sound of banknotes, though there is that, of course.  
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It’s the sound of a new dream spreading its wings! 
 
Beria:  Nikita and I can hear it. 
 
Khrushchev:  What’s wrong with Terentii? 
 
Beria:  Deafness is setting in… 
 
Khrushchev:  He’ll cure himself – we believe! 
 
Stalin:  And our little Volodya (pointing to Vladimir, he addresses Terentii) displayed magnificent artistry 
when he seized you, isn’t that so?  Do you appreciate it?  And what flair?  Eh? 
 
Beria:  Marvelous flair! 
 
Khrushchev:  And marvelous artistry! 
 
Stalin (to Vladimir):  I’ll reward you!  In the new production you will play the young Stalin!  Young Joey! 
 
Vladimir (suffocating with joy):  I…  I will justify!  All the faith you’ve placed in me…  Wholly! … 
Completely! …  All the hopes… 
 
Stalin:  Easy, easy, Volodya.  Get into character already.  Little Joey doesn’t rush.  His words are weighty, 
his movements aren’t in vain.  This is a future ruler, Volodya.  There’s no need to squeal.  Are we agreed?  
(Vladimir nods.  He attempts to transform himself.  Voldemar addresses Terentii.)  Inspire him!  Inspire us and 
return to the script!  I await the results tonight. 
 
Beria:  We all await them. 
 
Khrushchev:  And we believe. 
 
Beria:  He’s a first-rate talent – he’ll figure it out. 
 
Khrushchev:  It’ll be a cinch for him. 
 
Stalin:  Our faith is absolute. 
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Scene Seven. 
The birth of a monster from the spirit of a chicken 
 
 
Rehearsal of the first scene of the revised play.  Anna Krylataya is now playing Stalin’s mother; Vladimir Kudravtsev is 
playing the Young Stalin.  The other actors are observing. 
 
Young Stalin:  How is your health, Mom? 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken more slowly… 
 
Stalin (to Terentii):  It’s a brilliant script.  Simply brilliant. 
 
Terentii:  Why are you… 
 
Stalin:  You’re not a theater worker.  You’re a writer.  You have no clue how much there is in those 
phrases.  But you’ve got us.  Give thanks that you’ve got us. 
 
Terentii:  Thanks. 
 
Stalin:  You see, right there.  It’s just a single ‘thanks’ – but it’s got irony and hopelessness, bright faith 
in me and a deep lack of faith in me as well…  And that’s just one word, Terentii.  What’s that look?  Oh, 
these authors… They don’t understand anything.  They write ingenious stuff, like these phrases here, 
and don’t even realize it.  They write a bunch of crap and make a big fuss about it…  Just like you were 
making a fuss about the scenes that we performed yesterday.  What was in them, really?  A lot of giggles 
and winks.  You just watch, how we flesh out your script right now.  Watch the magic happen, Terentii.  
(To the Young Stalin) Eat the chicken, but eat it like the monster who will devour people in the future…  
Yes!  It’s already better!  Imaginary fangs!  I don’t see the imaginary fangs, Volodya!  Yes…  Yes…  
They’re growing…  Oh my god…  Incomparable… 
 
Young Stalin (to Valentina):  How is your health? 
 
Stalin:  No!  No!  My dear Volodya…  Deliver it, so that we hear something entirely different in that 
question…  This creature is dreaming about plunging everyone into the flames of hell, my dear Volodya!  
Even his mother, especially his mother, we know this from the archival material that Terentii obtained… 
 
Terentii:  I didn’t obtain –  
 
Stalin (he blows smoke into Terentii’s face and addresses Volodya):  Say, “How is your health?” – so that 
underneath it we hear: “When, oh when, are you going to die, you old hag?” 
 
Young Stalin:  When, oh when, are you going to…  Oy, forgive me…  How is your health? 
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Stalin:  That’s better.  But do it like this: “How is” – that’s the first lick of the flame, and “your health” 
– that’s already a roar, the roar of hell fires… Try it, Volodya… 
 
Young Stalin:  How is your health? 
 
Beria and Khrushchev applaud. 
 
Stalin (to Terentii):  And that’s just the beginning.  In a week’s time he’ll be saying that line in such a way 
that they’ll put it in textbooks on the history of theatre.  Valentina.  Let’s go. 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken more slowly… 
 
Stalin:  Valentina!  Are you forgetting that we’re working with a mystical script?  (To Terentii)  Yes, yes, 
mystical.  (To Valentina)  That’s not simply a phrase – “eat the chicken”…  You’ve already realized that 
a demon has implanted itself in your son… 
 
Valentina:  But, Voldemar Arkadievich, when did I realize that? 
 
Stalin:  A magnificent actor’s question!  Your lessons in audacity, Terentii!  You realized it this morning.  
And now you regard that little chicken like a magic potion… No, not ‘potion’…  Like magical food.  
Because you poured into that little chicken all of your love, all of your hope, Valentina!  And you are 
presenting this food to your son with the hope that he will eat it, and the demon will hurl itself out!  And 
you will see your little Joey, your beloved little Joey, as he was before! 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken –  
 
Stalin:  A mother’s despair!  Invest it with more motherly despair, Valentina! 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken more slowly… 
 
Stalin:  Break the line into two parts.  “Joey, eat the chicken” – that’s full of despair.  “More slowly” – 
that’s full of hope.  That your son will be cured, Valentina. 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken more slowly… 
 
Stalin:  You need to practice it more. 
 
Valentina:  While for him (pointing at the Young Stalin) it’s immediately “incomparable”… (she is on the 
verge of tears). 
 
Stalin:  Your task is more complicated, Valentina.  And it’s about to get even more complicated.  Are 
you ready for it to get even more complicated? 
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Valentina:  I’m ready. 
 
Stalin:  Deliver that “More slowly” part with the opposite intention.  Do you see?  In point of fact, you 
want him to oust the demon more quickly…  So, deep down “more slowly” to you means “faster, I beg 
you, faster”!  Do you see?  Infuse that phrase with the dialectic, Valentina!  With the dialectic! 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken more slowly… 
 
Stalin:  Genius! 
 
Beria: Isn’t all this too daring, Voldemar Arkadievich? 
 
Stalin:  You’ve decided to start joking again, Lavrentyi?  You know I’ve got a big joke ready for you. 
 
Beria:  I’m not joking at all.  I fear they may suspect that this chicken is actually an eagle… 
 
Stalin:  That’s bullshit!  And even if they do, so what? 
 
Beria:  The symbol of our state…  Stalin, it turns out, is gorging on the symbol of… Voldemar 
Arkadievich, I’m glad that you’re smiling.  But we have to be aware of the risks. 
 
Stalin: You know what, Lavrentyi.  I won’t allow anyone!  Anyone!  To interfere with my self-expression.  
You may be right.  But this scene determines everything; it shows the beginning; here we see how, from 
out of a young man, a beast begins to hatch, a monster…  I will not back away from this scene.  Not for 
anything.  Even if the police come. 
  
Valentina (to Beria):  I understand perfectly well how much you’d like it if I had no role in this production 
at all. 
 
Khrushchev:  There’s no need to treat Lavrentyi like this.  His suspiciousness is an asset.  And if he 
becomes completely rabid – we’ll shoot him!  (Everyone laughs, except Stalin and Terentii.) 
 
Valentina: I know why he’s taking vengeance on me.  Voldemar Arkadievich, he solicited me.  Drunk, 
filthy, and depraved – he solicited me. 
 
Stalin:  Lavrentyi… 
 
Beria:  It’s slander! 
 
Valentina:  Prove it! 
 
Beria:  How in the world can I prove that I didn’t do something?! 
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Stalin:  Brilliant.  Stalinism is in the air, just as we wanted!  All right, Lavrentyi, prove you’re innocent!  
Quickly!  Quickly, while I still have faith in you.  Well, come on…  Well…?  That’s it.  My faith is gone.  
You’re a traitor, Lavrentyi.  You are an enemy.  Oh, I’m joking, come on, my god.  I have news for you, 
Lavrentyi and Nikita.  There’s nothing bad about it.  Artistic news, and it doesn’t have anything to do 
with morality.  Accept it with an open, actorly heart.  Khrushchev and Beria will not be in the new 
production. 
 
Valentina:  So sad. 
 
Beria:  Josef!  I don’t believe… 
 
Khrushchev:  Voldemar Arkadievich, this is a tragedy. 
 
Stalin:  I understand. 
 
Khrushchev:  How we dreamed about these roles… 
 
Stalin (with a heightened intonation):  A theatre is an empire.  What is one little actor’s fate in comparison 
to the fate of a whole theatre?  The decision has been made.  Your talents will be needed in the future.  
Now is not the time.  (To the Young Stalin and Valentina) And so, young Josef, my dear Keke, let’s not be 
distracted, we’re moving on (to Khrushchev and Beria), and you two go out into the auditorium… 
 
Young Stalin:  How is your health, Mom? 
 
Valentina:  Joey, eat the chicken more slowly… 
 
Beria and Khrushchev exit. 
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Scene Eight. 
The kites of Stalinism and the falcons of liberalism 
 
 
Beria and Khrushchev. 
 
Beria:  Try to eat the chicken… 
 
Khrushchev:  How is your health? 
 
(They laugh somberly.) 
 
Beria (mimicking Voldemar Arkadievich):  The empire doesn’t need you, the theatre’s fate is more important 
than your fates…  Does he think that he’s an empire?  That he’s the theatre? 
 
Khrushchev:  It’s a tragedy, a tragedy… 
 
Beria:  The theatre is dying, Nikita.  Now this is clear, as well as the fact we will not be in the new 
production. 
 
Khrushchev:  It’s so painful…  I can’t believe it. 
 
Beria:  And now what?  Are we going to sit amongst the audience at the premiere?  Applaud and swallow 
our tears?  Is that what we worked two years for?  I’m terrified. 
 
Khrushchev:  Of what? 
 
Beria:  I’m afraid of my own thoughts, Nikita. 
 
Khrushchev:  Let them out. 
 
Beria:  Voldemar is pushing the empire into an abyss. 
 
Khrushchev:  It’s a tragedy. 
 
Beria:  You and I, Nikita, are the Himalayas…  And all these little actors…  They fawn over him, if only 
to save their little roles. 
 
Khrushchev:  It’s disgusting to watch. 
 
Beria:  You know what I call the style that Voldemar is prepared to work in?  And, by the way, he’s been 
working like this for a long time.  Out of fear.  “Not-a-candle-for-God-not-a-deal-for-the-devil.”  Or – 
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“no-way-ism.”  It’s a very contemporary style, by the way, for those who want to save themselves.  
Voldemar has already directed productions like that, where he kept himself aloof.  But this one is 
especially dangerous, Nikita. 
 
Khrushchev:  Especially dangerous, Lavrentyi. 
 
Beria:  You know what this premiere is going to be?  It’ll be the premiere of the outstanding instinct for 
self-preservation of Voldemar Arkadievich.  To participate in all of that – it’s disgusting.  It’s vile. 
 
Khrushchev:  Really? 
 
Beria:  Our emperor has lost his senses.  I was seeing it already yesterday, when the shocks from the 
telegrams began.  The illness spread more quickly than I thought it would.  But not more quickly than I 
can write.  I foresaw it all.  (He pulls out of his pocket two sheets of paper.)  Here we’ll have your signature too, 
Nikita.  And when Voldemar falls, he won’t drag you and me into the abyss with him!  Here are two… 
denunciations.  One – to the organization of anti-Stalinists.  And the other – to the place where Stalin is 
revered and adored.  Our local Stalin thinks that he’s outsmarted everyone.  Thinks that he’ll run between 
the streams of Stalinism and Anti-Stalinism, to oblige both our people and their people!  To pass off 
silence as opinion, alarm as objectivity, terror as neutrality, and a creative impasse as deep thought!  But 
these little denunciations…  They will change the optics, bring things into sharper focus.  Reveal the 
weak spots – for both the Stalinists and the liberals.  (In ecstasy) The kites of Stalinism and the falcons of 
liberalism will descend upon Voldemar!  And we will stand aside, while they gnaw on his little bones.  
Stand there and whisper in his ears: Are you in pain, Voldemar Arkadievich?  It looks like they’re pecking 
out your eyes?  Ah, already?  And what now (shaking his head) Your spleen…  So sad…  Well?  Are you 
with me? 
 
Khrushchev:  Unh-uh.  I’m outta here. 
 
Beria:  After all that we’ve said? 
 
Khrushchev:  I was only listening, Lavrentyi. 
 
Beria:  But your signature?  Your signature?  You will perish!  Alongside him!  You fool, with what they 
did to your role…  You fool! 
 
Khrushchev exits.  Beria rushes after him. 
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Scene Nine. 
Or maybe I’ll shoot you all in the dining hall? 
 
 
Voldemar Arkadievich and Terentii. 
 
Terentii:  I understand that theatre involves compromise.  I’m not proposing that we stage the whole 
play, in full, I’m not stupid, and I understand that they’re pressuring you –  
 
Stalin:  You are mistaken, Terentii.  You’re just like a child.  Pressuring…  Who can put pressure on 
Voldemar?  Do you know what principle should be adhered to?  Think before you speak.  Those who 
do the opposite have lives that are troubled, short, and sad. 
 
Terentii:  Okay!  They’re not pressuring you. 
 
Stalin:  That’s right, Terentii. 
 
Terentii:  But to not stage even twenty percent of the script?!  At least do half of it.  Otherwise, the tone 
is lost, the whole idea is lost, and I don’t understand anymore who the play is about, who exactly is 
your… our Stalin, what we came together for, I don’t understand…  To tremble with fear and show 
everyone how scared we are?  Of a ruler who died long ago? 
 
Stalin:  You’re still like a child.  That’s bad.  Because you are not a child. 
 
Terentii:  Voldemar… 
 
Stalin:  Do you know how much our Nikita is suffering?  Just now, he was hitting his head on the board 
with the cast list.  Didn’t see his name there and started to hit it.  He broke the board.  He broke his 
head.  (He pulls out a piece of paper and shows it to Terentii.)  The cast list.  With Nikita’s blood.  Take it. 
 
Terentii:  What for? 
 
Stalin:  So that you experience drama.  Real, not imaginary, drama.  Nikita had a seizure; they called an 
ambulance.  They suspect he had a stroke.  But all the same he stayed in the theatre.  Tied a shawl around 
his head and stayed.  I hope, he says, to fulfill my obligation as an actor and a citizen.  It’s like that, 
Terentii.  Have you heard how he sings?  Write him a tiny little role, so that our injured man can sing 
from the stage. 
 
Terentii:  What kind of role could he sing… 
 
Stalin:  Suddenly, somewhere in a forest glen, an unexpected singer delights the ear of the future 
dictator… You can dream up better than I can where he could sing; I’m not your advisor on this one, 
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you have complete control.  Just save Nikita. 
 
Terentii (shrugging his shoulders):  Then we’ll have to save Beria too. 
 
Stalin:  Oh, no!  He’s a traitor.  (Quietly) He’s in a cell now. 
 
Terentii:  Wh- what?! 
 
Stalin:  Nikita suggested it!  As a joke at first, but then everyone got carried away… Nikita most of all:  
Absolutely, he shouted, lock him up in chains (he laughs).  We have a little room here, the dressing room 
of an actor who died long ago, there’s no heat.  Lavrentyi is cooling off there now.  Howling.  But what’s 
to be done?  Otherwise, God only knows what he’d spread around the city before the premiere.  So 
Nikita must be rewarded.  Let him sing.  He has served us well. 
 
Terentii:  But the cell – is that a joke? 
 
Stalin:  You don’t need anything on the fifth floor, do you? 
 
Terentii:  What would I need there? 
 
Stalin:  Then it’s a joke.  (Terentii rises up to leave.)  Think about Nikita, think about our singer.  About the 
actor and the citizen!  (Terentii exits, Voldemar Arkadievich sings with a slight Georgian accent) Where are you, 
my Suliko… (He puts on the white jacket of the generalissimo, starts to smoke his pipe.)  Around me are don-keys, 
goats, and shrews, And no one at all – to talk to.  (Getting into character, he speaks in a heightened tone.)  Around 
me are donkeys, goats, and shrews.  And no one at all to talk to.  I am alone, like the Lord himself.  
Surrounded by traitors.  Each with a knife behind his back.  Do they know how hard it is to be an 
emperor?  And how sad it is to see only snouts around you.  Not a single face.  (Lenin appears.)  Oh, you 
are heavy, Lenin’s cap… (He laughs). 
 
Lenin:  Josef, I can’t believe it. 
 
Stalin:  That I poisoned you once?  Believe it.  Beyond any doubt. 
 
Lenin:  And you cut me out?  My role!  You cut out… 
 
Stalin:  Your historical role? 
 
Lenin:  I’m leaving. 
 
Stalin:  Unfortunately, exiting the theatre before the premiere is impossible.  For the next three weeks 
we are all – one big, terrible family. 
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Lenin:  If I don’t have a role, what am I here for? 
 
Stalin:  To cement us.  To strengthen us.  To shut up. 
 
Lenin:  I’ll leave! 
 
Stalin:  My doubts concerning your departure are equal to my sadness. 
 
Lenin:  What sadness?  What’s gotten into you?! 
 
Stalin:  Take off the bald cap already.  What kind of Lenin are you?  You’re a two-faced turncoat, and 
there’s no need to pretend… 
 
Lenin:  What kind of Lenin am I?  No kind at all. 
 
Stalin:  Exactly right.  Exactly right.  Not one of you here has really become your character.  For now 
I’m still deciding about the production.  It’s possible that we’ll find a spot for you.  But for now get out.  
Everyone is spending the night in the restaurant. 
 
Lenin:  What?  Come on, are you serious?  In the restaurant on the fifth floor? 
 
Stalin:  No.  Don’t go to the fifth floor, the howling there is unpleasant.  And you’re a sensitive one.  
Our restaurant is on the sixth floor.  (Turning toward an icon, he crosses himself.)  My Lord!  These people 
have worked in the theatre for decades, yet they haven’t found the time to learn what’s on what floor.  
And with those kinds of people, Lord, you’re suggesting that I create a great production? With those 
kinds of people, you’re suggesting that I build the greatest theatre in the world? Oh, wouldn’t it be better 
to shoot them all in the dining hall?  And choose new people?  People who are clean?  (He turns back to 
Lenin.)  To the restaurant.  I’ve ordered them to warm up a free dinner for you all. 
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Scene Ten. 
“Don’t believe it, Voldemar!  They’re fake!”  
 
 
At the restaurant.  A fully set table.  The actors and Terentii are eating in silence.  From time to time the screams of Beria 
are heard. 
 
Terentii:  I tried to free him. 
 
Lenin:  Why? 
 
Terentii:  You mean how? 
 
Khrushchev:  Aw, he’s ecstatic that they’ve locked him up.  Otherwise he’d be getting up to no good, 
and then he’d come crying, begging forgiveness. 
 
Terentii:  How is he ecstatic – he’s howling. 
 
Valentina:  A person ought to maintain his dignity. 
 
Lenin:  And he’s doing that splendidly. 
 
Beria:  Oh, guiltlessly I suffer, guiltlessly! 
 
Pause. 
 
Terentii:  I think I’m going to leave. 
 
Valentina:  But all the doors are locked. 
 
Terentii:  Did you try to open them? 
 
Valentina:  We know that they’re locked. 
 
Khrushchev:  The order is posted. 
 
Valentina:  I helped write it. 
 
Terentii:  What’s going on? 
 
Khrushchev:  A normal artistic process – why are you getting so exasperated?  These authors…  Have 
you written a scene for me?  Did Voldemar Arkadievich tell you that I am to sing?  A whole lot?  Then 
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write it.  You’ve got loads of time.  Voldemar Arkadievich decreed that you are to sleep in the kitchen, 
separately, not like us, between the tables. 
 
Terentii:  Take any role you like and sing. 
 
Khrushchev:  Really? 
 
Terentii:  Do what you want.  I don’t care anymore. 
 
Beria (from offstage):  Voldemar Arkadievich!  I’m begging you!  Even a tiny role…  I ask forgiveness for 
my stupidity…  Thank you for incarcerating me… 
 
Valentina:  There’s that voice. 
 
Beria:  I understand now!  I’ll make amends! 
 
Khrushchev:  That’s a real gift.  To penetrate walls like these! 
 
Voldemar enters dressed in the complete regalia of Stalin.  Next to him is Beria. 
 
Stalin:  I have forgiven him.  He’s promised me that he’ll establish order here. 
 
Beria:  And I will. 
 
Stalin:  I know. 
 
Beria:  For my first act of devotion:  here is Valentina. 
 
Valentina:  What about Valentina? 
 
Beria:  We all were so sure that she loved only you.  We thought that we all loved only you.  Yet it turns 
out… (He reveals a file.)  I have just received some photos taken from the second floor.  These boys are 
great, they’d been wanting to do some work for a long time.  I suggest we open a prison up there; the 
guards are already in place.  It’s comfortable, with all the amenities, there’s no need to panic.  And so: 
here’s our Valya with the make-up man.  You see… He’s making up, as they say, her face…  And here 
she is with the clarinet player…  You see…  She’s trying to pull a melody out of him…  Ekh, Valya, 
Valya… 
 
Valentina: Don’t believe it, Voldemar!  They’re fake!  It’s only you I –  
 
Stalin (examining the photos in the file):  The role of the mother has been removed from the play.  At the 
top of the show, Young Stalin has a scene with his father. 
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Young Stalin:  It will be better with the Father.  That way it takes on a religious significance, in my view.  
The revolt against the Father in the highest sense.  Not only the Freudian one. 
 
Stalin (embracing Beria):  And here before you is the father.  Don’t lose heart, Terentii, you won’t really 
have to make any changes.  Just switch the pronouns from female to male… 
 
Beria:  I’ll change them.  It’s not a problem. 
 
Stalin:  And that’s because the script is universal.  It’s a magnificent script.  I read it and weep.  Does 
everyone have wine in their glasses? 
 
Valentina:  Voldemar?  Are you joking about my role? 
 
Stalin:  There is no more Voldemar.  You’ve all come unraveled.  Make-up men, clarinet players… How 
did she find a clarinet player here?  Which of you plays clarinet? 
 
Beria:  We’ll figure it out right away. 
 
Terentii (rising):  That’s it!  That’s it!  Remove my name from the posters!  Perform the whole script or 
remove my name from the posters… (He runs off.) 
 
Stalin:  Does anyone even know what his name is?  I can’t recall it.  That would be quite a feat.  To 
remove what doesn’t exist.  (He shouts) We’ll remove it, we’ll remove it, go to hell, you idiot.  A complete 
lack of talent.  Any one of us could write that kind of script.  Yes, even you, Nikita. 
 
Khrushchev:  Maybe I could… 
 
Stalin:  You really could.  The song you’re going to sing – sit down and write it, you’ve got the whole 
night. 
 
Beria:  But how is Terentii going to leave if the doors are locked? 
 
Stalin:  I don’t care.  He’s a dead man.  He has defected.  He’s betrayed us.  (Beria whispers something in his 
ear.)  No, I don’t believe…  (threatening him with his finger) Lavrentyi!  You want to play all the roles yourself?  
Greed – that’s bad.  Come on, ask forgiveness from everyone.  That’s not good what you were whispering 
to me. 
 
Beria:  Forgive me, friends.  It wasn’t out of greed, but out of a kind of ecstasy.  I can feel it now – it’s 
rising, rising, rising… (Suddenly he starts to sing a Bolshevik song.  Nikita joins in, and religious tones can be heard 
in his singing.  Suddenly, in devout glorification, arises the name Voldemar, then Josef, and then Voldemar again.  The 
director stands on the table.  All of the actors sing an actual ecclesiastical prayer in praise of Josef.) 
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Stalin:  And there was!  There was something beautiful in that idiot’s play!  Right there, in the finale… 
Remember…  When you ask one another to shoot…  Well come on! 
 
The actors begin to shout, in turn: 
 
Comrade Stalin! 
 
We request! 
 
We demand! 
 
Raise the quota of those to be shot! 
 
In Kirov – by 800 people! 
 
In Novosibirsk – by two thousand! 
 
In Leningrad, by a thousand five hundred! 
 
It’s a state necessity! 
 
A state necessity! 
 
The state is in need of corpses! 
 
It needs more prisoners. 
 
And dead people. 
 
In Khabarovsk – up by five hundred! 
 
In Gorky – by a thousand! 
 
Comrade Stalin! 
 
We request! 
 
We demand! 
 
Raise the quotas! 
 
Millions, plunged into coldness. 
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Millions, mixed together with snow. 
 
Millions, swallowed by darkness. 
 
We request! 
 
We demand! 
 
We pray! 
 
Repression is essential!  The times require it! 
 
And what about this increase of interest in the repression? 
 
There’s no need to get hysterical! 
 
Our politics won’t tolerate that! 
 
After all, didn’t we win the war? 
 
After all, didn’t we win new land? 
 
Didn’t we settle people on territory that was unfit for life? 
 
And didn’t we build roads to places where earlier there had only been forests? 
 
Where earlier there had only lived beasts? 
 
After all, did we not create before the eyes of a dumbfounded world a fearsome and magnificent state? 
 
Millions, plunged into coldness. 
 
Millions, mixed together with snow. 
 
Millions, swallowed by darkness. 
 
There’s no need to get hysterical! 
 
Shut up their mouths with the greatness of the state! 
 
A person is nothing – the state is all. 
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A person is nothing – the state is all. 
 
A person is nothing – the state is all. 
 
Stalin: For our theatre! 
 
Everyone:  For our theatre! 
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Scene Eleven. 
“There’s no need to groan, gentlemen.” 
 
 
The Man from the Ministry appears. 
 
Man from the Ministry:  They wouldn’t let me in!  I had to summon my guards.  And even my guards 
needed help.  You’ve got a regular fortress here. 
 
Stalin:  Will you have a drink, my friend? 
 
Man from the Ministry:  Of course – why not?  (He drinks.)  You know…  It turns out they didn’t 
convey the words of the President to me very accurately.  It happens sometimes.  There’s no need to 
groan, gentlemen.  Everyone has suffered from this; you aren’t the first, and you won’t be the last. 
 
Stalin:  Good Lord… 
 
Man from the Ministry:  I asked you!  You’ve got to understand, our President has already piloted a 
supersonic jet, soared into the heavens, descended into the gloomy depths of the ocean on a 
bathyscaphe… 
 
Valentina:  I saw that.  Incomparable. 
 
Man from the Ministry:  … played the piano on the stage of the Bolshoi Theatre. 
 
Khrushchev:  He played brilliantly.  We gathered around the TV and sang along with him. 
 
Beria:  I remember that like it was yesterday! 
 
Man from the Ministry:  But yesterday, in the morning, he was speaking in such a dreamy way:  it 
would be so wonderful if Voldemar Arkadievich called and asked me to direct that production.  I have 
invaluable experience:  Who else, if not me? (Pause.) Pour me another?  Voldemar Arkadievich?  Pour me 
another? 
 
 
 
THE END. 
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Little Red Gretel 
 
By Katja Grcić  
 
Translated by Andrea Jurjević 
 
I met Katja Grcić in 2018 during Goranovo Proljeće, an International Poetry Festival in Croatia. A 
bus-full of poets from Turkey, France, Italy, Israel, Germany, Wales, the United States, Russia, and 
other countries toured Croatia with poetry readings. We started in Zagreb, the capital, proceeded 
through the mountainous Gorski Kotar region and the village of Lukovdol (the birthplace of Ivan 
Goran Kovačić, the poet after whom the festival is named), then Pazin, the city in the Istrian 
peninsula, and finally my hometown, the beautiful port city of Rijeka. Katja was an easy person to 
befriend. She's approachable, whip smart, and carries an air of easy grace. A native of Split (where my 
paternal grandmother is also from), Katja lives in Zagreb.    
 
In 2021 Katja contacted me with news that her play Crvenmarica (Little Red Gretel) won a contest from 
drame.hr, an online publication dedicated to showcasing plays by Croatian authors. The award came 
with an honorarium for the translator. Up until this point I had been translating only poetry and short 
fiction, so I was delighted to work on a play. I love translation for many reasons, one of them being 
that it allows me to step outside my writing tendencies and facilitate the creation of something that is 
beyond my capabilities. It's a liberating experience.  
  
Little Red Gretel situates the Grimm's fairy tales into a contemporary context. Gretel and Hansel are 
naïve youth caught in toxic relationships, and their parents are a jaded, bickering couple. Wolf is a 
handsome man who seduces Gretel, a familiar kind of trouble, while Witch is an older woman hosting 
wild parties in her house made of vice whose sex appeal Hansel desperately falls for. The story 
progresses fast, each scene moving between fairy tale and relatable modern headaches in a surprisingly 
fresh manner. 
  
The play explores issues of harassment and consent as well as a number of contemporary regional 
issues—and it does so with humor, which, along with dissidence, is a tradition in literature of East and 
Central Europe. But some of the important moments in the play posed a challenge in translation. In 
the original version, Wolf and Hansel play out the political tension between Croatia and Serbia (which 
echoes the war in the early 1990s at the time of the dissolution of Yugoslavia). Wolf senses Hansel's 
nationalism and is evasive about where he's from (in the original, he says Malaysia), but it is implied 
that he is Serbian. Vuk—the original form of Wolf—is a traditional Serbian name. This friction is 
subtle yet quickly noticed by a native reader. Also, a couple songs that appear in the original would be 
known only to regional audiences. After meeting Wolf, Hansel sings, “the wolves are hiding and 
drinking your water," which is a line from a piece by Thompson, a Croatian folk-rock musician who 
came to infamy during the Croatian war and is known for his pro-fascist lyrics. Most people outside 
Croatia are not familiar with his music—and just as well! Also, later in the play, when Witch is firing up 
her oven, she sings a popular 1981 song "Maljčiki" by the new wave Yugoslav band Idoli. This song, 
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with its elements of Russian ethnic music, was a parody on Soviet social realism with lyrics describing a 
worker waking up at the crack of dawn enthusiastic to head to work with his comrades at mines and 
metallurgical plants. To people who lived in former Yugoslavia, this song quickly transports them to its 
golden age of pop and rock music. Yet, outside the region, and likely beyond a certain generation, the 
reference to the music is lost. And the same goes for political tension.  
  
There was concern that a reader not familiar with politics of the region would not pick up the 
references, and Katja wanted the translation to be relevant to the wider, English-speaking audience. 
The production of a play is helmed by a director, and few directors are interested in producing a text 
that doesn't address the community and culture in which it is presented. We made several changes in 
translation, so that regional issues became global and therefore more accessible. 
  
Wolf becomes an immigrant who upon his arrival to the promising West is reduced to low profile jobs 
that his adopted society rejects. When Gretel asks Wolf what he does for a living, he says he is "busy 
climbing a short career ladder." Hansel is not keen on foreigners, and he makes that abundantly 
clear—after all, nationalism and xenophobia go hand in hand. It's important to note that this revision 
captures another global issue, the fact that migrant crisis and discrimination against migrants are deeply 
tied to economic exploitation.  
  
The reference to the old Yugoslav new-wave song would be lost to the foreign reader, too, so in its 
place I included Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire," which incidentally created an interesting reference to 
ecological disasters. As for Hansel singing the obscure nationalistic Thompson lyrics after meeting 
Wolf—where I could’ve added a footnote with information that would help a director or dramaturg 
make the reference clear—I decided to plug in “Get Back” by the Beatles. That way the audience 
would catch the irony and the essence of what is meant to be conveyed quickly, without needing a 
lesson on context.  
 
Also, in the original, Hansel and Wolf obliquely allude to the phrases "Srbe na vrbe" (Hang Serbs on 
willow trees) and "Srbija do Tokija" (Serbia to Tokyo), a slogan dating back to the early 1990s when 
the Yugoslav soccer team from Belgrade won the European cup and the worldwide title in Japan. 
(They actually say, "Hang Malaysians" and "Malaysia to Tokyo.") This is hard to translate, first because 
of the rhymes and second, more important reason, is that these references are only regionally relevant. 
The Serbia-Tokyo detail was dropped in translation, and the willow tree was repurposed for foreigners. 
  
Finally, when Witch asks Gretel to fetch herbs in the original play, she asks for thyme. The Croatian 
for "thyme" is "majčina dušica," which literally means "mother's little soul" or "mother's darling." The 
word "thyme" didn't communicate the irony and the implied fact that Gretel lacked parental 
protection. We decided to instead use "cardamom," which contains "mom," and Katja added a couple 
lines to better capture Gretel's vulnerable situation. 
  
In the original Katja keeps the dialogue lowercase and uses punctuation sparingly, mostly ellipses.  She 
says that this is an unconscious "anarchy of language," a kind of rebellion, and a by-product of focus 
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on the structure and content of the play. After consulting with native readers and a professional actor, 
I standardized the capitalization and punctuation because I wanted to ensure the reader’s focus was on 
content. That said, straying from conventions is an important reminder that, after all, the actor has 
freedom to intervene.  
 
 
Katja Grcić is a Croatian poet, playwright, and essayist. She holds degrees in English and German 
studies, as well as Dramaturgy. She is the recipient of several awards and grants for her playwriting, 
most notably the prestigious Croatian Marin Držić Prize for her drama Strah tijela od poda. 
https://www.katjagrcic.com/ 
 
Andrea Jurjević is a Croatian author. Her poetry collections include In Another Country, winner of the 
2022 Saturnalia Books Prize; Small Crimes, winner of the 2015 Philip Levine Prize; and Nightcall, which 
was the 2021 ACME Poem Company Surrealist Series chapbook selection. Her translations from 
Croatian include Mamasafari (Diálogos Press, 2018) and Dead Letter Office (The Word Works, 2020). 
https://andreajurjevic.com/ 
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Little Red Gretel 

By Katja Grcić 

Translated by Andrea Jurjević 

 

CHARACTERS: 

(LITTLE RED) GRETEL 

HANSEL 

MOTHER 

FATHER 

PHYSICIAN 

WITCH 

(HUNTER) 

WOLF 

VOICE 

OLD LADY 
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A long time ago, just last week… 

Home 

Mother loads the children's plates with vegetable stew. Hansel plays with his food, while Gretel complains. 

  

MOTHER (To Gretel): Eat! 

GRETEL: But I'm not hungry. 

MOTHER: What do you mean you're not hungry? 

GRETEL: I'm just not. 

MOTHER: You're so rude. Do you even realize how much food costs these days and how much time 
I spent cooking? I'll tell your father how you're acting, and you'll have to deal with him when he gets 
home… 

Hansel giggles mischievously and looks at his sister. 

MOTHER: What now?! You're not hungry either? 

HANSEL: I've got training in half an hour. The coach said we shouldn’t train on a full stomach. 

MOTHER: Jesus, what's the matter with you two? Other children would be grateful… and you… 

Gretel forces herself to eat, slowly, against her wishes. 

HANSEL: I gotta get ready. Is the old man giving me a ride? 

MOTHER: No. He's at work. 

HANSEL (Moping.): Why does he always work? 

GRETEL: Are you going to pay the bills this month? 

HANSEL: Did anyone ask you anything? 

MOTHER: Your sister will take you. 

HANSEL: Oh, great! 

GRETEL: But mom! I've got plans! I can't take him. 

MOTHER: You have no plans. Finish your food.    
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Gretel eats apathetically. Hansel packs the Gi into his bag. 

HANSEL: I don't want her to take me. 

MOTHER: Be quiet and get ready. 

Gretel puts her spoon down. She’s hardly finished half her food. Mother watches her for a moment, then gets up, picks up 
the plate filled with stew, and pours it over the girl's head. Gretel is stunned. Even Hansel stops giggling. 
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The Woods 

They walk next to each other. Gretel is deep in thought, while Hansel frantically scrolls on his cell phone. 

  

HANSEL: She's totally nuts. 

GRETEL: I know. 

HANSEL: She's out of her mind. 

GRETEL: There's nothing we can do. 

HANSEL: We can run away. 

GRETEL: And where would you go, buddy? 

HANSEL: To Ireland! 

GRETEL: What's in Ireland? 

HANSEL: I don't know, but everybody's going there. 

GRETEL: C'mon, you don’t know what you're talking about! 

HANSEL: And you have no sense of adventure. 

GRETEL: Every day is an adventure for me. 

HANSEL: Well, we don’t have it that bad. We've got a roof over our heads and something to eat. 

GRETEL: If a roof over the head and food on the plate were all anyone needed, orphanages would be 
the finest places in the world. 

HANSEL: I don’t feel like training. 

GRETEL: You don't say! Why did you sign up? 

HANSEL: I didn't sign up, they did it for me. 

GRETEL: Don’t be such a brat. My workout consists of cleaning the apartment. 

HANSEL: Not my fault that you're a woman. 

GRETEL: Oh shut up, you're gonna go do that wild thrashing of yours, end of story. 
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HANSEL: It's not thrashing, it's nanbudo, a sophisticated technique of attack and defense. 

GRETEL: Alright, alright. 

HANSEL: Chikara-da, yuki-da, shinen-da. 

GRETEL: I don't care, whatever-da. 

HENSEL: Strength, courage, confidence. 

GRETEL: You haven’t lost them along the way, have you? 

HANSEL: Have you? 

GRETEL: If I get you, nan-budo won't save you. 

HANSEL: You know the therapist told mom that no one should be beating me. 

GRETEL: Only because you wet the bed. It’s so unfair. If only I still pissed my bed. 

HANSEL: Start working on it. 

GRETEL: I tried, but it's not working. I always pee myself only after he beats me up. 

HANSEL: Bad luck. 

GRETEL: Eh, it is what it is. But what is this street? It doesn’t look familiar… 

HANSEL: Of course, it does, this is… um…  

GRETEL (Typing on the cell.): I have no clue where we are right now. 

HANSEL: All the streets and buildings look the same to me. 

GRETEL: Me, too. 

HANSEL: Shouldn’t we be in the woods? 

GRETEL: That's in the old version, when woods still existed. 

HANSEL: So now we're getting lost in the city? 

GRETEL: Yep. 

HANSEL: But the woods have their symbolism. 

GRETEL: And so does the city. 
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HANSEL: And what exactly is that? 

GRETEL: I don't know, I'll google it. 

HANSEL: Are you really looking up “city”? 

GRETEL: Here you go, I'm googling concrete blocks symbolism. 

HANSEL: And what's it say? 

GRETEL: It says concrete building or a concrete house—proof that some part of your life is stable 
and firm. 

HANSEL: No part of my life is stable and firm. 

GRETEL: Yes, we know that. But at least you're training. Maybe your brain will catch up with your 
body. 

HANSEL: Right, as if that would happen this instant, right when we get lost. 

Gretel starts looking things up on her cell. 

HANSEL: We better go home. 

GRETEL: No way! They'll figure out we didn’t go to the gym, and then I'm fucked. Plus, now I don’t 
even know how to get back… and you, of course, haven't been dropping the stones. 

HANSEL: What stones? 

GRETEL: You’ve just been staring at your phone, as usual… 

HANSEL: Oh, give me a break! Why didn't you do it? Why is it that the man has to be the one 
dropping the stones? Where does it say that? 

GRETEL: That's what they wrote! 

HANSEL: Who did?! Nobody wrote me in… 

GRETEL: The Brothers wrote. 

HANSEL: Whose brothers? Not mine! 

GRETEL: You're so useless, you can't follow the simplest instructions. 

HANSEL: You know what? I'm going my way, and you can find yourself someone else to drop your 
stupid stones. 
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GRETEL: You'll get lost, you dumbass! 

HANSEL: I'm already lost! At least you won't be annoying me… 

GRETEL: C'mon, wait up, Hansel! That's not the right way… Hansel! 

Hansel goes his way. Gretel, not knowing what to do, stops dead in her tracks. 
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Big Bad 

Gretel runs into a stranger sitting on the wall and smoking a cigarette. 

  

WOLF: Hello, kitten, need a ride? 

Gretel is silent, pretends not to hear him. 

WOLF: Hi princess, which fairytale are you from? 

Gretel remains quiet. 

WOLF: Hey, sweety, cat got your tongue? 

Gretel hesitates. 

GRETEL: What you're doing is illegal in some countries. 

WOLF: Hahaha, what is illegal? Offering a ride to a pretty girl? 

GRETEL: Catcalling is punishable in Belgium, Canada, America… 

WOLF: Ah, those western concepts. Anyway, that's not a thing here, nor is it criminal. Luckily, we're 
not in Belgium, or in Canada, and thankfully not in America… God forbid it were ever illegal to have a 
little fun with pretty girls. 

GRETEL: Everyone always says they’re just having fun. 

WOLF: Alright, then, what are you? Some sort of interpreter? 

GRETEL: As a matter of fact, I am. I interpret mother tongue into mother tongue. 

WOLF (Sarcastically): I see that business is really booming. Just like me, busy climbing a short career 
ladder. But never mind that, now that we're friends, you want to tell me where you're going? 

GRETEL: Does anyone know where they're going? 

WOLF: Aren’t we all going to the same place? Only along the way some of us get stuck in hospitals. 
Some of us stay longer than others. Some of us arrive peacefully by ourselves, while some of us arrive 
under dramatic circumstances. 

GRETEL: In a nutshell. Good job. 

WOLF: I like to cut a long story short. 
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WOLF: Listen, if you know where you're going, I can give you a ride. My car is nearby. 

GRETEL: And if I don't… 

WOLF: And if you don't, I can still give you a ride. My car is nearby. 

GRETEL (Smiling.): So kind of you, Mister… 

WOLF: (Extending his hand.): Wolf. 

GRETEL: (Offering her hand.): Nice to meet you. 

WOLF: The pleasure is mine. 
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Stones 

Hansel is hooked to the medical equipment in the hospital. The parents are talking to the physician. 

  

MOTHER: But he was on his way to training thirteen years ago. 

PHYSICIAN: Mam, I don’t know where he was, but they brought him here with a .13 blood alcohol 
content. 

MOTHER: And his sister wasn’t with him? 

PHYSICIAN: No. 

MOTHER: Unbelievable! That irresponsible cow! And her only job was to take care of him… 

FATHER: Calm down, please, don’t make a scene in front of these people. 

PHYSICIAN: We'll keep him here until he's stable. 

MOTHER: Is his life no longer in danger? 

PHYSICIAN: No. Except that we also found stones in his kidneys. 

MOTHER: Dear God, that, too! How do you even get that? 

PHYSICIAN: I don’t know, Mam. That's how they wrote the story, I suppose. 

FATHER (Offers him a red and white, flaglike checkered bag.): Here, a small gesture of gratitude from us. 

PHYSICIAN: Sir, I don’t accept bribes (Mutters.) under five thousand euro. Don’t embarrass yourself. 
Goodbye. 

MOTHER: Didn’t I tell you? 

FATHER: I just wanted, I mean, I didn't mean to bribe him. It was supposed to be a nice gesture…  

MOTHER: If you want to exchange nice gestures, you first need to be in the game. 

FATHER: What game? I always told him, beware the company you keep. It's his friends' fault… 

MOTHER: That's right. Friends and those two idiot brothers that wrote us. 

FATHER: No one wrote me. 

MOTHER: That's what you think. 
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FATHER: Again, you're being cynical. 

MOTHER: I'm not cynical, I'm honest. 

FATHER (Whimpers.): Dear God, what have we done wrong? 

MOTHER: Who says we've done anything wrong? We just happened to have bad, misbehaving 
children. That's how they wrote it. Look, even the audience gets it, see how they’re nodding? 

FATHER: You're always right, aren’t you? 

MOTHER: Unlike you. 

FATHER: Oh, really? 

MOTHER: Really 

( . . .) 

They leave the hospital quarreling "Oh, really—really." 
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Catch 

Wolf and Gretel are in bed. He takes her from behind. 

  

WOLF: Did you like it? Want more? 

Gretel shakes her head. 

WOLF: Smart girl. 

They are both quiet for a moment. 

GRETEL: Hey, how about you rescue me? 

WOLF: Rescue you from who? 

GRETEL: Myself. 

WOLF: Um, how would that work? 

GRETEL: Simple. Like, you come and rescue me. Be all I ever dream of. 

WOLF: Okay, but how would I know what you dream of? 

GRETEL: Well, you’d ask me. 

WOLF: Eh, I don't feel like doing that. 

Gretel gets quiet. She absentmindedly stares into space. 

WOLF: You're not upset now, are you? 

Gretel shakes her head. 

WOLF: You look upset. 

GRETEL (Gets up and starts putting her clothes on.): Nah, I'm fine, everything's fine. 

WOLF: Okay. 

Gretel gets dressed. Wolf triumphantly stretches across the bed, placing his hands behind his head. 

WOLF: I still think you're upset. 

GRETEL: Everything is fine, don't worry. 
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WOLF: Alright, then why are you leaving? 

GRETEL: Because we're done with what we set out to do. 

WOLF (Taken aback.): So cold and feisty. 

GRETEL: Leave me alone. 

WOLF: So, you used me and now you're dumping me like an old rag just because I said I didn’t want 
to listen to what you dream of? 

GRETEL: Is this the part when I explain myself and apologize even though it's you who acts like a 
cretin? 

WOLF: Yeah, that's it. 

GRETEL: Ok. Here. I'm sorry. I really didn't mean to hurt your feelings. I don't want you to think 
that I'm using you… that would be really bad. I don’t want that. 

WOLF: Well, if you don’t want to hurt my feelings, then come back and blow me. 

GRETEL: Is this when I innocently suck your dick thinking that later you'll take me out for a cup of 
coffee, or for a walk, and that you'll hold me tight and listen closely as you ask how I am and what I 
dream of? 

WOLF: Yep, that's it. 

GRETEL: Eh, I don't feel like doing that. 

WOLF: C'mon, don't be silly, that's the good part, you'll see. 

GRETEL: Your eyes are suddenly so large. 

WOLF: The better to see you with, beautiful. 

GRETEL: And your ears are suddenly bigger. 

WOLF: The better to hear what you dream of, darling. 

GRETEL: And your hands, it seems, are getting bigger and bigger. 

WOLF (Grabs and pulls her into the bed.): The better to get you with! 

GRETEL (Resists.): Let me go! 

Gretel fights back, things are approaching rape. 
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WOLF: Don't be angry. You're ugly when you're angry. 

Gretel pushes him off. 

WOLF (Lets her go.): Fine. Go. Go now! You're free like a bird. 

Resigned, Gretel continues to lie in bed.   

WOLF: What now? When I do let you go, you don't leave. 

GRETEL (Turns her face to him.): Even your mouth is bigger. 

WOLF (Charmingly.): The better to lick you with. 

Wolf pulls her panties off and plunges between her thighs. She moans. 

WOLF: You see you can be a good girl when you try. 
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Cottage 

Hansel and Gretel are at a party in Witch's cottage, which is made of colorful pills and powders, various kinds of cigars 
and cigarettes, multicolored bottles filled with booze. Wolf greedily consumes everything he reaches, simultaneously 
entertaining a group of young ladies. Gretel stands to the side, bored. 

  

WOLF (Carefully arranging powder lines from the bag he took off the wall.): Here you go, my ladies. You take 
what you cut… 

Scantily clad women giggle around him and jostle to get in line. 

GIRL 1: Wolfy, you're God's gift to women! 

GIRL 2: We wouldn't stand in line for anyone else.  

The rest of them giggle. 

WOLF: Let's go, let's go, my ladies. There's got to be some order… form a queue! 

Giggling and whispering, the young women fall into place. As each one snorts a line, Wolf merrily slaps her ass. Gretel 
stands to the side and watches, until someone taps her shoulder. 

HANSEL: Gretel! 

GRETEL: Jesus Christ! Hansel! 

Gretel hugs her brother. 

GRETEL: I haven't seen you in forever! What're you doing here? 

HANSEL: I should be asking you that… 

GRETEL: I'm just hanging here with a friend… 

HANSEL: Oh, really? 

GRETEL: Really… 

HANSEL: Where's this friend of yours? 

GRETEL (Looks around.): He should be around here somewhere… 

Nearby Wolf and his harem indulge in the debauchery. 

HANSEL: Let's have a drink, we'll feel better. 
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GRETEL: Are you sure? 

HANSEL: Of course I'm sure, what kind of answer is that? 

GRETEL: Suitable to the plot, you moron. 

Gretel's face turns sour. Hansel pulls a bottle from the wall and mixes them drinks. 

HANSEL: After the surgery, I went through hell in the hospital. Mother and Father kept watch over 
me like the fucking secret police, and then all that getting clean bullshit. I could hardly get rid of them. 
Now I'm my own man. My friend and I have a small business, fairly lucrative, maybe a smidge illegal, 
but Sis, I'm a business owner now! Let's make a toast! Cheers to our Balkan capitalism! 

GRETEL (Hesitates to take her glass.): I don’t really feel like drinking, but… do tell, what kind of 
business? 

HANSEL: Ah, never mind that. We're not going to talk shop now! Tell me what's new with you, when 
are you getting married? 

Wolf approaches Gretel from behind, puts his arms around her and kisses the back of her head. 

WOLF: Who's my favorite pet, huh? 

GRETEL: Wolf, this is my brother, Hansel. Hansel, this is Wolf. 

HANSEL (Doesn't extend his hand.): Wolf, you say. Nice name. Where from?  

WOLF (Brazenly.): I'm a citizen of the world.  

HANSEL: Is that right? No, where are you really from?  

WOLF: What's your problem? What, you want foreigners to hang off willow trees? 

HANSEL: Other trees are just as fine. 

Wolf charges towards Hansel. They start to fight. 

GRETEL: Stop it! You idiots! 

Wolf bites Hansel. 

HANSEL: You motherfucker! 

Hansel pulls a knife from his back pocket. 

HANSEL: I swear I will rip you open. 
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Wolf steps back. 

WOLF: You're crazy, man. 

Wolf straightens his suit and hair. 

WOLF: And now you totally fucked up the plot. 

HANSEL (Nods at the young women Wolf was gallivanting with.): There's a village missing its idiot. 

HANSEL (To Gretel.): Where did you find this dirtball? He needs to go back to where he's from. 

GRETEL: What do you care? Is he hurting your national pride, huh? 

HANSEL: As if we don't have our own thieves and liars.  

GRETEL: You moron. 

Gretel turns and leaves. 

HANSEL (Sings.1): Get back, get back to where you once belonged …  

 

  

  

1 Hansel sings “Get Back” by The Beatles.  
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Witch 

Hansel sits outside the cabin and calmly cuts a line. He hears an unknown woman's voice from somewhere. 

  

WITCH: Who's causing all this rouse? Someone snorting my house?   

Hansel hovers his hand over the powder on the table to hide it. An older lady, very attractive, walks out in front of him. 
Upon seeing her, Hansel realizes this is the party host, and he removes his hand. 

HANSEL: I thought we could take as much as we wanted… 

WITCH: That's right… Pray tell, my child, how'd you make it to my party? 

HANSEL: A little birdie told me. 

WITCH: Hahaha, is that so? 

HANSEL: That's right. And this is definitely the best party in town. 

WITCH: Why thank you, I try. 

HANSEL: You've got a good reputation. 

WITCH: We all know there's nothing more important than that. 

HANSEL (Offers his hand.): I'm Hansel, nice to meet you. 

WITCH: Witch, pleasure to meet you, too. 

HANSEL: I always had a fetish for witches. 

WITCH: Do tell! 

HANSEL: Yes, yes, they're so hawt. 

WITCH: What a coincidence. I have always liked sweet boys, just like you. 

HANSEL: There we go, we have all it takes for love at first sight. 

Witch gives him a sweet, flirty smile. 

WITCH: I heard you were causing trouble a moment ago. 

HANSEL: You heard wrong. 
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WITCH: You must have been poorly raised. 

HANSEL: Maybe I need a little discipline. 

WITCH: Is that right? 

HANSEL (Scrolling on his cell.): Maybe you could get me sorted out. 

WITCH: That's my specialty. 

HANSEL: What is? 

WITCH: Well, punishing bad boys like you. 

HANSEL: Ohh my, now I'm intrigued… 

WITCH: But if you want my discipline, you'll need to get to know me better. 

HANSEL: I love getting to know you better. 

Hansel snorts one of the two lines. He offers Witch the other one. 

WITCH: So it seems. 

Witch snorts the offered line. 

HANSEL: I think you're not nearly as dangerous as you make yourself out to be. 

WITCH: And I think you're not nearly as naughty as you make yourself out to be. 

They both smile. 

HANSEL: We need to get to know each other better, compare your fantasy to mine… 

WITCH: I agree. 

HANSEL: Do you have a room nearby for getting acquainted? 

WITCH: Indeed, I have several rooms for getting acquainted… 

HANSEL: What're we waiting for? Take me there. 

WITCH: Not yet sure yet if you're that good of an investment. 

HANSEL: Hahaha, what's wrong with me? 

WITCH: You're skinny. 
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HANSEL: And you like buff guys? 

WITCH: Everyone likes some beefcake… 

HANSEL: You know, I used to train nanbudo when I was little… 

WITCH: It doesn't show. 

HANSEL: It's a sophisticated technique of defense and attack. 

WITCH: Oh, you were so sophisticated just a moment ago. 

HANSEL: Listen, it’s not my fault, that's how they wrote me. 

WITCH: So easy to get a rise out of you… 

HANSEL: What else would you like to get out of me? 

Hansel smiles mischievously. Witch stands up and beckons him to follow her. Hansel gets up after her. 
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What Happened Next 

Gretel and Witch are sitting in a café having coffee. 

  

WITCH (To Gretel.): And? What happened next? 

GRETEL: What can I tell you? I wasn’t stupid enough to stay with him, but sadly I wasn’t smart 
enough to get rid of him either… 

WITCH: Well, okay, where are you two at now? 

GRETEL: I don’t know. 

WITCH: How do you not know? 

GRETEL: I just don’t know. 

WITCH: Sweetheart, when you don't know where you stand with someone, that can only mean one 
thing. 

GRETEL: And what exactly is that? 

WITCH: That they have placed you on the back burner in case they need you later. 

GRETEL: Mhm. 

WITCH: And it's on you, my dear, whether you want to take on the role of a side dish. 

GRETEL: I'm not sure, it's complicated. I got a job, you know. That's something. 

WITCH: For real? That's awesome. 

GRETEL: It is. And then I got another, then another, then one more, and now I finally make enough 
to be able to move out of Wolf's. 

WITCH: Why don't you move in with us? And save on the rent? 

GRETEL: Hm, I'm not so sure… 

WITCH:  Why not? The house is huge. Hansel is, as you already know, always busy. 

GRETEL: Oh, I don’t know… 

WITCH: Come on, you and I are practically family now. 
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GRETEL: Thank you. I mean it. I'll think about it… 

WITCH: What's there to think about? It'll be great. 

GRETEL: Oh, I'm not sure. I'd prefer to rent a place. 

WITCH: Don’t be silly. I'm offering for you to move in for free, and you insist on paying rent? Rent is 
for losers, my dear. 

GRETEL: From what I can tell nothing is free. 

WITCH: Of course it is. But to enjoy free goodies you first have to start playing the game. 

GRETEL: What game? 
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Feast 

It's morning, breakfast time. Witch, Hansel and Gretel sit at the table filled with food. Hansel doesn't take his eyes off 
the phone and is completely uninterested in eating. He drinks coffee, smokes, makes his semi-legal business arrangements. 
Witch pours black milk from a carton into their glasses. 

  

WITCH (To Gretel.): This brother of yours, he doesn't eat at all. 

GRETEL: Eh… 

WITCH: We cook so much, and he—he's always going somewhere, rushing someplace. 

GRETEL: Unlike me, I'm constantly masticating. 

WITCH: Hm, yes, but you're not getting fat either… very odd. 

GRETEL (Chewing.): Mhm. 

WITCH: You'll be better off if you gain some weight now. You'll have fewer wrinkles later. 

GRETEL: Yeah, right. 

WITCH: For real! And men like women with a bit of meat on their bones… 

GRETEL: Alright, alright, enough. I'm stressed out enough as it is, without your wisecracking. 

WITCH: You're stressed out? My goodness, from what? You've never had it easier. You've got a place 
to stay, and food, plus you don’t have to work the first or second or third nor the fourth job… 

GRETEL (Chews.): Mhm. 

WITCH: And for all this generous hospitality, I ask for nothing in return. 

GRETEL (Swallows.): Except… 

WITCH: Except what? 

GRETEL: Except to do everything you want me to do and think the way you want me to think and be 
everything you want me to be. 

WITCH: I think that's fair. 

GRETEL (Chews.): Mhm. 

WITCH: Sweetheart, some people work all day to cover the rent and food, and you've got everything 
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laid out for you. 

GRETEL: If I remember correctly, I set the table, and I cooked all the food. 

WITCH: Are we really going to count who did what? You're really being petty this morning… 

GRETEL (Swallows.): Mhm. 

Hansel hangs up the cell, approaches the table, grabs a bun and shoves it in his mouth. 

HANSEL: I gotta go. 

WITCH: But baby, didn’t we say we'd spend some quality time together today? 

HANSEL: I got a shipment I've got to take care of. 

Witch gets up and seductively curves her body against his. She takes a piece of cheese from his hand and sensually dips it 
into one of the jars of jam on the table. She then slowly brings it to his lips. He bites down. 

WITCH: But baby, darling, the shipment can wait, and your pleasure can't… 

HANSEL (Chews.): Mmm. 

WITCH: After all, you work so hard and you're always under stress. Isn't it time to reward yourself?  

Witch wipes a bit of jam off his lips and offers him her finger to lick it off, which he does. 

WITCH: Because you deserve it… 

Witch pours a drink into a crystal glass and brings it to his lips. 

HANSEL: You're right, baby… 

Hansel drinks. Gretel watches them with disgust. Witch puts her arms around his waist and gently leads him to the cage 
with the large bed in the middle. Gretel continues to eat. 

WITCH: I know what you need… 

HANSEL: Are you sure? 

Hansel enters the cage and sits on the edge of the bed. In front of the cage, Witch pulls her panties off from under her tight 
skirt and throws them at Hansel. He grabs and licks them. She steps into the cage and shuts the door, mounts him. The 
cage darkens. On the other side of the stage Gretel shoves fingers down her throat and throws up. 
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At the Edge of the Woods 

Mother watches TV, Father returns from work. 

  

FATHER: Hello. 

MOTHER: Hi. 

Father quietly changes his clothes and enters the kitchen. He pulls food out of the fridge, silently eats. 

MOTHER: How was work? 

FATHER: Terrible. Yours? 

MOTHER: A shade worse. 

Mother gets quiet. Father chews. 

MOTHER: It's been a while since we heard from Hansel. 

FATHER: He called yesterday. 

MOTHER: And? 

FATHER: And nothing. 

MOTHER: What do you mean, nothing? What did he say? 

FATHER: Nothing. He started a business with a friend of his. 

MOTHER: What kind of business? 

FATHER: I don’t know. 

MOTHER: How do you not know? Did you talk to him or not? 

FATHER: I did. 

MOTHER: How do you not know then? 

FATHER: I just don’t. 

MOTHER: Of course you don't. Instead of taking care of yourself and your family, instead of 
knowing what your children are up to, who they spend time with and what they do… 
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FATHER: Our children are grown up. 

MOTHER: Children are always children. 

FATHER: Then we're all children. 

MOTHER: What do you know about children? I am a mother! I've got the main role. 

FATHER: You'd think I have a role, too. 

MOTHER: Very minor. 

FATHER (Pushes food away from himself.): My stomach hurts. 

MOTHER: So what? My back has been hurting the entire day. 

FATHER: Alright, so we're both in pain. 

MOTHER: Yes. Except that sometimes your pain stops, and mine's constant. 

FATHER: Is this some kind of pain competition? 

MOTHER: It is! And I'm winning! 

FATHER: Oh, really? 

MOTHER: Really. 

( . . . ) 

"Oh really—really" quarrel fades out. 
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Cage 

Satisfied and content Hansel lays inside the cage, scrolls on his phone. Gretel approaches the cage. 

  

GRETEL: What are you doing? 

HANSEL: Growing up. 

GRETEL: You should’ve done that already. 

HANSEL: You're trying to pick a fight again. 

GRETEL: Don't you fucking see what's going on? 

HANSEL: Sure I do, let me update you. Witch is throwing a Saturnalia-themed party in two days, just 
for a select crowd. 

GRETEL: Please put your phone away for one moment and listen to me. 

HANSEL: Jesus Christ. Unreal what a drag you are. 

GRETEL:  I don’t know what exactly she's planning on doing, but I'm sure she's up to no good. 

HANSEL: You have trust issues, Gretel. You see problems in everything… if I thought like you, I'd 
get nothing built or accomplished. 

GRETEL: And what have you built or accomplished for God's sake? 

Gretel approaches the lock. She tries to open it, but it won't give. Hansel continues to absentmindedly scroll on his phone. 

HANSEL: That's one of our games. You wouldn’t get it. 

GRETEL: For fuck's sake, Hansel, wake up. Something stinks here. 

HANSEL: Wow, she just updated the menu… woo-hoo, it'll be awesome! 

GRETEL: What are you talking about? 

HANSEL: Boob soup, liver pâté, lung noodles, barbequed thighs, kidneys in wine and tomato sauce, 
Ragu sauce with heart, seared Adam's apple… oh my… cheek mousse… 

GRETEL (Horrified.): Something is… 

HANSEL: And at midnight, fairy dust. 
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GRETEL: You're really beyond help. 

Witch enters. 

WITCH: Greeeeteeeel! My deeeeeaaar! Where are youuuu? 

GRETEL: I am heeeere. 

WITCH: I need you. 

GRETEL: What is it? 

WITCH: I'm preparing a dinner party, my dear. Will you please run out to get me a few things, I can't 
cook without spices. 

GRETEL: Why me? 

WITCH: Sorry, sweetheart, that's how they wrote it.  

GRETEL: No one wrote me. 

WITCH: That's what you think. 

GRETEL: But I don’t feel good. I think I'm getting sick. 

WITCH: Listen, there's an old lady who lives not too far from here. She's got the best spices in town. 
She’s easy to find. I'll give you the address. Just take the shortcut across the park, and you'll be there in 
two shakes of a lamb's tail. 

GRETEL (Reluctantly.): Mhm. 

Witch hands her the list of spices and a credit card. Gretel quietly takes both. 

WITCH: Hurry back. I'll need you to help me with the meat. 

GRETEL: What meat? 

WITCH: The best meat, my dear, the best… come on, now, hurry up, chop chop. 

Gretel reluctantly departs. 
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The Road Not Taken 

Gretel walks through the park in a mini skirt. Disguised Wolf sits on the bench. He's surrounded with flower planters. 

 

WOLF: Do you happen to know what time it is? 

GRETEL: It's seven o'clock. 

WOL: Oh, it's time! 

Gretel smiles confused. 

WOLF: You're probably wondering what it's time for. 

GRETEL: Not really. 

WOLF: You'll find out anyway. 

GRETEL (Absentmindedly.): I'm in a rush, bye. 

WOLF: Beware of the hunter. 

Gretel stalls and looks at him in bewilderment. 

WOLF: Don’t say later that I didn't warn you. 

Gretel looks at him confused. 

WOLF: You know hunters are murderers and rapists, don't you?  

Gretel is quiet. 

WOLF: There's evidence for it, look it up. 

Gretel resumes walking. 

WOLF: I mean, those hunters are all misogynists. 

Gretel waves to him. Wolf quickly jumps towards her, invites her to sit back at the bench with him. 

WOLF: Wait, wait! Hey! Listen, can I say something? But don't get upset. You seem terribly tense. 
Sorry if I'm overstating things, but… I can't, you see, I really have to speak the truth when I feel this… 

Wolf moves to the side, makes room for her to sit. 
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WOLF: Wait, sit down for a minute, rest up. Here, have a smoke. (He offers her a cigarette.) 

GRETEL (Still standing up.): Thank you, but I'm in a big… 

WOLF: Hurry? Ah, how come nature doesn't hurry, yet everything is still accomplished? 

GRETEL: And I quit smoking. 

WOLF: Well, alright if you don't smoke, no one is forcing you. Go if you want to… but it's sad when 
a person doesn't have time to stop and smell the roses… to truly hear another human being… 

GRETEL (Stands up.): I agree, you're right, but you see… 

WOLF: Do tell me, when was the last time you smelt the roses? 

GRETEL (Turns around.): To be honest, I can't remember. 

WOLF: Sad, that's really sad… 

GRETEL: I've got more important things on my mind right now. 

WOLF: So terribly sad (Mournfully.)… how much we people are asleep…  we don't see ourselves or 
those around us… 

GRETEL (Starts walking.): Mhm, yes. 

WOLF: Can I ask you for a favor? Don't get upset, please. For me, will you make my day?  

GRETEL: Which day? 

WOLF: The day that you stop and smell the roses… 

GRETEL: Are you fucking with me? What kind of dialogue is this? (Turns to the audience.) Who wrote 
this? 

WOLF (Seriously.): Ok, you truly are a lost cause. 

GRETEL: Oh alright, here. I'll smell your damn roses! How long do I need to keep sniffing them, do 
tell! 

Gretel bends down. 

WOLF (Approaches her from behind.): Not very long… it's the thought that counts. 

Wolf pounces on her. Lights go off. Screaming, scratching, fighting. A single gunshot is heard. 
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Old Lady 

The old lady sits in her house full of herbs, tinctures, cremes, potions and spices. Gretel, messy-haired and dirty comes to 
the door. She knocks. The old lady opens. Gretel moves slowly, every word and movement of hers is sluggish. 

  

OLD LADY: Dear Lord, child, what happened to you? 

GRETEL (Resigned.): I don’t know. 

OLD LADY: How do you not know? 

GRETEL: I don't. 

Old lady takes her in and walks her to the sofa. She puts on tea. 

OLD LADY: Somebody attacked you? 

GRETEL: He seemed so familiar… 

OLD LADY: Who attacked you? 

GRETEL: That hand… 

OLD LADY: You're safe now. 

GRETEL: I'm not so sure. 

OLD LADY: You got away. 

GRETEL: The hunter saved me. Had he not passed by… 

OLD LADY: So long as you're safe. 

GRETEL: I don't feel safe.  

OLD LADY: Okay, so how do you feel?  

GRETEL: I don't know. Scared, humiliated, helpless. (Pause.) Ashamed. 

OLD LADY (Puts her arms around her.): Dear child. 

GRETEL: I'm so stupid and naïve… I should've… 

OLD LADY (Hugs her.): It's going to be okay. 
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GRETEL: I shouldn't have … 

OLD LADY (Pours tea and offers it to her.): Drink, it will calm you down. 

GRETEL (Props herself up.): I have to go back. 

OLD LADY (Gently pushes her back onto the bed.): You don't have to do anything. Close your eyes, lie 
down, rest now. 

Gretel takes a sip of the tea. She pulls the list of spices from the pocket of her jacket. She offers it to the old lady, who 
gets up and goes over to the spice shelf. She reads the list and pulls out the spices. 

GRETEL (From the couch, in a listless voice.): Do you take American Express? 

OLD LADY: Of course. 

GRETEL (Hands the credit card.): Wonderful. 

OLD LADY: I don't have cardamom. 

GRETEL: I suppose we'll make do without it. 

  

Old lady packs the spices into a bag. Gretel falls asleep. 
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Give Me Your Finger 

Gretel returns to Witch's house. Witch sits at the table filled with cookware—pots, pans, blender, ladles, cutting boards, 
knifes. She scrolls on the phone. 

  

WITCH: What took so long?! 

GRETEL (Tired.): Something came up, I couldn't have made it back any sooner… I'm sorry… 

WITCH: Do you know how many prominent and special people I invited here tomorrow? Do you 
know how important this dinner is for me? Fucking hell! Do you realize that now I'll have to work 
through the night, only because you are irresponsible and ungrateful! 

GRETEL (Meekly.): There was no carda… 

WITCH (Imitates Gretel's voice.): There was no carda.. 

GRETEL: Mom. There was no cardaMOM. 

WITCH: I'd love to know what came up that was so important… I asked you nicely to be fast, and 
this is how you express gratitude for all I've done for you. You deserve such a hard slap across the 
face, but (She turns to the audience.) since people are watching us, I'll hold back. 

GRETEL: Where is Hansel? 

WITCH: He's resting. 

GRETEL: What from? 

WITCH: From you. But don't fear, soon it'll be your turn to catch some Zs, and you'll sleep like you've 
never slept before! (Pause.) And since you've caused me so much stress, I think that now you should be 
extra accommodating to me. 

GRETEL (Curiously.): How so? 

WITCH (Takes a piece of paper from the table and counts things off the list.): So, I need… a piece of lung… 

Gretel draws back. 

WITCH: One thigh. 

Gretel steps further back. 

WITCH: Gluteus maximus. 
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Another step. 

WITCH: Seven to eight fingers, a piece of liver, one kidney, larynx… the whole thing, both eyes… and 
if it's no trouble, the heart. 

Gretel freezes. 

WITCH: What now? What's with that face? Didn't you say that nothing was free? 

GRETEL: Excuse me? 

WITCH: Sweetheart, my special guests are expecting a special menu. 

GRETEL: Human flesh? 

WITCH: It's hard to be innovative nowadays. 

GRETEL (Resolutely.): I don't want to be your innovation. 

WITCH: Hold on, hold on, think about it—didn't you always long to be special? Don't you see that 
this is your once in a lifetime opportunity? Consider it… 

GRETEL: Um, I did. I would like to keep my organs and my limbs. And remain ordinary. 

WITCH: I knew it. You ungrateful little bitch. I did so much for you. I give you a finger and you take 
the whole hand… and now that I'm offering you something others can only dream about, you say no. 
Unreal. 

Witch drops into the chair resigned and starts sobbing. 

WITCH: What now, poor me… Everyone always leaves me high and dry. 

GRETEL: But… 

WITCH: You think I'm some kind of villain, some evil monster? If anyone is a victim, it's me! For 
years I have been persecuted, falsely accused, suffered the worst tortures and torments. If only you 
knew what I have been through… no living person has experienced anything like that, no one! 

GRETEL: I'm sorry, but… 

WITCH: I want to leave all that behind me, start from scratch, be like others—but more special, of 
course. And now that I'm asking you for a small favor, you not only betray my trust and disappear for 
hours, but you look at me with such contempt… as if you're outraged. (Breaks into tears.) That pain… 
unbearable. (Grabs at her chest.) 

GRETEL: I think you might be asking too much… 
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WITCH: Dear God, will this torture ever end! Is this how you thank me for all that I gave you two? I 
treated you like family… What you're doing to me is so cruel… I can't do this anymore, I can't. Get 
out of here, please… This is too painful… 

Gretel stands confused at first, then approaches Witch, puts her arms around her, tries to make her feel better. 

GRETEL: Calm down, now, you've gone a bit far… 

Witch sobs. 

GRETEL: I'm sure we can find a solution… 

WITCH (Between sobs.): Of course we can, but you are too selfish and too self-centered to find it. 

GRETEL: There's always room for compromise… 

WITCH: Compromise? I hate that word! I feel sick to my teeth when I hear it… what kind of 
compromise do you want, huh? That I use my own liver, kidneys and lungs, and you, say, you give the 
larynx, fingers and a thigh? 

Gretel is silent. 

WITCH: But then who's going to cook us?! Who's going to host the dinner? Who will get all the 
recognition and glory? There is no compromise, Gretel. You either love me or you don't. Things are 
very simple! 

GRETEL: Well, they are really not… I love you and I don’t love you. 

WITCH: You're crazy. I always sensed it, but now I am positive. You need professional help. 

GRETEL: And you want to cook human flesh, but you don't need help? 

WITCH (Screams.): I am an innovator! And you? An anonymous nobody! 

GRETEL: Some people know of Gretel. 

WITCH: Remember, Hansel is always before Gretel! You're nothing without him! 

GRETEL: Hansel is naïve, and he's not very bright. 

WITCH: Still, he's got means of production! And you—you've got no means, no connections, nothing. 
You can't even fetch some fucking spices when I send you—even that's too complicated for you. 

GRETEL: I was attacked, if you really want to know. 

WITCH (Sarcastically.): Oh, really? 
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GRETEL (Seriously.): Really. 

WITCH: Too bad the attack wasn't more successful. Maybe I'd be peacefully cooking now, instead of 
having this crazy argument… (Gets up.) I need something to calm me down. I can't take much more. 

Witch walks over to the medicine cabinet, pulls out the green bottle of diazepam, swallows two pills, and goes to lay down. 
Gretel remains frozen and stares at the table with cookware and knifes.  
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Closed Season 

Gretel quietly makes a call, speaks in a hushed voice. 

  

GRETEL: Hello? 

VOICE: Hello. 

GRETEL: Is this the association of hunters the protectors and saviors of abused women? 

VOICE: Yes, it is. How may I help you? 

GRETEL: I have reason to believe that someone wants to eat me. 

VOICE (Ironically and suspiciously.): Aall-right. 

GRETEL: Can you maybe send help? 

VOICE: Send someone. Hm, listen, Mrs… 

GRETEL: I'm no Mrs. 

VOICE: Okay, whatever you are, unfortunately you called during the closed season. 

GRETEL: What does that mean? 

VOICE: That means that temporarily we don't have any available hunters, because this is the part of 
the year when the hunting of wild men, wild animals and wild women is legally prohibited. 

GRETEL: So that means no one can come to help me. 

VOICE: I didn't say that, Mrs. 

GRETEL: I am no Mrs. 

VOICE: Listen, hunters need to rest, that's the law. What I can do to help you, and to justify the 
funding we receive, is to connect you with our counselor on call. 

GRETEL: A counselor? 

VOICE: Yes, she can help you overcome the feelings of anger and resentment toward the potential 
abuser and strengthen your confidence. 

GRETEL: Do you hear me? I am telling you that someone is trying to cut me up and serve me for 
dinner, and you’re talking to me about self-confidence? 
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VOICE: But Mrs… Ms., studies have shown that confidence plays the key role in the fight against 
predators… 

GRETEL (Ironically.): No shit… 

VOICE: No need for cynicism. I want to help you, and I understand that you're struggling… 

GRETEL: So how long is this closed season? 

VOICE: Usually until the moment you resolve the problem on your own. Then typically the closed 
season comes to an end, and the hunters again become available to you. 

GRETEL: Brilliant. 

VOICE: But we are also here for you the whole time, and our team of counselors will gladly educate 
you on how to transform your negative emotions into…  

GRETEL: Baked human flesh!! 

Brief silence on the other end. 

VOICE: If, on the other hand, you fear for your life, perhaps it is best you run away as soon as 
possible… 

GRETEL: But my brother… 

VOICE: What about him? 

GRETEL: Oh, never mind… 

Gretel ends the call in resignation. 
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 Pretty Boys Burn Pretty 

Witch sings softly and builds the fire. Gretel stands at the door and watches her. Witch doesn’t notice her. 

  

WITCH (Sings2.): Hansel fell into a burning ring of fire (he went down, down, down*) and the flames 
went higher… and it burns, burns, burns, (the ring of fire*), the ring of fire…  

*the text in parenthesis is mumbled unclearly, but melodiously 

 

  

Witch turns to Gretel, as if she sensed her presence. 

WITCH: Who were you talking to a moment ago? 

GRETEL: Excuse me? 

WITCH: I heard you speaking on the phone. Don't act like you don't understand me. 

GRETEL: No one. 

WITCH: Mhm. 

GRETEL: What will happen with Hansel? 

WITCH: Here we go again. He will contribute, too, don't you worry. 

GRETEL: You will serve him, too? 

WITCH: Of course not. He hardly eats anything. He just drinks and gets high. His meat is useless. 

GRETEL: So instead? 

WICTH: We will snort him! Hahaha! What do you think of that? Isn't that a revolutionary idea? He 
will become one with everyone! One for all, and all for one! 

Gretel is horrified, but she doesn't show it. 

GRETEL: So you plan on burning him? 

2 Witch sings “Ring of Fire” by Johnny Cash. 
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WITCH: First burn, and then… 

GRETEL: And you think he will agree on such a big sacrifice? 

WITCH: Of course not. (Ironically.) He's not as noble as you are, haha! 

GRETEL: So how did you plan on doing this? 

WITCH: Don’t you worry about other people's problems. 

Gretel approaches the oven and starts studying it. 

GRETEL: Where did you get this oven? 

WITCH: From Germany. Newest model, retro style, early 30s. 

GRETEL: And what's this? 

WITCH: Sensors. 

GRETEL: And this? 

WITCH: Temperature control. 

GRETEL: I see. 

WITCH: Look, here you adjust the speed, and here you control the weight. 

GRETEL: Mhm. 

WITCH: I mean, you can burn all kinds of things in here. As you can see, the door is generously sized. 

GRETEL: I didn't know they made anything like that. 

Gretel tries to stand behind Witch and push her inside the oven, but Witch deftly keeps slipping away. 

WITCH: There's a lot you don't know, my dear. The delivery was fast, too… 

GRETEL: Mhm. 

WITCH: Much faster than I expected. 

GRETEL: Mhm. 

Witch quickly steps away from the oven and turns to Gretel. 

WITCH: You know, now that I've calmed down, I have to say that I see your points. I wanted to tell 
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you that I fully understand you… although, now I'm a little worried that you're planning to push me 
into the fire.  

Gretel looks at her startled. 

WITCH: But, you know, that's not so bad either. At least now I see who I'm dealing with… There's no 
compromise with the likes of you. You will always screw someone over, use them, betray them when 
they need you most… 

GRETEL: But… 

WITCH: No buts! (Approaches Gretel and pinches her cheeks.) Don't you run away, my main course. 
Hahaha, you know that's not possible anyway… 

Witch goes to the bathroom. 

WITCH: Because that's how they wrote it…  

Gretel runs to Hansel's cage. 
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Sleeping Beau 

Hansel sleeps on the big bed in his cage. 

  

GRETEL: Hansel! Hansel! Wake up! 

HANSEL (Turns to the other side.): Leave me alone. 

Gretel runs to the other side. 

GRETE: Listen, you dumbass, she wants to burn you. 

HANSEL: What are you talking about? 

GRETEL: I'm serious. 

Hansel covers his head with a pillow. 

GRETEL: Hansel! Listen to me—you have to believe me. 

HANSEL: Dear God, what a crazy woman. 

GRETEL: Yes, yes! She's totally nuts! She ordered this insane oven, and she plans on burning you 
down and then snorting your ashes with her Saturnalia guests. 

HANSEL: You! You are the crazy one! 

GRETEL: Hansel, for God's sake, why would I lie to you? 

HANSEL (Irritated lifts the pillow and props himself up.): Because you're jealous. Because I finally have a 
badass chick, and you know I like older women while you, as usual, don't have anybody. You're 
frustrated and pissed off and from the moment you moved in, you haven't stopped scheming and 
plotting. You don’t know what to do with yourself. There, end of story. (Throws himself back onto the bed.) 
Now leave me alone. 

GRETEL: That's nonsense, Hansel. Your story doesn't hold water. What's wrong with you? 

HANSEL (Rolls around pillows.): Let me sleep, for fuck's sake. I gotta be in top form. The party's gonna 
go on for at least two days… 

Desperate, Gretel starts crying. 

HANSEL: If you're going to be crying, then get away from my cage. 

GRETEL: Come to your senses, you moron. 
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HANSEL: You're such a drama queen. 

GRETEL: Do you hear what I'm saying? We are both going to die! 

HANSEL: You're always so negative, Gretel… 

Hansel curls up and goes back to sleep. 
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Red 

Witch is in the large bathroom. In front of her are various tools for cutting, a big knife and a saw. Gretel enters the 
bathroom, pulled by an invisible force. 

  

WITCH: Be my girl and lie down here like you're getting a massage. We'll put you to sleep nicely and 
pull the curtains… (Witch pulls the curtain around the table.) We don't want anyone to know what's really 
going on. 

Inexplicable force pulls Gretel onto the table. 

  

GRETEL: I had a strange dream last night… 

WITCH: Really? 

GRETEL: I dreamt this whole scene. 

Then she suddenly pushes Witch away, grabs the knife and jumps to the other side of the table. 

WITCH: Oh, what a drag. You're, like, trying to resist. But you're forgetting that I have magical 
powers… 

GRETEL: Let us go! 

WITCH: And that I can change any story… 

GRETEL: Open the cage, admit your plans, and let us go! 

WITCH: Oh my, can you hear yourself? What kind of fairytale ending would that be? Terrible. 

GRETEL: Do as I say. We're going to Hansel. 

Witch sits on the edge of the table, relaxed. 

WITCH: You are delusional, my dear. You see things that aren't there. You've convinced yourself in 
narratives that have nothing to do with reality. 

GRETEL (Approaches Witch with the knife in her hand.): Quit making a fool of me, let's go. 

WITCH: We aren't going anywhere, my dear. You need help. 

GRETEL: That's for sure. 
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WITCH: Look at what you're doing to yourself. 

Gretel suddenly starts flailing the knife around and hurting herself. 

GRETEL: No! No! Stop! Please, stop it, it hurts! Ah, no! 

Witch laughs. Gretel manages to toss the knife aside, but she's already bleeding in multiple places. 

WITCH: I could call the loony bin now, tell them you lost your mind, that we barely managed to stop 
you from killing yourself… 

Gretel keeps slapping her face, hitting herself and pulling her hair. 

GRETEL: Stop! Stop it, please! 

WITCH: Oh, that soft heart of mine… 

GRETEL: Hansel! Hansel! 

WITCH: Ah, your silly little attempts… 

Gretel runs to the cage where Hansel is locked up. 
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Something has to Die 

  

GRETEL: Hansel! Hansel! 

HANSEL (Props himself up in the bed.): Jesus Christ! What happened to you? 

GRETEL (Desperately.): Hansel, you've got to believe me. She wants to cook me and serve me at the 
Saturnalia party tomorrow! And she wants to burn you! (Cries.) Hansel, you must believe me… you 
must. (Collapses on the ground next to his cage.) 

Witch arrives. She walks straight to Hansel's cage and unlocks it. 

WITCH (To Hansel.): Your sister is not feeling well. 

HANSEL: Alright, will somebody explain to me what the fuck is going on here? 

WITCH: Your sister is not feeling well. I found her in the bathroom. She wanted to slit her wrists. She 
kept talking about some rape… 

GRETEL (Leaps from the ground, screams uncontrollably.): She's lying, Hansel! She's lying through her teeth! 

WITCH (To Hansel.): I tried to pull the knife from her hand… but then she started threatening to stab 
herself and wave it around. See what she looks like… (To Gretel.) Gretel, sweetheart, we are here to 
help you, we are your family… Calm down… We'll get help… 

Witch proceeds to call the psych hospital. Gretel runs into her and knocks the phone out of her hand. 

GRETEL: You liar! You're crooked as a barrel of snakes. Hansel, come, I'll show you, she tried to cut 
me up, she even got a saw ready… 

Gretel goes to the bathroom. Witch keeps shrugging her shoulders and shaking her head, glancing at Hansel in a 
meaningful manner. They follow Gretel into the bathroom. When she enters the bathroom, Gretel sees that the saw is no 
longer there. 

GRETEL: It was here! Right here! But now it's gone, everything is gone! Of course, she removed 
everything… that bitch! 

HANSEL: Hey hey, don't forget she's my… 

GRETEL: You idiot! I should've run away and let you die! 

WITCH: Don't talk to him like that. Gretel, you need help… and we are here to get you the help you 
need. 
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HANSEL: You're really not well, Gretel. (To Witch.) Damn, give her something to calm her down.  

WITCH (Worried, to Hansel.): I'm afraid that she'll try something again… Besides, look. She's bleeding. 
We have to call the ambulance. We'll tell them what happened. Let them decide. I mean, who knows, 
she could hurt herself again… herself or someone else, God forbid. I mean, I don't know what she's 
capable of… I'm really afraid that… 

Gretel runs towards Witch and pushes her with all her strength. 

GRETEL: Aaaaaaaaa! You lying cow!!! I hate you! 

Witch loses her balance and falls into the tub. Water starts spraying. 

WITCH: No! Nooo! Not water! Those goddamn brothers! Goddamn patriarchy! (She starts to thrash as if 
each drop of water is hurting her.) Where is my immortality?! Where is my fame?!! 

Witch lets out a painful scream and exhales her final breath. Gretel bursts into tears and collapses onto the ground. 
Hansel is frozen in disbelief.  
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Treasure 

Hansel, Gretel and Mother sit at the table. 

  

MOTHER: This is what I get… My children are murder suspects… What a shame… I'm sure all the 
neighbors are talking about me. 

HANSEL: We didn't kill her. How many times do we need to tell you? 

MOTHER: What does that matter when everyone thinks you did… and they found a saw… Jesus 
Christ. 

GRETEL: Mother, we didn't kill that woman. 

MOTHER: What were you doing in her house in the first place? 

HANSEL: We fucking lived with her, are you even listening to what we're saying to you? 

MOTHER: But why? I don't understand. 

HANSEL: Do I need to write it down for you? 

GRETEL: Hansel was in a relationship with her. 

MOTHER: With that old hag? She was a hundred years old. 

HANSEL (Rolls his eyes, lights a cigarette.): Maybe that wasn't the best idea. 

GRETEL: Mother, we tried to suggest, now that Father is gone, to help you, financially… We 
inherited her house… and we are going to sell it. 

MOTHER: I want nothing from you… you never even call. 

HANSEL: Good Lord, so much drama. 

MOTHER: And then you embarrass me like this… 

GRETEL: We just want to help… 

MOTHER: I don't need your help… where were you when your father was dying? 

HANSEL: Oh listen to you, dying. How long does one go on dying from a heart attack? 

MOTHER: His whole life! I always used to say to him, what rotten luck to have such atrocious and 
disobedient children. 
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GRETEL (Gets up.): I think we all said what we wanted. We can end this story now. 

Hansel remains in his chair. He lights a cigarette. 

MOTHER (To Gretel): And you, you were always so selfish. I remember when I sent you to take 
Hansel to training, and you simply walked off and went on your own way… You were always like 
that… 

Gretel looks at her silently. 

GRETEL: You are right. 

Gretel gets up to leave. She closes the door behind her. Mother stares at the table. Hansel rocks in the chair and smokes. 

MOTHER: Smoking isn't healthy, you know. You'll get lung cancer. 

HANSEL: Oh, really. 

MOTHER: Really. 

Hansel playfully blows out rings of smoke. 

HANSEL: Oh, really. 

MOTHER: Really. 

"Oh, really—really" quarreling goes on a little longer. Lights go out. 

  

  

  

… and they lived happily ever after. 
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LITTLE RED GRETEL, P. S.  

At the end of the applause, the actors do not come out for the curtain call. When the audience starts to 
get up from their chairs, a burst of scenes unfolds:  

— Mother makes a phone call to find out how to avoid paying property taxes for the house which 
Hansel and Gretel did put in her name, after all. 

— Gretel and Hunter walk down the stage holding hands, giggling and kissing. They’re disgustingly cute.  

— Hansel is arrested. Hands on his back, he is escorted by a police officer. The police officer is his 
father. The police officer starts beating him up, abusing his power.  

— Wolf cries unconvincingly during a therapy session. The therapist is Old Lady. He has been sentenced 
to mandatory counseling after a rape attempt.  

— Witch carries a giant cross. She fake-collapses in front of the cross, and cries out, “Crucify me!” She 
then demands, in a diva-like manner, for someone to bring her a handkerchief. Her performance 
alternates between her enactment of a victim-diva, victim-diva.  

— The party girls pass through. One tells the other about an article she read in a newspaper in which 
Wolf was falsely accused of a rape, and how terribly handsome she found him to be. The other says that 
she’s read in a magazine about Witch’s suicide. She can’t understand why someone as rich, beautiful, and 
popular would want to kill themself.  

— Finally, the stage is empty. We hear Voice from the Association of Hunters the Protectors and Saviors 
of Abused Women. It explains (to someone) that laws are often not obeyed, since they were never carried 
out. “It’s our 100-year tradition,” Voice says, “protected cultural heritage that has been entered into the 
register of intangible cultural heritage. Because of the lack of implementation of the laws we have to 
protect ourselves from harmful outer influences and devotedly work on empowering the citizens so they 
withstand terror and successfully adjust to the ongoing conditions of chaos, violence and lawlessness.” 

The sound of the hung receiver.  

 

THE END 
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The Cold Chain 
 
By Yaiza Berrocal Guevara 
 
Translated by Sian Creely 
 
In The Cold Chain we follow the story of Lola, a little girl whose first taste of potato smilies leads her to 
write love letters to Mr McCain, the faceless man responsible for her delight.   Aided and berated variously 
by her former militant father and worn-down mother, Lola finds that, in the final decade of the 20th 
Century, dreams for the new millennium can sometimes create monsters. 
 
The play won Spain’s Premio Nacional de Teatro Calderón de la Barca in 2020. and was performed as 
a staged reading by Barcelona’s Sala Beckett and the Centro Dramático Nacional in Madrid. 
 
The Cold Chain is a celebration of the childlike wonder of fast food, the thrill of feeling famous, perfect, 
if just for a moment, when the benevolent light of branding falls upon you.  An experience familiar to 
anyone who was ‘rewarded’ with a Happy Meal as a child, has turned to takeout in their hour of need, 
or has entered a promotional competition in the hope that the gods of marketing would smile upon 
them.   
 
It describes the feeling of sublime awe when interacting with a force greater than themselves for a 
generation that did not yet know that one day they would be able to like, retweet, call out or cancel the 
brands that mediate their relationship to the world around them, to the great human emotions, and even 
to themselves.  This is undercut at every turn by a dark irony and surreal humour that reminds us that 
our characters are not the permanently smiling circles of carb-laden perfection they consume, but mere 
mortals.   
 
In short, the play deals with the promise of consumerism and what happens when a family, doing its 
best not to fall apart, finds out that these promises might not be kept. 
 
In terms of the specifics of this text, what the author has done marvellously is to capture a kind of 
lumpenSpanish, a domestic, working class speech which feels at once intimately familiar and also relatable 
to a wide readership.  The dialogue is almost all between members of one family, and the play takes place 
almost entirely within the space of their home, where the crass, the tender, the colloquial and the 
transcendental come together in a way that is at once completely surprising and also utterly predictable. 
 
A particular challenge, then, was how to strike this balance in the target language, given the many 
Englishes that exist, particularly the British domestic variety, where in the space of a few miles whole 
accents and vocabularies can diverge.  This can make it difficult to call a tomato a tomato, a potato a 
potato, or a spade a spade in a way which would invite the audience in, rather than alienate, that would 
chime rather than clang.  This invitation inside was something I was focused on creating when writing 
the translation. 
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A small note too on the name of our real protagonist, the potato smile.  Its official name is “McCain 
Smiles [mashed potato shapes]”, the final addendum depending on the local market, though they are 
often affectionately referred to as “smiley” or “smilies”.  I have used the Sunday name in official settings, 
and the pet name as the colloquial.  Today, they even sell potato emoticons. 
 
 
Sian Creely is a translator, writer and researcher based in Brooklyn, NY, but her heart is never far away 
from Manchester, UK where she was born.  Her work has appeared in Novara, Pikara, Religions 
Magazine, Culture Trip, and the Colombian Journal of Sociology.  It is motivated by a desire to bring 
into the Anglosphere political ideas and concepts not yet expressed in English.  She holds an MPhil in 
Latin American Studies from the University of Cambridge. 
 
Yaiza Berrocal Guevara (Barcelona, 1991) is a playwright and screenwriter in Catalan and Spanish. She 
studied Theory of Literature at the University of Barcelona and has a Master's degree in Latin American 
Literature and another in Screenwriting. She is the author of the plays Nor will I fear the beasts, which in 
2021 won a grant from the Teatre Lliure; Foreign body cartography and The children’s crusade: remake of Schwob’s 
visions. Her play The cold chain won the Calderón de la Barca National Theatre Prize in 2020. She has also 
written for TV and film. Her novel Curling was released in 2022. 
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The Cold Chain 
 

By Yaiza Berrocal Guevara 
 

Translated by Sian Creely 
 
 
CHARACTERS 
DOLORES 
IGNACIO LOLA 
McCAIN 

 

SPACE 

TV presides over the room, with a sofa, lamp and ficus plants. 
 
Side table in front of the sofa, from which objects will be projected onto the TV. 
McCain is in a corner, upstage, with a microphone. 

 

TIME 

Present moment in 2012 and succession of events from 1996 to 2012. 
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Will it be chips or jacket spuds  
Will it be salad or frozen peas? 

Will it be mushrooms? Fried onion rings? 
 

You’ll have to wait and see Hope it’s 
chips, it’s chips 

We hope it’s chips, it’s chips. 
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SCENE [1.] 

 
MCCAIN: So, how did you first hear about us? 

 
1996. 

 
On screen DOLORES, IGNACIO and GIRL, a family, are standing on an industrial weighing scale. 
IGNACIO and DOLORES are holding an enormous certificate displaying a milk company logo and an illegible 
number. All are smiling apart from the GIRL, who, like LOLA, is holding a glass of milk. 

 
DOLORES: This is the happiest day of my life. 

 
LOLA: Through my mother. 

 
MCCAIN: Ah yes. Is she your role model? 

 
DOLORES: What a marvellous surprise. Beyond my wildest dreams. 

 
MCCAIN: Do you look up to her? 

 
DOLORES: I was peeling potatoes when the phone rang. 

 
MCCAIN: You’re beginning with a ... sentimental story. About how your mother 

would cook for you when you were little. Is that it? 
 
DOLORES: I said, ‘Hello?’ and it was you! Little Lola came running in, she 

thought something terrible had happened I’d shouted so loud. 
 
LOLA: No, that’s not right. 

 
DOLORES: They told me we’d won. 

 
MCCAIN: Won? 

 
LOLA: It was the biggest marketing campaign in Spain in 1996. Don’t you 

remember? 
 
DOLORES: I could have cried with happiness. And I never cry. LOLA:
 Saffron and Associates PR for Asturian Central Dairies.  
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MCCAIN: We’ve worked with Saffron and Associates. 
 
LOLA: I know. 

 
DOLORES: Ignacio came running in, ‘Dolores what’s going on?’ I was crying and I’d 

gone so pale, white as white can be. Whiter than milk! 
 
LOLA: A modest budget, three million pesetas including press, TV marketing and 

the cost of the prize. It led to a direct increase in sales, quintupling profits 
month on month for the duration of the campaign. 

 
DOLORES: I’d never won so much as a line at the bingo, until now. Now I’m a 

winner. 
 
LOLA: The premise was simple, and after the success of Asturian Central Dairies 

the technique was patented by Saffron and Associates. It’s so simple it’s 
amazing no one had thought of it before. 

 
DOLORES: The family’s weight in milk. 

 
LOLA: The family’s weight in milk. 

 
DOLORES: I’ve been sending in those barcodes from the milk cartons for I don’t 

know how long. 
 
LOLA: Nine months. 

 
DOLORES: I’d get my scissors and cut them out, and when I had fifteen... I’d put them 

in an envelope. The key is to never give up. My friends all started, but they 
gave up after a few weeks. I don’t blame them. But the more codes you 
send, the more chance you’ve got. Life´s like that. If at first you don’t 
succeed, try and try again. 

 
LOLA: Our prize was the chance to weigh ourselves on an industrial scale, in the 

presence of a notary, as our witness. They would weigh only the members 
of the nuclear family, no more than four, and we all had to bring a form 
of ID to prove we were related. 

 
DOLORES: To the whole team at Asturian Central Dairies, thank you so much. 

 
LOLA: It was June, but my mum made me wear thick trousers, a parka, and let me 
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fill my bag with as much cutlery from the dolls’ house as I could fit. For 
extra weight. 

 
DOLORES: It’s a really beautiful thing you’re doing, bringing joy to families. 

Milk is essential for a family like ours, a normal family, no different from 
any other family in Spain. We just got lucky, that’s all. 

 
LOLA: I remember the heavy smell of cologne in the car on the way there. 

The dense reek of aftershave, the overripe fruit of my mother’s perfume, 
and the musky lemon oil they combed my hair with. I was practically stoned 
by the time we got to the supermarket. That afternoon, I was high. 

 
DOLORES: Raising a family is a marvelous task, but sometimes you need a little help. 

You are giving me that help right now, and I can’t thank you enough. 
 
LOLA: The manager met us and took us inside. Have you ever been in the 

storeroom of a hypermarket? The hangar where the lorries leave the 
goods. It’s dark and damp, like an enormous car park full of pallets and 
stacks of packaged food. I felt horrendous. It was June, it was boiling 
hot, and I was high. 

 
DOLORES: You can rest assured that this family is eternally grateful. All three of us, 

and no one more than this little girl. Isn’t that right darling? 
 
LOLA: And that’s when the marketing person from Asturian Central Dairies gave 

us an enormous smile. There was a photographer. The notary was there. 
They made us get on the scale, the scale-cum-podium, the scale they 
normally reserved for pallets of milk but this time was for us. That scale 
was going tell us the precise weight of all the skin, all the flesh and bones 
and blood and cartilage of my family. 

 
DOLORES: Lola, darling. 

 
LOLA: I was sweating and I was cold.  And while the manager clapped and the 

photographer set up the shot that would later appear in the Asturian Central 
Dairies calendar nineteen ninety seven, the number flashed up in giant red 
digits, my family’s number. 

 
DOLORES: Lola. 

 
LOLA: That number, the weight of my family in milk, was so freakishly large that 
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we drank free milk for the next seven years. We got a shipment every six 
months and milk piled up in our garage. We could never fit the car in there, 
obviously. 

 
DOLORES: Lola, please, say thank you to the nice people. 

 
LOLA: Thank you. 

 
DOLORES: Now drink your milk. 

 
LOLA: Thank you so much. 

 
The girl on screen drinks the milk.  
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SCENE [2.] 

 
MCCAIN: Could you tell us about a challenge you had to overcome? 

 
The same day, at dinner time. 

 
IGNACIO, LOLA and DOLORES are on the sofa. IGNACIO has a half-made paper model of the Sagrada 
Familia on his lap and is inserting tabs into flaps with considerable skill. 
DOLORES is trying to open a bottle of champagne. LOLA is sat between them. 

 
In the background, the evening news is starting. It is the final day of José María Aznar´s presidential campaign. 

 
Cheers and whistles for José María Aznar in the Mestalla Stadium, Valencia. 

 
JOSÉ MARÍA: It is businesses that create the jobs we need for young people and for our future. 

 
IGNACIO: Th th th that dickhead with th th the stupid moustache. He wants us taking 

out loans left right and centre and for what? To open a bloody bar or a 
hairdressers? Oh it’s gone tits up has it? Well that’s your own fucking fault. 
It’s going well? Well fuck your fellow man.  That’s what democracy was for, 
right? So we could open bloody bars and hairdressers. That’s what I 
marched for, that’s what I chanted, “Liberty, amnesty, bars and hairdressers!” 
Well fuck my life what is this country coming to... And and and this shit, it 
gets thinner and thinner. This paper used to be laminated, a hundred 
fucking grams per metre fucking squared and now it looks like fag paper. 
What do they want me to smoke the Sagrada Familia?! It’d cost them the 
bloody same, Jesus... 

 
DOLORES: Don’t talk like that in front of your daughter. 

 
IGNACIO: I’ll talk however I bloody well like. 

 
LOLA: At home we had gadgets of all shapes and sizes, for as-yet- undiscovered 

purposes. In the kitchen, Mum had things for beating, straining, spinning, 
chopping, slicing, julienning and peeling, freeze- drying and smoking, to 
boil, steam or bain-marie. There were battery- operated forks that rotated 
by themselves, sandwich-makers, cake tins and miniature ovens for 
madeleines, different-sized fryers and electric grills, ice cube trays shaped 
like fruits, marine animals and footballs. In the living room cabinet Dad had 
all the complete collections from El País. And I mean complete. VHSs of 
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the most memorable westerns, the most memorable film noir, the most 
memorable war films, learn English in a month, learn French in two, 
cassettes of the 100 best zarzuelas, the 100 best operas, the best jazz, the 
best singer- songwriters of the Democratic Transition, the best of Queen, 
of Pink Floyd, of Julio Iglesias. There were books too: classics of world 
literature in paperback, Spanish literature, history of Art and Music and- 

 
The TV volume rises. 

 
IGNACIO: Oh go on, clap away, like a herd of sheep, clap clap clap and you’ll see the 

crumbs they give you...You know whose fault this is? Do you know?  
Carillo.  Him and his politburo mates put our arse on a plate for that centrist 
bastard Felipe Gonzalez, lot of good he did, put our arse on- 

 
DOLORES: Language, Ignacio. 

 
LOLA: All, all of those collections were still in the plastic, never been opened, brand 

new, waiting. It’s curious, don’t you think? 
 
MCCAIN: What do you mean? 

 
LOLA: Having it all, but never taking it out of the packet. Everything there, ripe 

for opening, but unopened. Waiting for the right moment to run your 
fingers through the cellophane and watch the film or listen to the tape or 
read the book: a moment that’s always coming but never arrives. It’s 
interesting, but that’s not the most interesting part. 

 
MCCAIN: No? 

 
LOLA: No. 

 
IGNACIO: Creating businesses he’s saying, the lying bastard, he’s been licking Fraga’s 

arse back since the Popular Alliance, popular my arse, they were fascists 
then and they’re fascists now, that’s the only good business idea they’ve 
ever had. Those flag-waving, arse-licking sons of bitches can suck my- 

 
DOLORES: Ignacio, I’m not telling you again.  
 
IGNACIO: Are you going to open that bottle or not? 
 
DOLORES: I’m trying. 
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IGNACIO tries to help her but DOLORES refuses. 

 
IGNACIO: Creating business, for fuck’s sake. With all all all ETA’s bombings and 

they’ve managed to leave that bastard alive and well- 
 
DOLORES: -Will you be quiet. 

 
IGNACIO: (sheepish) It’s my house. 

 
DOLORES: It’s my house too. And we’re going to celebrate. 

 
DOLORES takes the remote and turns off the TV. IGNACIO can’t believe it. He’s furious. He takes the 
remote and turns the TV back on. Voice of José María Aznar. 

 
LOLA: My mum did open her kitchen gadgets, but only to look at them. 
 
IGNACIO: (scornful) Celebrate what. 

 
IGNACIO turns up the volume. 

 
DOLORES: The prize that your family won. 

 
IGNACIO: (gesturing to the TV) Look, Dolores, look at the prize we’ve won, and you 

won’t shut up about this milk bollocks. 
 
DOLORES takes the remote. 

 
DOLORES: We’re competition winners. 

 
She turns off the TV. IGNACIO tries to grab the remote, but she resists. 

 
LOLA: My mother put the travel kettle, the miniature oven and the multi grater 

proudly on display in the kitchen: neat, clean and new. Like a shrine, with 
pictures of the Virgin Mary and all the saints. She cooked under their 
watchful eye with the same old stuff: old pots, scratched pans, chipped 
spatulas, blunt knives. Nothing she cooked ever tasted nice: it tasted old, 
like poor people’s food, like failure. Don’t you think that’s interesting? 

 
MCCAIN: Interesting isn’t the word. 
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There is a struggle between IGNACIO and DOLORES, weak at first but getting stronger. The TV turns on 
again. 

 
LOLA: If she made chips, for example, they were too thick, all different sizes, stiff 

on the inside and charred on the outside. They were horrible. 
They were nothing like the chips I knew were out there... I knew they were 
out there. 

 
José María Aznar promises, on repeat, subsidies and support for a newly-formed social class: entrepreneurs. 

 
The struggle becomes more intense. IGNACIO pushes DOLORES who almost smashes the bottle on one of 
IGNACIO’s paper models. José María goes quiet. An oven timer goes off in another room. DOLORES goes to 
the kitchen and comes back with dinner: fish fingers and McCain potato smiles. DOLORES passes around tubes 
of Magic Mayonnaise. Whilst her Dad struggles to open the packet, LOLA takes a smiley and puts it in her 
mouth. 

 
On screen, José María moves in slow motion: time has slowed down. Little by little, McCain potato smiles appear in 
his place. 

 
LOLA: It’s a completely new flavour. I can’t describe it. It’s... it’s like... 

 
MCCAIN: ...a fluffy cloud of specially selected mashed potato, fried in sunflower oil 

for a tasty crunch, with four times less fat than our competitors, and the 
shape that brings a smile to their faces at any mealtime. 

 
LOLA: ...It’s like someone said: you exist. No lies. No games. No soggy middle, no 

burnt edges: a world of succulence where potato means exactly what it 
should. A taste that transports you to another world. A world where you 
could stay and live forever... 

 
DOLORES: Lola. 

 
LOLA: A taste created by a person, a person who does things right, a person who 

made absolutely sure I would feel this good... A taste that should be the 
taste of every childhood- 

 
DOLORES: Lola. 

 
LOLA: This is completely new for me, do you understand?  
 
DOLORES: Eat up your fish fingers too, eh. Or there’ll be no smileys.  
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LOLA: I’ve never felt this way before. 
 
DOLORES: Are you listening? 

 
LOLA: I can feel it all through my body. It fills me up, or empties me, I can’t 

describe it. I feel... 
 
IGNACIO: Lola, answer your mother when she’s talking to you. 

 
LOLA: I feel at peace. 

 
DOLORES: No? Well you’re going to bed with no dinner. 

 
She takes LOLA’s plate. 

 
DOLORES: Go to your room. 

 
LOLA slaps DOLORES, then IGNACIO smacks LOLA. 

 
The light closes in on her. The living room is now LOLA’s room. 

 
MCCAIN: Is this...a sad story? 

 
LOLA: No. 

 
MCCAIN: What happened next? 

 
LOLA: It’s not sad, there’s a happy ending. Do you want to hear it? 

 
MCCAIN: Go ahead. 

 
LOLA: Every setback is an opportunity for growth, no? 

 
MCCAIN: That’s certainly how we see it. 
 
LOLA: Dear Mr McCain: I love your potato smiles because they are happy and 

their smile is contagious and when I eat them I smile as well. Thank you 
for making smileys they’re my favourite I didn’t know what potatoes 
were before now but now I do. I love you. I love you lots. 

 
MCCAIN: (laughs) That sure is sweet. 
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LOLA: (laughs) Right? I love you! I love you lots! 
 
MCCAIN: Love you lots! 

 
LOLA: Lots! Loads! 

 
DOLORES: (from the doorway) Lola. 

 
LOLA: Leave me alone! 

 
DOLORES: Lola, don’t be rude, pet. Come back and finish your dinner. 

 
LOLA: Leave me alone! 

 
DOLORES: Don’t you want your fish fingers? 

 
LOLA: No. 

 
DOLORES: Not even your smileys? 

 
LOLA: No! (To McCain) Obviously I wanted the smileys. 

 
DOLORES: Come on pet, what do you want? 

 
LOLA: ... 

 
DOLORES: Come on chick, come and watch telly with us. What’s the bet? is coming 

on... 
 
LOLA: A stamp. 

 
Silence. 

 
LOLA: A stamp! 

 
DOLORES: What? 

 
LOLA: A stamp! 

 
DOLORES: What for? 
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LOLA: And an envelope! 
 
DOLORES: You want to... write us a letter? 
 
LOLA: A stamp and an envelope! 

 
DOLORES: To tell us what? 

 
LOLA screams. The mother, desperate, gets a stamp and slips it “under the door”. 

 
LOLA: It might not seem like it, but this is a story about overcoming adversity. 

 
MCCAIN: We are very interested in those kinds of stories  
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SCENE [3.] 

 
Jump forwards in time from 1997 to 2002. The family is sat down as usual. LOLA opens the orange capsule from 
inside a Kinder Surprise; she takes the toy; it’s a miniature of her and another of her father, which she puts on the 
table. On the table already are some of her father’s paper models: one is the Sagrada Familia. As he talks, the father 
adds more models until the table is completely covered. 

 
LOLA: 7th February 1997. Dear Mr. McCain. Thank you for answering my letter 

and thank you for sending my McCain club member card (shows a card with a 
large potato smile) I am really happy. I really like the McCain club magazine 
the crosswords and the smiley comics are my favourite.  There are lots of 
things I didn’t know about the vitamins and nutrients in McCain potatoes 
but now I do. Did you write it? You are really good at writing. I like all the 
sections but I really like the McCain club problem page I liked the question 
from the girl from La Rioja whose name is Laura she asked what is Sarajevo 
the answer was interesting, but really sad. Will the magazine come every 
month? I hope so. I’m going to write to the problem page I hope you write 
back my question is: I’m going to make my first holy communion and I am 
nervous and I don’t know if God is real, my daddy says he isn’t but my 
mummy says he is, my dad doesn’t want me to do my communion he says 
mean things about priests. But anyway my question is I don’t know if God 
is real but if he does exist I don’t understand how Jesus could be in the 
sacred host because how can Jesus be in food? Jesus is Jesus and the host is 
the host. Sometimes when I eat potato smileys I think I understand a bit, 
just a little bit. Potatoes are potatoes but they are also not potatoes because 
they are you. My question is Mr. 
McCain if you believe in God and if you did your first holy communion. I 
hope you can read my writing thank you I love you. 

 
Her Father passes her a stamp, her Mother an envelope. LOLA puts the letter in the envelope, closes it, affixes the 
stamp, and reads the next letter. 

 
LOLA: 3rd August 1997. Hello Mr. McCain how are you I hope you are good I am 

good well not really but it’s a long story. Thank you for always replying to 
my letters I like them a lot. One thing: did you know they are changing the 
money and you won’t be able to buy things with pesetas anymore? I bet you 
do. Do you know how much McCain smileys will cost?  Do you know 
another thing? My daddy says that the new currency is a scam to make 
everything more expensive and that we are cogs in the capitalist machine 
and that’s why they made the european union and they’ve got us by the balls 
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what do you think I think I like the new coins they look like monopoly 
money. I like the question on the problem page from the boy called Ekaitz 
from Bilbo or Bilbao I looked it up in the encyclopedia and I don’t want to 
live there it looks very scary. Lots of things are scary ETA is scary terrorism 
is scary it’s scary that a basque person might kidnap you radiation and the 
hole in the ozone layer are scary it’s scary that your husband or wife might 
not love you or the man you married might turn out to be total fraud or 
your wife too. Luckily I love you and here is my question: are you going to 
make potato smiles in the shape of Euros? I hope so. Thank you I love you 
Lola.

 
31st December 1999. Hello Mr McCain how are you.  One millenium is 
ending and a new one is starting I heard that maybe the satellites that whizz 
around the world will stop working and fall out of the sky. Dad says 
hopefully a satellite will fall on the factory and smush everybody but 
especially the deputy manager and his sellout friends from the union. The 
factory is the thermoplastic rubber factory which is a really cool kind of 
plastic because you can stretch it really far and then it goes back to its shape. 
My dad works there or used to. Not any more. When my last Club McCain 
magazine arrived he got a letter and then he stopped going to the factory. 
The bad news is he shouts more at the telly the good news is he makes more 
paper models of famous buildings in spain that he gets with the saturday 
paper.  He’s made: the sagrada familia zaragoza cathedral the mapfre tower 
the aqueduct of segovia casa mila arc de triomf the gate of europe and 
edificio españa. Mum does doubles at the old peoples home. My question is 
what happens if all the computers and clocks stop working will the world 
end and will there still be McCain potato smiles? Will there still be the 
McCain club magazine? I hope so because I don’t know what I’d do without 
smileys but mostly I don’t know what I’d do without the magazine. Thank 
you I love you Lola. 

 
6th March 2002.  Hello Mr McCain how are you.  Do you remember the 
two euro coins? That my mum gave me to start my collection? I had ones 
from France, from Germany, Portugal, Greece, Belgium, and even one from 
San Marino! I put them in my piggy bank, you don’t have to smash it because 
it has a plastic cap at the bottom. I like two things: One, writing letters to 
the McCain problem page.  Two, recently I also like looking at my euros 
from different countries. Do you know what happened? First I couldn’t find 
the one from France but I didn’t really care because they are easy to get. 
Then I couldn’t find the one from Portugal. Then Germany. And now I 
can’t find the one from San Marino! I’m sad about San Marino. I don’t know 
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if I’ll ever find another coin from San Marino. I’ve hidden Belgium. At least 
one. My dad has new models of the Alcázar and the Royal Palace and the 
Giralda. I don’t want to think bad of anyone but... What would you think? 
My question is: if my mum gives me more coins should I hide them or put 
them in my piggy bank? If they’re from France I know what to do, but what 
if there’s one from San Marino or Monaco or the Vatican? What would you 
do? I’m sad but like you always say I’m going to focus on the positive. Thank 
you I love you, Lola. 

 
IGNACIO: Lola. 

 
LOLA: ... 

 
IGNACIO: Are you finished with the glue? 
 
LOLA: ...Yes. 

 
IGNACIO: Shall we finish Girona cathedral? 

 
DOLORES: Move that off there, dinner’s ready. 

 
Father and daughter clear the table; on screen, the miniature models of Spain disappear one by one. Once the screen 
is blank, we see the last letter from the McCain club to LOLA: 

 
Dear valued McCain Club Member, 

 
We hope you’re doing McGreat! With this new millenium we are beginning together/ McCain Foods is moving with 
the times./ Starting now, the McCain club is going online!/ From next month you’ll be able to find us at/ 
www.mccainclub.com/ where we’ll be having a blast with our online community and eating deliiiciously healthy./ 
You can keep up with the McCain club in our junior chatroom./ Catch you online! / Mr. McCain. 
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SCENE [4.] 

 
2005. Sound of a dial-up modem connecting. On the screen, we see an old-style web page called “McCain Club” and 
a chatroom. We see what LOLA is typing. She is SMILEY_GIRL_90. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Did you get off? 

 
SK8TER_92: Where?  
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Did you come?  
 
SK8TER_92: Yeah. 

Thanks. 
 

You’re really good at that. 
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  I’ve got to go. 

 
Dad needs the phone. 

 
SK8TER_92: Your dad... makes a lot of calls huh  
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  He needs the phone in case anyone rings.  
 
SK8TER_92: You never want me to do stuff to you. 
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  What kind of stuff?  
 
SK8TER_92: The stuff you do to me.  
 
Pause. 
 
SK8TER_92: I’ve been thinking about what you said the other day. 

 
About the faceless man 

 
that you imagine sometimes. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  I told you about that? 
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SK8TER_92: Yeah, who you imagine when you 
 

... you know  
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  I don’t remember telling you that.  
 
SK8TER_92: Are you embarrassed? 
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Forget it. 
 
SK8TER_92: I was thinking that if you want. 

 
I can help you. 

 
Pause. 

 
SK8TER_92: If you want we can pretend 

 
I’m the faceless man. 

 
Pause. 

 
SK8TER_92: If you’re into it 

 
... 

 
cause I’m into it. Really into it. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  I have to go. 

 
SK8TER_92: Nooo 

 
Wait. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  My dad needs the phone in case anyone rings. 

 
SK8TER_92: If who rings?  
 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  About a job.  
 
SK8TER_92: They’re not gonna call.  
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SMILEY_GIRL_90:  How do you know? 
 
SK8TER_92: They never call. 

 
Pause. 

 
SK8TER_92: Are you still there? 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  How did you find the chatroom? 

 
SK8TER_92: I used to get a magazine, years ago, about potatoes. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  From the McCain club. 

 
Did you ever read the problem page? 

 
SK8TER_92: Sometimes. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  He was a total bastard. 
 
SK8TER_92: Who? 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Disappearing like that 

 
almost overnight. 

 
You shouldn’t treat people like that. 

 
SK8TER_92: No. 

 
You shouldn’t. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Right? 

 
SK8TER_92: If that guy did the same to you 

 
he didn’t deserve you, Lola.  

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  How do you know my name?  
 
SK8TER_92: You told me the other day. 
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... 
 

Don’t you remember? 
 
Pause. 

 
SK8TER_92: You never asked mine. 

 
My name is Damián. I’m 14 too. 
 
Are you in second or third year of high school? 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  The faceless man 

 
Is from Canada. 

 
Pause. 
 

He built a great company  
 
From the ground up 
 
no help 
 
A frozen food empire. 
 
He’s a tough man, but kind to his children.  
 
A serious person who smiles on the inside. 
 
A good man, 
 
who makes potato smiles for little girls.  
 
He smells nice. 
 
And he has cold hands. 

 
SK8TER_92: Freezing. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Hands that shovel snow from the path to his one family home in 
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Canada. 
 
SK8TER_92: His fingers are so cold. 

 
almost blue. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Hands that go in industrial freezers and personally inspect the frozen food,  
 

making sure that everything 
 

is exactly as he said it should be. 
 
SK8TER_92: Fingers so cold, Lola 

 
it hurts when they brush your skin. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Hands that ruffle his children’s hair and caress the back of his beautiful wife. 

 
Very early in the morning 

 
Before he goes off to build his business empire. 

 
SK8TER_92: His nails are full of frost 

 
as they slide into your underwear. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Hands that write personally to little girls the world over  
 

and console them, late at night. 
 
SK8TER_92: Are you touching yourself? 

 
Pause. 

 
SK8TER_92: Did you come? 

 
LOLA is completely unmoved. 

 
SMILEY_GIRL_90:  Yes. 

 
Thanks.
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SK8TER_92: Lola. 
 

When we finish school 
 
if you want 
 
We’ll move to Canada.  
 
you and me. 
 
the two of us 
 
OK? 

 
The dial up tone sounds again. 
LOLA turns off the computer. The screen goes blank. 

 
DOLORES and IGNACIO have been dressing the set of an already-concluded tea party: empty or half-empty 
plates, dirty napkins, coffee pot, etc. One of the coffee sets is unused: Lola’s. Once the table is set, DOLORES 
begins to clear it and IGNACIO sits on the sofa. To watch TV. 

 
MCCAIN: Wow that was... Highly personal. 

 
LOLA: Well you said we shouldn’t keep secrets. 

 
Have you ever done that?  
 
Talked to a stranger. 
 
To a little girl. 

 
Had her tell you her secrets. Her fears. 
 
Promised her that everything would be OK.  
 
Promised that you’d be there for her. 
 
That she can count on you. 

 
Then disappeared at the last minute.  
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Have you ever done that? 
 
MCCAIN: Maybe... Maybe we should leave it there. 

 
LOLA: We’re just getting started. 

 
MCCAIN: We like to maintain a positive tone in all our interactions here. 

 
LOLA: Sometimes you have to take risks. 
 
MCCAIN: In this case, we’d prefer not to. 

 
LOLA: We’d prefer? It’s just you and me here. 

 
MCCAIN: If you’d like to make a complaint, you can get in touch with... 

 
LOLA: You said we shouldn’t keep secrets. For there to be no secrets you’ll have 

to hear the whole story. That’s the deal. The deal is if I start telling my 
story, you start listening. You don’t get to leave my story unfinished. 

 
MCCAIN: I think you’re getting confused...We don’t...I don’t... 

 
LOLA: Because if the story is unfinished, you know what happens? People can’t be 

honest, or transparent, and they end up sandy on the inside and charred on 
the outside, like a chip left in the fryer, like an overcooked potato smile. 
Then that person spends years going back and forth between hate and love 
for the person who didn’t listen to them, who only heard half of their story, 
you understand? 

 
Now pay attention. (To DOLORES) I know, I’m sorry. Is there any left? 

 
2011. 

 
DOLORES: Do you think this is normal behaviour? 

 
LOLA: I told you, I’m sorry. I had a double shift, I forgot, then I couldn’t call. 

 
DOLORES: You think this is normal? You couldn’t even send a text? 

 
LOLA: You know we have to leave our phones in our lockers. Where’s 

Damián? 
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DOLORES: Damián came here, had his aperitif, had his lunch and had the coffee 
afterwards all while he was waiting for you to turn up. He even blew out 
your candles! What a way to stand him up. 

 
LOLA: But where is he? 

 
DOLORES: He started work at five. Same as usual, Lola. 

 
LOLA: Is there any lasagne left? 

 
DOLORES: I don’t know how he puts up with you. 

 
DOLORES leaves 

 
IGNACIO: Happy birthday. 

 
LOLA: Thanks, Dad. 
 
And comes back a moment later with a plate of lasagna, a half-eaten piece of cake and two candles, a 2 and a 1, 
already blown out. LOLA eats the lasagna hungrily. 

 
DOLORES: You know he baked the cake himself. I sent him the recipe. 

 
LOLA: I’ll call him later and thank him. 

 
DOLORES: And you better apologise, because... 

 
LOLA: Yes, I’ll call him, thank him, and apologise, ok Mum? I’ll apologise. 

 
DOLORES: You smell like a burger van. 

 
LOLA: Anything else? 

 
DOLORES: You always come back reeking of oil... 

 
LOLA: What did you think I’d smell like, Mum, rosewater? I was at work. 

 
DOLORES: Don’t get me started on that job of yours... 

 
LOLA: Again? 
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DOLORES: Don’t say a word Ignacio, alright? Not a word. 
 
IGNACIO looks completely defeated, has been for years. 

 
DOLORES: So tell me why we paid for your English lessons for so long, why we signed 

you up for typing and computer classes, so you’d end up frying chips in 
some burger joint? 

 
LOLA: They hired me because I spoke English. And it’s called Burger King. 

 
DOLORES: Do you know how much those private lessons cost? 

 
LOLA: (With American accent) Double cheese, pickles, special fries (to McCain) This is 

where I tell her that I’m at university, this job pays my tuition, and she says 
oh I don’t know, food engineering, so long and hard and no job prospects, 
how will I survive, I’ll spend the prime of my life frying potatoes for next to 
nothing, couldn’t I think of something else… and then comes the good bit: 

 
DOLORES: Parking spaces, and rent them out. That, plus your salary and 

Damián’s would get you a lovely little place to yourselves. 
 
LOLA: First the lovely little flat, then the lovely little baby, and then the lovely little 

mortgage, no? What world are you living in? 
 
DOLORES: Not the same one as you, that’s for sure. 

 
LOLA: Do you not watch the news? 
 
DOLORES: Of course I do, it’s all doom and gloom. You have to find your own 

happiness. 
 
LOLA: Ever heard of the financial crisis? The housing bubble? That people are 

camping out in the squares? Does any of this ring a bell? 
 
DOLORES: (shakes both hands in the sign of agreement of the 15M movement) 

Like this? Now eat your bechamel. 
 
LOLA: Look at yourself. 

 
DOLORES: If the people at the bottom move, the ones at the top fall... I used to 

know a few of those: “My hands, my capital!”, isn’t that right, Ignacio? 
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IGNACIO: “Fighting, creating, people power!” 
 
DOLORES: The one I liked best “Work, equality bread, and a roof over your head.” But 

for what? Because I bring home the bread, I put the roof over our heads 
and on top of that, I do all the work. And taking care of this “fellow 
traveller” well, I get that privilege as well. 

 
LOLA: (at the food, disgusted) It’s cold.  
 
DOLORES: I even talked to your boyfriend about it.  
 
LOLA: What does he have to do with it? 
 
DOLORES: He agrees with me. We’re cut from the same cloth. 

 
LOLA: And that cloth is...? 

 
DOLORES: That the world’s going mad. There’s no use trying to understand it... 

And that’s why it’s better to have children when you’re young. 
 
LOLA: Wow, devastating logic. 

 
DOLORES: Better to have them when you’re young. 

 
LOLA: So they’ve got more time to suck the life out of you.  
 
DOLORES: Children open up a whole new world, Lola, they’re –  
 
LOLA: “The most wonderful thing that can happen to you” 
 
DOLORES: Well they’re clearly more wonderful than frying chips and flipping 

burgers. 
 
LOLA: It’s not a hobby, Mum, I don’t do it just because. Are you going to pay my 

tuition? Or Dad? 
 
Silence. IGNACIO is absorbed in the TV. He isn’t listening, or is pretending not to, but faced with the silence, 
he reacts. 
 
IGNACIO: Happy birthday, darling. 
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Pause. 
 
LOLA: Yes, thanks, Dad. 

 
IGNACIO: I have a present for you. 

 
LOLA: Oh? 

 
IGNACIO: Close your eyes and put out your hand. 

 
LOLA does. IGNACIO places a flat oblong package into her hands. LOLA opens her eyes. She knows what it 
is. 

 
IGNACIO: Qué será, será? 

 
LOLA opens it. It’s a paper model. 

 
IGNACIO: You haven’t got this one, have you? 

 
LOLA: No. 

 
IGNACIO: Can you guess which it is? 

 
LOLA: No. 

 
IGNACIO: What do you mean, no? It’s the City of Arts and Sciences! 

 
LOLA: Wow. I love it. 

 
IGNACIO: We went once, the summer we went to Benicarló. You were just a baby. 

Do you remember? Do you want to make it? Shall we? 
 
DOLORES: (to LOLA, changing subject) Give me your plate, let’s blow out the candles. 

 
She takes the plate. 

 
IGNACIO: With this you’ve got the whole collection! Congratulations honey! 

 
LOLA: Thanks, Dad. 

 
IGNACIO: Miniature architecture of Spain, the complete collection! Look, look 
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closely, it’s got every tiny detail, the dome, the bridge. Let’s put it together, 
shall we? 

 
DOLORES clears the table and serves LOLA a piece of cake. Violently, she lights the candles and stabs 
them into the slice. 

 
DOLORES: Ignacio, you already had yours and that’s more than enough sugar for you, 

don’t be having any more. 
 
LOLA: Mum serves me a slice of cake, a cake made by a boyfriend who two weeks 

later will break up with me. Do you think this development came as a 
surprise? 

 
DOLORES: Come on, blow. 

 
MCCAIN: I think we’re done here. 

 
LOLA: It did not. If a little girl learns what love is by writing letters to a frozen 

potato company, she might have one or two romantic mishaps as an adult, 
don’t you think? Even if that same girl, because of the letters she writes 
and receives, will be better prepared to face the terrible circumstances of 
her life. Thanks to this correspondence the girl will learn everything there 
is to know about the world: nuclear disasters, wars for oil, the perils of 
extractivism, the nutrients preserved in food through the deep-freezing 
process, and she’ll come to learn how fragile relationships can be. Look 
where all this wisdom got me: while I force a smile, with my greasy face 
and the stench of fried food overpowering my family, posing for a photo 
of my twenty first birthday just like they asked, I’m protected by a 
generous, big- hearted smile. The smile that’s always protected me, my 
guardian angel, the McCain potato smile that reassures me that 
everything’s going to be OK. This time, everything’s going to be OK. 

 
DOLORES: Make a wish. 

 
LOLA: Mum won’t be at all pleased about my break up with Damián. We won’t 

speak for almost a whole year. Not on bad terms, no. We’ll just stop 
speaking, like when someone has been sunbathing for a long time and takes 
a dip in the water, just because their skin is burning. Do you know what I 
mean?  And when I get out of the water, it’ll be to take the call from my 
mother telling me that Dad has died. Of a heart attack. He’ll have made 
every single one of the models of the miniature architecture of Spain, apart 
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from the City of Arts and Sciences, which will be intact, in the plastic, 
waiting for me, I suppose. But I still don’t know any of this.  And when my 
mum tells me to make a wish I listen to the TV and she brings, like an oracle, 
what I’m about to wish for. (To IGNACIO) Dad, turn it up. 

 
The news is on. In the business segment, we learn that McCain foods has suffered a calamitous fall in the value of 
its stock due to a food security scandal which took place in an Ontario school. The children got sick from the frozen 
chips from their school canteen due to the growth of a bacteria which was caused by a breach in the cold chain. 

 
We hear the McCain jingle, sinister and sad. 

 
LOLA: One breach in the cold chain and everything starts to spoil. 

 
LOLA blows out the candles. 
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SCENE [5.] 

 
2012.  
 
LOLA blows out two number 2 candles. DOLORES and LOLA clap, serious. 

 
DOLORES: Two little ducks. 

 
LOLA: I have to go soon.  
 
DOLORES: When are you coming back?  
 
LOLA: Eleven, twelve, after close.  
 
DOLORES: Yes, well. Let’s eat the cake.  
 
LOLA: Only a bit, I’m not hungry. 
 
DOLORES: Once you try some you’ll want more... 

 
DOLORES serves the cake. She is about to say something but holds back. LOLA notices. 

 
LOLA: What. 

 
DOLORES: What? I didn’t say anything. 

 
LOLA: Come on, what? 

 
DOLORES: Nothing. 

 
Silence. 

 
DOLORES: It’s the same cake as last year. 

 
Pause. 

 
DOLORES: How life can change from one year to the next. 

 
LOLA: (Thinks she’s talking about her father’s death, strokes DOLORES’s shoulder). 

Yes, mum, last year with Dad... 
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DOLORES: Last year Damián made you the cake. 
 
LOLA removes her hand, brusquely. 

 
DOLORES: A good man is hard to find. He was a nice boy, no? Have you heard from 

him? 
 
LOLA: No. 

 
DOLORES: Don’t you text each other still? Young people do that these days, they even 

said it on the news the other day. 
 
LOLA: Do you still text your ex boyfriends? 
 
DOLORES: All this ex-boyfriend business is a new thing. 

 
LOLA: What do youwant me to text him for? 

 
DOLORES: I don’t want anything. 

 
Pause. 

 
DOLORES: I don’t know why you left him. 

 
LOLA: I didn’t break up with him, Mum, he broke up with me. 

 
DOLORES: But why? 

 
LOLA: Because it didn’t work out, that’s all. 

 
DOLORES: People aren’t like the hamburgers you make, you know, a couple of 

minutes on each side and then on to the next one. 
 
LOLA: Why do you care? It’s my life, not yours. 

 
DOLORES: I’ve seen more of him than I have of you in the last few years. Do you know 

Damián used to come over in the afternoons when you were doing double 
shifts and were coming home I don’t know how late. We watched the 
evening news together. We’d talk about current events, have a little 
limoncello. He made the models with your father, who’d tell him about his 
years in the Party. Then he disappeared all of a sudden. You must have done 
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something, he had so many plans with you. 
 
LOLA: I’ve got to go. 

 
DOLORES: Oh do as you like, you always do. 

 
LOLA: Alright Mum, whatever you say. Bye. 

 
DOLORES: Alright. 

 
LOLA doesn’t move. 

 
LOLA: Do you want to know what happened? 

 
DOLORES is too scared to answer. 

 
LOLA: We had a joint account. He set it up, “so we could save”.  He wanted us to 

save up to go to the Costa Brava for three days in July. I invested the money 
in the stock market. He says I stole from him, I’m a thief, but technically 
the money was mine. And I never wanted to go to the Costa Brava. 

 
DOLORES: You did... what? 
 
LOLA: I invested. In the stock market. The money in the joint account didn’t 

stretch to many shares, that’s for sure. I also invested money from my 
savings. For next year’s tuition. That got me a few more. 

 
DOLORES: You dropped out? 

 
LOLA: Weren’t you always asking what the point was? Of food engineering? “You 

could have tried roads and bridges...” Well, that’s one less thing to worry 
about. Didn’t you say you have to fight for what you want? That nothing 
is for free? You were right. Shares cost money. Damián was always scared 
of my dreams. Dad was too. Dad was even afraid of his own. Maybe you’re 
scared of yours. Though I don’t think you have any dreams. No offence 
Mum, but it’s true. 

 
DOLORES: What do you want shares for? You’re not right in the... 

 
LOLA: A little treat to myself. Some people buy jewellery or expensive 

clothes. I wanted shares. As... a souvenir. 
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LOLA wants a rise from her mother, she expects a reaction, but it doesn’t come. There is a long pause, and LOLA 
becomes agitated. DOLORES seems to realise something. 

 
DOLORES: What did you buy shares in? 

 
LOLA: McCain. It’s a Canadian company. 

 
DOLORES: The oven chips. 

 
LOLA: They also make chicken nuggets, and recently they started making 

frozen lasagne. 
 
DOLORES: You used to love those chips. 

 
LOLA: (Sarcastically) Oh, really?  
 
DOLORES: You used to write to the potato man.  
 
LOLA: You don’t say. 
 
DOLORES: You used to ask him about the world. You asked him about all sorts: the 

wars in Yugoslavia, mad cow disease, Jesus Christ, the wife and children 
of Ramón García, off the telly. But if you’re saying it’s a Canadian 
company, I don’t think the potato man would have known much about 
Ramón García. 

 
LOLA is in complete shock. 

 
DOLORES: You even asked him what to do when you got your period. You told him 

you weren’t sure if you liked girls or boys or neither. You said you wanted to 
be as tall as the fridge so you could move to Canada. Because your family 
gave you depression. Depression, where did you hear that? You said, what 
was it? Oh yes, that your father was a charlatan who never stopped shouting 
at the TV and your mother a hysterical fishwife. I don’t know where you 
heard hysterical either, on telly I bet. 

 
LOLA: You had no right. You went through my things? In my room? 

 
DOLORES: Lola, don’t you remember? Who posted those letters every week? Mum 

took them to the postbox. Then you started posting them and then I 
lost the scent. Yes. (Pause) I also sent letters for a long time. 
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LOLA: You? 
 
DOLORES: Me. 

 
LOLA: To who? 

 
DOLORES: Don’t you remember? 

 
LOLA: No. 

 
DOLORES: To the man from Asturian Central Dairies. 

 
LOLA: Those... weren’t letters. They were just bar codes. Bar- 

 
DOLORES: Yes, barcodes. Barcodes all look the same, they were all the same, but also 

they weren’t, because every day is different. They’re coded messages, it’s 
just there’s no key, you know. Indecipherable. (Pause) That was a good day. 
A lovely day. 

 
LOLA: (To McCain) And that’s when she brings up the weight of the family in milk. 

 
Rapid run through of Scene 1, without McCain’s part. They stop at: 

 
 
DOLORES: Now drink your milk. 

 
LOLA: (To McCain) Now watch. Memories are so often... like frozen food, do 

you know what I mean? 
 
MCCAIN: No. 

 
LOLA: When you want to bring back the past, first you have to heat it up, in the 

fryer, or the microwave. Then you have it, but it’s stale, soggy, stiff, and 
inedible. That’s what I like the best about McCain. McCain potatoes aren’t 
like that. They have no past, only present. Somehow they manage to erase 
the gap between the machine that slices the potatoes, fries them in oil, 
packages them and sends them to families in flats, or one family homes with 
geraniums in the window box, so that little boys and girls can eat them, 
unspoilt by time, direct from a place with no name. Outside of time. They 
hand a pure, ready-to-eat, memory down through the decades. (to Dolores) I 
was seven years old, I was allergic to lactose and I drank an entire glass of 
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milk in front of a notary. 
 
DOLORES: Intolerant. 

 
(Pause). 

 
DOLORES: You were lactose intolerant, not allergic. Why would you bring that up 

now? 
 
LOLA: Because it’s true. 

 
DOLORES: It was a prize. Why would we say no? 

 
LOLA: Because I can’t drink milk, mum. 

 
DOLORES: Well I can. And anyway, being intolerant isn’t the same as being allergic, 

the paediatrician said, I don’t know what you’ve been telling yourself. 
 
(Silence). 

 
DOLORES: I was happy when we won. Hap-py. 

 
LOLA: Milk makes me sick. 

 
DOLORES: Because I sent off all those bar codes, I cut them out ever so carefully and 

put them in envelopes and oh it was like throwing a bottle into the sea- 
 
LOLA: It gives me stomach cramps, Mum. 

 
DOLORES: - and I really wished that the man from the Dairy would open them and 

know that they were mine and they were coded and he would crack the code 
to read them... But deep inside I didn’t think anyone opened the P.O. Box, 
I didn’t think anyone would open the envelopes I sent or count the codes I 
cut out for the competition, and the thing I least expected in this world was 
that we’d win, us, us who have never won anything, us who’ve done nothing 
but lose. 

 
LOLA: I shit myself if I drink milk, mum, do you not get it? You made me drink 

an entire glass of cold, full-fat milk in the back of a supermarket, and I 
started sweating like I’d never sweated in my life and I thought I’d shit 
myself right there, in front of the notary, in front of the photographer, and 
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in front of the man from the Central Asturian Dairies, that I was dying, I 
thought I’d die right there. 

 
DOLORES: It was a happy day. 

 
Silence. 
 
DOLORES: I had to buy your milk separately. Almond milk or soy which was so 

expensive and they only sold in special shops. I bought your special milk 
every week and you had your soy or your almond milk from a carton that 
cost 1000 pesetas a litre and the rest of us drank the milk we got in the 
competition. 

 
Silence. 

 
DOLORES: The day of the prize you were sick the minute we left the supermarket and 

you started crying. 
 
LOLA: No... 

 
DOLORES: You know what I did to cheer you up? We went inside again and I told you 

to pick something out for dinner, whatever you wanted. 
 
LOLA: I don’t remember that part. 

 
DOLORES: You took your time choosing. In the end you bought some frozen chips, 

with a smiley face, they’d just come out: a five hundred gram bag of 
McCain potato smiles. And what can I say, you looked the happiest you’d 
ever been. 

 
LOLA: I don’t remember that. 

 
Long pause. 

 
LOLA: He got them all in the end. Spain in miniature.  
 
DOLORES: He did them for you, for the collection. It’s yours.  
 
Pause. 
 
DOLORES: How much does a ticket to Canada cost? 
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LOLA: I don’t know. A lot. 
 
DOLORES: How much? 

 
LOLA: About 300 euros. 

 
DOLORES: I can pay half. I’ll pay half. Do you have the other half? 

 
LOLA: What are you saying?  
 
DOLORES: Do you have the other half or not?  
 
Pause. 
 
LOLA: Yes. 

 
Instrumental, McCain jingle. 
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SCENE [6.] 

 
MCCAIN: We truly appreciate how well you know the company and its message. 

Unfortunately, there are no openings at the moment. Thank you for your 
effort, for coming all this way. Really, thank you and we wish you the 
very best of luck. 

 
He puts out his hand for LOLA to shake it. She does. It seems as if they’ll part ways, but LOLA keeps hold 
of McCAIN’s hand. 

 
LOLA: Your name isn’t really McCain, is it? 

 
MCCAIN: Johnson. Mr. McCain retired to his beach house in Malibu some years back. 

He only knows he owns a multinational because his grandchildren call him 
from time to time to tell him how swell it’s going. I’m sorry, I really am, but 
there’s nothing else we can do for you. 

 
LOLA: Have you heard of Magic Mayonnaise? Did you sell it here in 

Canada? Because it certainly reached Europe. Definitely Spain. 
 
MCCAIN: We’re sorry...we don’t know what you’re talking about. 

 
LOLA: In 1999 McCain had some R&D disasters. We even studied it at university. 

Maybe it had to do with the new millenium... Everyone was obsessed with 
reinventing themselves, bringing out new products, making radical changes 
to the business. It wasn’t just Magic Mayonnaise: McCain brought out a 
line of crisps with impossible flavours: strawberry, green peppers, Pisco 
Sour. But Magic Mayonnaise was the biggest blunder by some margin. How 
come you’ve never heard of it? What’s your job here? 

 
MCCAIN: Manager. (pause) Human Resources Manager. 

 
LOLA: Well, the idea was that the mayonnaise would go with all of their potato 

products. The concept wasn’t bad: a little tube, like toothpaste, with 
enough mayonnaise for one meal, one person. It reinforced the idea that 
McCain “gave mums a break” since they didn’t have to peel the potatoes 
or beat the mayonnaise to go with them. So far so good, right? 

 
Silence. 
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LOLA: What could possibly go wrong? 
 
Silence. 

 
LOLA: Well, the tubes! The changes in temperature between packaging and 

transport meant that by the time they reached people’s houses, there was 
a huge build-up of pressure inside. Picture it: a child on the sofa 
in front of the TV, dinner on their lap, tearing open the plastic seal on the 
tube and. ......... splat! Mayonnaise comes squirting out. 

 
LOLA laughs. McCAIN, being polite, laughs nervously along. 

 
LOLA: Where? All over their little faces. 

 
LOLA lets go of McCAIN’s hand. 

 
LOLA: That’s why it never took off. The resemblance to spunk was not lost on 

the mothers.  Those mums saw an. .......... Ominous image. Terrible. 
Unthinkable. The image of McCain Foods Ltd. spunking all over their 
child’s face, it falling, white and thick, down their tiny cheeks. Us kids all 
suffered the same fate, we don’t remember it as anything traumatic, in fact 
the mayonnaise was very good quality. But the mums did. (Laughs) There 
were many mistakes, many failures.  Then, the stomach infection scandal in 
the schools in Ontario. But you have to stay positive. Failure is normal: 
“Nothing ventured.” 

 
MCCAIN: (Taking her to the door) Of course, you don’t need to think of it as a failure, 

rather an opport- 
 
LOLA: (Resisting) I took risks. I did everything it took. I ate all of it: the strawberry 

and pepper and Pisco Sour flavoured crisps, Magic Mayonnaise, I’ve eaten 
tonnes of oven chips, tonnes of McCain potato smiles. I bought shares 
when they were so worthless that people like me could afford them. They’re 
still so cheap I could buy two or three more. (Pause) Who wrote the letters? 

 
MCCAIN: The letters? 

 
LOLA: The McCain Club. Who wrote back to the children? 

 
MCCAIN: There was more than one person.  It was a team of copywriters… a 

subcontract. 
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LOLA takes a letter from her pocket and starts to read. 
 
LOLA: Dear LOLA: Thank you for your letter. Our community is growing, but 

you are still special to us. I love reading about your questions and your life. 
Please keep writing! Remember to eat five portions of fruit and veg every 
day, drink plenty of water and never stop smiling with McCain potatoes! 
Hugs from your friend, Mr. McCain. 

 
Tell me, Johnson. If you were eight years old, would this letter calm your 
spirit? Yes or no? 

 
MCCAIN: That’s not my specialty. 

 
LOLA suddenly grabs the microphone through which McCain has been talking until now. She seems to like 
the feel of it. She strokes it, then talks through it. 
 
LOLA: Little boys and girls the world over need to know that they can count on 

McCain. Because McCain will always be with them. In pleasure and in pain. 
It’s their flesh and blood, their family. Boys and girls everywhere need to 
know that there’s a whole world out there, a world of flavours like nothing 
they’ve tasted before, because they are the flavours of the future. Those 
flavours are the dawning of a new world. Because a new world is coming. 
And in that world, there will be McCain. 

 
Pause. 

 
LOLA: You have a boss, correct? 

 
MCCAIN: Yes... 

 
LOLA: Call them. Tell them I’m here. 

 
The face of a McCain potato smile appears on screen and we hear the McCain potato jingle sung by a choir. On 
screen we see 90s photos of children eating potato products in progressively rapid succession. Little by little everything 
goes dark except for LOLA. 

 
Dark. 
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The Corporation 
 
By Flavius Lucăcel 
 
Translated by Mihaela Mudure 
 
The first production of the play The Corporation by Flavius Lucăcel took place on the stage of the 
National Theater of Cluj-Napoca, in 2019. The performers belonged to the private company “Mario 
Dance Atelier” and the director was Chris Nedeea. 
 
This play shows an important evolution in Lucăcel’s evolution as a playwright. From lyrical plays with 
lots of symbolism, Lucăcel has evolved towards a sort of Brechtian epic theater. In The Corporation, 
melodrama is avoided and the emphasis is on the social and political drama of ordinary people who 
experienced the fall of communism but realize that the post-communist world is not as good as they 
had dreamt. The plot takes place somewhere in a First World country and the characters are 
inventoried as in an insectary. There is not too much evolution or change in characters. The play has 
a strong allegorical quality and characters are rather types than individuals with striking peculiarities. 
The plot focuses on the fall of a corporation. As it has often happened in reality, the highest price is 
to be paid by the common workers, whereas the managers of the corporation prepare a very profitable 
exit for them. Tonald, the head of the corporation, is the kind of leader for whom people are only 
puppets to be manipulated for his own selfish good. Tonald is slavishly followed by a group of 
employees who hope they will be able to climb another step on the social ladder if they are obedient 
and treacherous to the general good.  
 
This whole gallery of spineless, selfish, duplicitous corporatists is opposed by a trio of pure souls, 
outsiders to the world of the corporation. On the one hand, there is Omar and Svetlana, a couple of 
immigrants. Omar is an immigrant from Syria, Svetlana is a cleaner at the corporation and she has 
immigrated to the West looking for a better life. She is also an Easterner but from Eastern Europe. 
The collapse of the corporation helps them understand the real values in life: love, friendship, sincerity, 
honesty. There is also an emergent friendship that unites two female characters: Svetlana and Sophia, 
the wife of Philip, one of the corporation’s managers. These two women are able to surpass class 
limits and disenfranchise themselves of a stifling materialistic philosophy of life. The crude humor and 
the somehow crude satire of the play are counterbalanced by love, companionship, friendship. The 
marginals, the outsiders are not energetic fighters, for the moment they only want to survive and this 
uses all their energy.   
 
There is also some optimism in this play. Pointing to the evils, uncovering the cowardice and the 
falsehood of a life style that is money and profit oriented, all these justify the optimism that hovers 
somewhere beyond the horizon. The Corporation is a political play, but its lesson transgresses the 
borders of our age, it is a moral lesson for all times. 
 
Lucăcel’s play reinforces the idea of the Renaissance theater that nothing can show more truthfully 
what we are or what we should be than the comedy. And let us not forget: the Renaissance was the 
age when corporate capitalism was born.  
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Flavius Lucăcel (a.k.a. Gheorghe Traian Lucăcel, born in Aluniş, Sălaj County, Romania, in 1968) 
grew up in a working class family, his father Alexandru Lucăcel was a stone carver and his mother 
Rozalia Lucăcel (née Cormoş) was a housewife. In 1986 he graduated from the High School of Zalău, 
Sălaj County, Romania and began university studies in sociology, in 1993 and fine arts, in 2008, but 
he finished neither.  Flavius Lucăcel made his debut with poetry in Tribuna, a renowned literary journal 
from Cluj-Napoca, Romania, in 1992. His first play, Paşii (The Steps), was published in Thalia, another 
literary journal from Cluj-Napoca, in 1993. Lucăcel’s plays have been published by Limes, Eikon, or 
Caiete Silvane Publishing Houses and put on stage in Bucharest, at Un Theater and at Godot Café 
Theater, as well as the National Theater of Cluj-Napoca.  Several plays by Lucăcel have been translated 
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The Corporation 
 

By Flavius Lucăcel 
 

Translated by Mihaela Mudure 
 
 

Motto: 
“It is just an everyday message, nothing more ...” 

                                                                                                                                      Gellu  Naum3 
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PAUL 
BOB 
PHILIP 
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3 Contemporary Romanian poet (1915-2001). 
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ACT I 
Scene I 

 

 Bob and Paul in Bob’s office. 

PAUL: A worm. 

BOB: The invertebrate ... 

PAUL: And not just any invertebrate. It’s gooey. 

BOB: And here is how thousands of years of evolution go straight to hell. 

PAUL: It’s what it looks like when someone trashes all you’ve ever done!  

BOB: It takes a person like Philip to do that to Tonald. 

PAUL: It’s all people like that do. They’re the worst …  

BOB: The absolute worst.  

PAUL: How long have we known him? 

BOB: Philip was the first. It’s been ten years! 

PAUL: Did you know him before me? 

BOB: I did. 

PAUL: He can run his mouth! Philip is the worst.  

BOB: A sicko! 

PAUL: Worse than a sicko.  

BOB: An astronomical hypocrite! 

PAUL: I was just going to say cosmic! 

BOB: People like Philip just live in the shit.  

PAUL: They consume and they produce it. 

BOB: Unbelievable quantities of shit.  
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PAUL: And Tonald! You can’t get anything past him. 

BOB: Well, Philip could. Duped our good friend ... 

PAUL: We’ll see how he manages. 

BOB: He was my buddy, partner in whores and booze, my closest ally … we’d been on vacation 
together. The man stabbed me in the back. The bastard! Just turned on me. Unbelievable …  

PAUL: The bastard ... 

 Knock at the door. 

BOB: Come in.  

 PHILIP enters. Silence. 

PHILIP: Hi, guys! 

BOB: I’m just finishing some work. Looking good! 

PHILIP: Thank you! Finish it another time. Take the day off. See you guys tonight at the club. We’re 
celebrating.  

BOB: Will do. See you tonight! Congratulations on the nomination! Seriously, though, that new hair 
cut... 

PHILIP: Thanks, man. Hey, I mean it. You deserved it. Bye! (Bob exeunt.) Ass kisser ... 

PAUL: Did you smell that? He stinks. What scum! 

PHILIP: What the hell was he wearing? 

PAUL: Stinking invertebrate! What a brown nose! I can’t believe Tonald hasn’t noticed. 

PHILIP: He’s finally wizening up. I need an assistant. A loyal one, dependable, someone with vision. 
Like you. (He grooms his hair in the mirror, he seems to be talking to himself.) 

PAUL: Have I told you that you’ve got the best head of hair in the whole company? 

PHILIP: You think so? Tonald’s hair is ... 

PAUL: He spends a developed nation’s budget on that thing … 

PHILIP: Yeah, there’s no comparison.  
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PAUL: But look at how yours sits like that. It’s natural. (Behind a lock of hair the man’s hairline is visibly 
receding) 

PHILIP: It’s getting thinner in places … 

PAUL: Don’t be ridiculous. It’s as thick as a lion’s mane. 

PHILIP: Bob’s hair isn’t bad. 

PAUL: He’s disgusting. You’re neat, fresh. 

PHILIP: You really need to stop. Tonald has the thickest hair in the company, and everyone knows 
it.  
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Scene II 

 

 Paul, Philip and Bob in a night club. 

PHILIP: Those legs  ... 

BOB: Too long. 

PAUL: Too short. 

PHILIP: Nimble for days, and her butt ... 

BOB: Big. 

PAUL: Small. 

PHILIP: Thick and firm. For you, what matters in a woman?  

BOB: Long legs and small butt.  

PAUL: Big butt and short legs. 

PHILIP: The butt should be pear-shaped ... It’s rare … (to Bob) but you got to have it. 

BOB: Maybe you do. 

PHILIP: I am talking about what’s in right now. The trend. What people are looking for. 

PAUL: Philip is right. If you looked around the gym and saw what workouts people were doing these 
days you’d get it.  

PHILIP: Girls know where to push it. And so do we.                                                                                                            

PAUL: You are wasting your time over there. 

BOB: And you can’t help kissing up ...  all over! 

PHILIP: Paul, get that girl to come to our table. I’ll show you how it’s done. (To Bob) Watch and learn! 

PAMELA: Pamela. 

PHILIP: Sit in my lap! On the right side. Suck my finger. No, this one. 

PAMELA: You must be in charge. 
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PAUL: He is, and he knows how to get his way. 

PHILIP:  And now, guys ... the moment of truth. Pamela, get on the table! Spread your legs! Lift your 
skirt! Butt up! Pear, I told you. There’s even a little stem.  

PAMELA: Philip, you’re a tough one. A tiger! ... I bet you’re tearing it up in your field. What line of 
work are you in?  

BOB: Negotiations ... he is the best. (Aside) He sucks. 

PAMELA (to Philip): Married? 

PHILIP: No. 

BOB: He is. And he is tough at home as well. 

PHILIP: Asshole! 

PAMELA: This is how a strong man should be, bulging in all the right places.  

PAUL: He is a ruthless tiger.  

PAMELA: After I graduate, I hope to catch my own tiger.  

BOB: This club is full of morons. You may manage tonight … 

PHILIP: Hahaha! Off to bed, boys! No bad jokes in front of the lady. 
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Scene III 

 

 Philip and Sophia in the kitchen of their home. 

SOPHIA: Just getting home? 

PHILIP: Just got off. 

SOPHIA: You stink. Go to the bathroom and wash up. 

PHILIP: Sorry, I had to take the boys out.  

SOPHIA: You’re sleeping downstairs. You reek like hell!  

PHILIP: Sorry. 

SOPHIA: You’re all sorry. The corporation, your coworkers.  

PHILIP: What is this? 

SOPHIA: You left half a slice of bread on your plate this morning! 

PHILIP: And now you have to wave it in my face? I was in a hurry. 

SOPHIA: You can see your teeth marks in the butter. You’re disgusting.  

PHILIP: It was a big day for me. I was in a hurry. 

SOPHIA: A hurry for what? 

PHILIP: To get to the office. I was getting promoted.  

SOPHIA: I was busy, too. What? Does it look like you married your mother? 

PHILIP: What does this have to do with my mom?  

SOPHIA: It has to do with her raising you to be a piece of shit, and now you even smell like one. 

PHILIP: You’re out of line. 

SOPHIA: Me? Out of line? Where’s the line? Is it here … 

PHILIP: What the … ?  

SOPHIA: You left your coffee in the bathroom. 
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PHILIP: So you pour it on my head?  

SOPHIA: I don’t know how else to make you understand.  

PHILIP: What don’t I understand?  

SOPHIA: You don’t understand that the corporation is one thing, and home is another. Here, at 
home, in the family, you haven’t shown us a goddamn thing. You are nothing. OK? You’re nothing.  
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Scene IV 

 

 Zoom meeting. Philip at his desk, Tonald on the screen. 

TONALD: Philip. Can you write this down? You’re Philip, right? 

PHILIP: Yes, sir, Philip. 

TONALD: Are you tired, Philip? In my company, nobody sleeps. 

PHILIP: I am fresh, sir. 

TONALD: I am joking. But, really, it’s going to take sacrifice. Lots of it. It won’t be easy.  

PHILIP: Of course. sir. 

TONALD: When you join us here, we’ll go to lunch. You seem like a solid young man.  

PHILIP: Thank you, sir! 

TONALD: We need solid people in difficult times. I think we made the right choice this time.  

PHILIP: I am honored.  

TONALD: I think we’ll get along well. I have big plans for you. This place is swarming with beautiful 
girls. Do you like girls? Do you have a wife?  

PHILIP: Girls... oh ... Yes, sir. I have a wife.  

TONALD: Don’t get me wrong. Your sexual orientation plays no role in being promoted here. That’s 
not to say I don’t have my reservations. 

PHILIP (long pause): I understand, sir. 

TONALD: Good, good ... I am not a conservative. Some people just rub me the wrong way. That’s 
all. 

PHILIP: Of course, sir.   

TONALD: There’s nothing more important to us than the employee security. Are you writing this 
down?  

PHILIP: Oh, should I have been writing this down? 
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TONALD: I’m on to you. That’s some of your grandpa’s English humor.  

PHILIP: You have style, sir. You have a peaceful aura. I’m truly inspired. 

TONALD: OK, OK, I appreciate it, but stop quoting that motivational garbage. 

PHILIP: Sorry, sir. 

TONALD: Write this down. All over the market, things are drying up the same. The effects could be 
devastating, decisive. 

 PHILIP: The effects already are decisive.  

TONALD: What do you mean? 

PHILIP: The effects can devastate only one area if … 

TONALD:  Take this down: “If we take the correct steps in order to protect the center.” You got it?!  

PHILIP: That’s what I’m here for. 

TONALD: You have a soldier’s mindset. That’s good. I like you. Young, but wise.  

PHILIP: According to my calculations, the losses are terminable and will be decisive for all investors.  

TONALD: I feel you’ll be firm. I can see it now: you at regional manager. You understand my policy 
very well.  

PHILIP: I’ll do my best. 

TONALD: We’ll talk about it another time. Send your wife my regards. Thank you for the leather 
case. The leather engraving with the bear on the stake. Do you still have bears? By the way, I have 
sent such a leather case to one of our African branches. Can’t be seen with something like that here! 
And you can forget about guns. Hunting guns, in this case. 

PHILIP: I see. It makes sense. 

TONALD: It doesn’t make any fucking sense! This politically correct horse shit. 

PHILIP: Sorry! Those snowflakes! They won’t have their way for long. 

TONALD: That’s right, they won’t. But for now, watch what you do on social media. I just posted a 
picture of me wearing a rhino horn around my neck, and these activist swine jumped me.  

PHILIP: That’s sound advice. I’ll be careful. 
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TONALD: They’re having a ball now, but we’re taking names. I sent you a tie with my face on a 
yellow background. 

PHILIP: Of course, yellow is one of my favorite colors. My wife’s, too. Our bedsheets are ... it’s a very 
pleasant color ... 

TONALD: I couldn’t agree more. I sent them out to our regional department managers. Natural silk, 
made in Shanghai.  

 PHILIP: Good choice, sir.  

TONALD: What do you mean? That isn’t what I wanted.  

PHILIP: I mean the color. Your hands are tied with the material ... They’re the only ones who still 
make it. 

TONALD: They are, for sure, but I’m aiming to fix that.  

PHILIP: I’m with you on that. 

TONALD: Is the yellow hair too much?  

PHILIP: Not at all. It’s the tanning salon look. It’s the perfect look for you. 

TONALD: It’s just the yellow nose, yellow cheeks, and forehead, all yellow, you know?  

PHILIP: I haven’t seen the ties yet, but I am sure you look great. 

TONALD: I was thinking of the gold rush, the pioneering spirit, that power. My face against a yellow 
background. It just made sense.  

PHILIP: It’s powerful. 

TONALD: You should wear it to the negotiations. It makes a difference.   

PHILIP: I can feel the strength. Just the last in a proud line of pioneers. 

 TONALD: Pound them! Do a double windsor.  

PHILIP: Tactical! Complexity and efficiency. The knot that made history.  

TONALD: What’s that supposed to mean? 

PHILIP: I mean, history is made by the strong.  

TONALD: There you go! Alright, bye, then! 
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PHILIP: Goodbye, Mr. Tonald.  

 The screen dims. 
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Scene V 

 

 Zoom conference with the employees from the branch.  

PHILIP: “Overcome, be ruthless. On the market, as in life, there’s no such thing as compassion.” 
Starting from this quotation from Mr. Tonald, I want to share a vision with you. What did it mean to 
be a worker fifty years ago? Twenty years ago? What about last year? Or a few hours ago, before he 
was with us? Frustration, lockouts, sabotage, activism, a low standard. Small and medium-sized 
businesses – a barrier to the consolidation of individual will. This is the corporation’s new path into 
the future we are building. The first corporation represent the Big-Bang of innovation, and it may 
sound quaint to some, but Mr. Tonald has the experience, the will, and the proof: “there’s no room 
for those at the back of the pack.” Resources follow determination, vision, focus. Success follows 
discipline. This is our path forward. Mr. Tonald is our ride. As he puts it, “you better hang on if you 
want to ride with me. We stop for nothing and no one.” I would add, “buckle up.” 
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Scene VI 

 

 In Bob’s office. Bob and Svetlana. Svetlana vacuums and cleans the furniture. Bob eats some fast-food. 

SVETLANA (holding the vacuum cleaner in her hand): Do you mind?  

BOB: Go ahead. He’s done rambling. 

SVETLANA: Seems like things are bad, but he can make it sound good.  

BOB: I just came back from my psychologist’s. Don’t ruin the doctor’s good work. 

SVETLANA: Back home, one bad thing happened after another. Nobody went to therapy.  

BOB: Because you were just getting by over there. 

SVETLANA: And all this stress. What’s the point? You people here aren’t thinking straight.  

BOB: Healthy food ...  it’s reason enough. All this overtime. Worry about yourself! 

SVETLANA: As you say, Mr. Bob. 

BOB: I grow these tomatoes in a planter, on my balcony.   

SVETLANA: They must be tasty.  

BOB: Try one. Take a bite. Chicken is the most toxic. You got beef, right? 

SVETLANA: Beef, of course. But if you cook the chicken right … 

BOB: I’m not talking about cooking.   

SVETLANA: Whatever you say. Ukrainian tomatoes are different though. Their smell …  

BOB: Bullshit! What kind of milk do you drink? 

SVETLANA: My dad used to get a liter of cow milk from my grandma’s village near Kyiv. For the 
holidays. Cows were hard to come by. It was amazing. 

BOB: I meant here. What kind of milk do you drink here?  

SVETLANA: Whatever I find. Same as everyone else.  

BOB: Toxic! Only drink organic milk. It’s more expensive, but it’s good for you. And fruits … 
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SVETLANA: What do you have against fruits, Mr. Bob? 

BOB: Fight to be healthy! Your body deserves it. Put in the extra hours. Stick your neck out for your 
health. So what if they humiliate you. All that cheap stuff is toxic. All of it! (Begins panicking.) 

SVETLANA: Sir, easy does it! I know, you’re going through a rough patch. 

BOB: Oh, I just love being pushed aside, humiliated, stepped over. Their little games don’t mean shit 
to me. 

SVETLANA: You’re getting bogged down. The company needs people like you. The society … 

BOB: I’ll survive. I grow cherry tomatoes on my balcony. But people like you … Sorry, I’ve been here 
too long. 

SVETLANA: No one can live in a dirty place.  

BOB: Yes, they can, Svetlana. You’ll see. I need to pee again. My therapist says it’s a sign of a panic 
attack. But it could be the mayonnaise. What do you think? You did get organic mayo, right? 

SVETLANA: The engineer in me says it’s a panic attack. But the cleaning lady in me says it’s the 
mayo. 
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Scene VII 

 

 Svetlana and Omar in their one-bedroom apartment.  

SVETLANA: Bob’s obsession with organic food is driving me crazy. 

OMAR: I’m starting to like drinking healthy.  

SVETLANA: Don’t play dumb. I hope that doesn’t run in the family.  

OMAR: It doesn’t, nor does writing. My dad, my grandpa, and great grandpa all made and sold 
hummus.  

SVETLANA: I think you’re losing it, staying at home and staring at the ceiling. 

OMAR: What would you have me do? 

SVETLANA: Plant some seeds, put them on the balcony, and water them every day. It can be a 
hobby.  

OMAR: How would that help?  

SVETLANA: Do you want me to say YES?  

OMAR: If you say YES … if you want to be my wife, I need to plant seeds in those dirty yogurt 
containers on the balcony?  

SVETLANA: It would be a start. 

OMAR: I’ll plant whatever you want on your grandma’s land outside Kyiv. I’ll make you happy. But 
there’s no room here. 

SVETLANA: You idiot. It doesn’t take an entire field to prove you’re committed to me.  

OMAR: I’m a blank slate. I’ll be whatever you want me to be. Just don’t make me torture innocent 
plants. 

SVETLANA: That’s a new one.  

OMAR: It’s true. Just look around. Outside, in offices, schools, malls … Everywhere you look, what 
do you see? 

SVETLANA: Busy people, anxious, in a hurry somewhere … 
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OMAR: They take things too far. They’ve overrun the place.  

SVETLANA: What does that have to do with planting seeds?  

OMAR: You’re OK with what we’re doing here? 

SVETLANA: I’m talking about planting seeds in yogurt containers!  

OMAR: That’s how that insanity begins. Extract just a little oil to get around faster, just a lobster per 
week for the potassium. Next thing you know, we’re killing for it.  

SVETLANA: I don’t get it. Are you upset with me? 

OMAR: I love you! I just don’t want to go overboard, like everyone else. We have a nice little world 
here. 

SVETLANA: Are you sure your mom is not from the east? You have a way of imagining the worst 
… 

OMAR: I got worked up. 

SVETLANA: After all the time we spent in hell, what could scare us here?  

OMAR: Starting a farm on the balcony. Terrifying. 

SVETLANA: It’s just a little step up. 

OMAR: We’re fine the way we are. 

SVETLANA: Compared to whom?  
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Scene VIII 

 

 Paul, Bob and Philip in the night club. 

PHILIP: I told him, “Tonald, people are getting work done here as well.” 

PAUL: People at our branch really busting their asses. 

PHILIP: He said, “follow our Asian colleagues’ lead.” 

BOB: The Japanese keep a healthy diet. Steady blood sugar. 

PHILIP: Tonald says that they do overtime every day, they’re strict, and they have an edge. (To Bob) 
Knock it off.  

PAUL (to Bob): You drink too much and spout off. 

BOB: I told Tonald about them. They eat healthy. They get all they need from the ocean. Potassium, 
magnesium, calcium, phosphorus, iron ... 

PHILIP: Our team doesn’t have the mindset. They mouth off. (To Bob) Dude ... Enough with the 
phosphorus. Are you trying to start a fire? 

PAUL (to Bob): Give me the matches. No more smoking. You’ve never even met Tonald. 

BOB: Schlump! Like hell I haven’t. We met at a company party. He even smiled at me from the 
distance.  

PHILIP: Whoa, whoa! You’ll get us fired. Tonald says everything here is tapping out. His research 
shows that if we don’t transition, we’ll have to start from scratch. 

PAUL: That’s what others are saying, too. 

PHILIP: It could be a disaster. He suggested we go on holidays when the boom comes. 

 BOB: Tonald says this, Tonald does that ... Morons! 

PAUL: If that’s what he said, we should pack.  

BOB: We’ll take them down with us. I told him, we go down together … 

PAUL: You didn’t tell him shit!  

BOB: It’s the law of communicating vessels.  
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PHILIP: Nice … did you come up with that on your own? 

BOB: No. It’s physics. 

PAUL: Are you drunk? He was talking about that blond.   

PHILIP: You need to dial back the drinking and smoking.  

 Bob falls asleep with his head on the table.  

BOB: In order to eat well ... you need good expensive, high-quality pots, pans, knives … And a big 
fire ... 

PHILIP (to Paul): This filthy animal is snoring.   

PAUL: Disgusting little earthworm. 

BOB (He speaks while sleeping.): From the ocean to the plate, lickety-split ... And a seasoned thigh ...  

PHILIP: If this falls through, I hope I can rely on you. 

PAUL: I’m with you, one hundred per cent. 

PHILIP: I trust you, but I need to make sure. 

PAUL: You’re my guy. You and me. 

PHILIP: If Tonald burns me, I’m going to need you. 

BOB (in his sleep): One hundred per cent ... until he fucks you ... Just a big fire. That’ll take care of all 
of you ... 
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Scene IX 

 

 PHILIP and SOPHIA in bed. 

SOPHIA: Roll over.   

PHILIP (sleepy): What? 

SOPHIA: This is getting old. When did you get home? 

PHILIP: Ouch! What’s your problem? A few hours ago. You were already asleep.  

SOPHIA: You snore and growl like an animal … 

PHILIP: I’ve always slept like this  

SOPHIA: You can’t even sleep right.   

PHILIP: I lie on the bed and close my eyes. Where am I going wrong? 

SOPHIA: And what is your deal with healthy eating? You only talk about it in your sleep. Who is 
Pamela?  

PHILIP: Bob’s the one who talks about healthy eating. And Pamela? What are you talking about? 

SOPHIA: Bob, Paul, Tonald, Pamela ... You are the same. Little genetically modified copies of one 
another. They did a number on you.  

PHILIP: Not all of us are as lucky as you. 

SOPHIA: Oh, I’m the lucky one? 

PHILIP: You do what you feel like doing. Read when you feel like it, sleep, go for a walk.  

SOPHIA: That’s what you think I do?  

PHILIP: Pretty much.   

SOPHIA: And you’re in the rat race.  

PHILIP: I didn’t say that.  

SOPHIA: No?  
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PHILIP: I like what I do.  

SOPHIA: You’re coming up big.  

PHILIP: I am, and you couldn’t care less. It doesn’t register. 

SOPHIA: It doesn’t? 

PHILIP: You wouldn’t understand. 

SOPHIA: Try me.  

PHILIP: At 2 am?  

SOPHIA: It is never too late to learn. That’s what your self-help stuff says.  

PHILIP: You’re being cruel. 

SOPHIA: What you offer me is cruel. Every day, every night. You go out with the boys. You’re always 
late, busy, stressed, focused on your job! 

PHILIP: That’s what it takes for all of this.  

SOPHIA: All of what? 

PHILIP: You have everything you want. 

SOPHIA: It’s all meaningless. This is your measure of success? All of this? 

PHILIP: It’s late. You have everything a normal person could want. 

SOPHIA: I have nothing. I feel like there is nothing here. That’s where we’re at. 
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Scene X 

 

 Tonald has dinner with Philip in a very posh restaurant. 

TONALD: Others have fought to survive so you wouldn’t have to.  

PHILIP: Nicely said, sir. 

TONALD: Hold them over for a few days. Show them we’re straightening things out. 

PHILIP: I have. Some of them are going to lose everything. 

TONALD: How’s the lobster? They’re used to losing. Don’t worry about them.  

PHILIP: Amazing.   

TONALD: Be glad you’re not on the plate. Try the chicken! 

PHILIP: Don’t mind if I do! How did you manage? How did you get started?  

TONALD: What do you see here?  

PHILIP: Calm, satisfied people. Self-assured. 

TONALD: That’s the environment. With the big fish. 

PHILIP: That’s what I’m ... 

TONALD: Patience, kiddo, you’ll get there. Did you say there were big losses? 

PHILIP: Devastating. But we managed to isolate the center. You’re in the clear.  

TONALD: When you say the center, you mean my work can go on without any hang-ups … And 
you pulled it off! You had the game plan. 

PHILIP: We pulled it off!  

TONALD: You’re modest. Your wife must be proud.  

PHILIP: She is.                            

TONALD: Your parents? 

PHILIP: They’re good. Proud of me. 
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TONALD: Mine are gone. The body’s clock … I kept it ticking as long as I could. Did you know how 
to keep the body’s clock ticking?  

PHILIP: I haven’t the faintest idea.  

TONALD: Lots of cash (he laughs). My father used to make the best shoes in town. That meant 
something.  

PHILIP: My father is still active duty. A good soldier. His missions are rare, but efficient. He is one 
of the heads of the alliance.  

TONALD: You take after him.  

PHILIP: So I’m told.   

TONALD: There’s great shopping on this street. Great gifts for women. Bring your wife down … 

PHILIP: She doesn’t like flying.   

TONALD: Real men need rest. There are two gifts waiting for you at the hotel. 

PHILIP: Thank you, sir. 

TONALD: Well? Fly if you like it.  
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ACT II 
Scene I 

 

 Omar and Svetlana eat at the mall. 

OMAR: In Ukraine, I would be able to relax. We could build a farm, a new life. 

SVETLANA: I don’t know what I can say. Not even your characters will tell the truth. Not all of it. 

OMAR: I want to stage my plays in Damascus. I’m not writing for an audience here.  

SVETLANA: Why not? You’re brilliant …  

OMAR: My characters are real over there. Here, their speech and actions ring false. 

SVETLANA: What’s real is real. 

OMAR: Depends.  

SVETLANA: What do you mean?  

OMAR: Pour me another glass! You’re being crass. 

SVETLANA: Why? So you can stumble around and cry about Syria again? When do I cry about 
Ukraine? You’re too sensitive, Omar. It’s not a good look for an Arab playwright.  

OMAR: Tragedy anywhere is tragedy everywhere. Comedy’s different. Here it’s richer, more complex. 
I’ll write one about a guy called Tonald. 

SVETLANA: Write, Omar, write. It’s the surest way to starve.  

OMAR: Don’t worry. This isn’t Iran. They cherish freedom of expression and truth, right? Tonald is 
a common name.  

SVETLANA: Omar, Omar. You’re killing me. You want to live like an artist on my salary from 
Tonald. You lose control. You go out on the street and scream about social injustice in the middle of 
the night. You argue with anyone you can find on the internet about the environment. All the while 
you’re eating lobster like you’re some shark in the Atlantic. 

OMAR: Why the Atlantic?  

SVETLANA: Why not?  

OMAR: Just be careful, Tonald might guess. Anyway, sharks go where the food is.  
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SVETLANA: They’re laying people off.  

OMAR: That doesn’t sound good.  

SVETLANA: They can’t get rid of people like me.  

OMAR: They get rid of people like you first. 

SVETLANA: At the university in Kyiv, I thought I’d be building bridges. Look at me now! In the 
middle of the continent, cleaning up the dust. 

OMAR: When should we start trying for kids?  

SVETLANA: I was the first in my class. My dad did engineering, too. In Leningrad. 

OMAR: You’ve told me. My dad used to make the best hummus. Everyone in the region knew his 
hummus. Our town had people from all over, and they all stopped to shake his hand.  

SVETLANA: I wish I could have met him. I wonder what gets us to the point of senselessly killing 
one another.  

OMAR: He was a good man. He was religious, loved life. Everyone on the street was religious. But 
each in their own way. It was like that back then. People were different, but they got along. They all 
loved my dad’s hummus.  

SVETLANA: Get some hummus, too. You’re making me hungry. Religion … religion … 

OMAR: Forget religion .... You can’t compare it. It’s senseless. Get another beer, too. They could use 
the business.  

SVETLANA: I don’t build bridges, but in one month I can make as much as my dad in a year. It pays.  

OMAR: You don’t like what you do, but you can afford the things you like. It works. You look happy 
to me. 

SVETLANA: We both do. We’re sitting in front of a window at the mall, and I’m paying.  

OMAR: This again? Your money. I can’t get used to things here. It’s hard.  

SVETLANA: Our dads were happy with much less money.  

OMAR: We’re the children of people who could be happy with little money. A dying breed. We’re 
meant to be together. 

SVETLANA: They’re already dead.  
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OMAR: And far away.  

SVETLANA: Maybe they’re together. There, out the window. 

OMAR: Two ugly wars, sprung on us for no reason. 

SVETLANA: Two lost worlds. I miss Ukraine. 

OMAR: I miss Syria.  

SVETLANA: How is the chicken?  

OMAR: Good. What about your roast pork? 

SVETLANA: Good. 

OMAR: What a meal!... 

SVETLANA: Want more homards4? 

OMAR: Homards for you, just a beer for me (he laughs). I could go for another.  

SVETLANA: Help yourself. 

OMAR: Last one. For our dads.  

SVETLANA: Cheers.  

OMAR: You’re an angel.  

SVETLANA: Of course, I’m Slavic. 

 

  

4 Pun with Omar’s name. Homard is lobster in French. 
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Scene II 

 

 Philip, Bob and Paul jog in the park. 

PHILIP: Don’t forget the stomach ... it matters. 

PAUL: Doesn’t matter to me  

PHILIP: Look at her! See between her tights?   

BOB: I can see my fried eggs, steaming on the table.  

PAUL: Even when we talk about ... it, you’re think of food.  

PHILIP:  She’s out of your league. Layoffs are coming. 

BOB: You got us out of bed at 6am on a Sunday to talk about layoffs?  

PHILIP: Calm down, our branch is fine for now. (Another young woman passes by them running.) Have you 
seen her?  

PAUL: What a babe! 

BOB: What do I have to do for a woman like that?  

PHILIP: Eat healthy!  

PAUL: Nice. 

PHILIP: I’m off, guys! 

BOB (to Paul): That sleazeball just used us as cover for his wife.  

PAUL: And to tell us about layoffs. 

BOB: Hey, you’re a kiss ass anyway. You laugh at all his bad jokes.  

PAUL: I’m the kiss ass? Look at you! You are eating out of his palm. 

 Philip is on a bench in front of them. 

PHILIP: What are you two whispering about over there?  

BOB: What great shape you’re in! 
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PHILIP: What are they feeding these girls, man? She left me in her dust.   

BOB: What more do you hear from Tonald?  

PHILIP: Well, I told you about dinner, right?  

BOB: Bullshit! ... Sorry. Are you serious? 

PHILIP: We had dinner together and got things back on track.  

PAUL: He’s going to make you regional manager! Come on, don’t be modest.  

PHILIP: He told me he’s going for it. It’s going to be big. Huge!  

PAUL: Wow! How big?  

PHILIP: I can’t say. He told me that it would cause a tsunami. 

BOB: Symbolically! But we’re good. We are too reliable. Maybe on the margins, in the east.  

PHILIP: If that’s what you want to believe.  

BOB: What should I believe?  

PAUL: This is history. You are the first local manager to get close to him. Usually, it’s only regional 
managers.  

BOB: Well, not the first. I was maybe 150 feet away at a meeting once.  

PAUL: Have you dreamt about it?  

BOB: Fuck you! Is it a wig? ...  

PAUL: You clown... The skin! What does he do to it?...  

BOB (to Paul): Just tell me! Does he spit?... 

PAUL: What does he drink? How much does he drink? ... Does he have hot women?...  

BOB: Big spender?...  

PAUL: Is he as tall as he looks? Or is it the shoes?  

BOB: What present did he give you?...  

PHILIP: Stop it! You guys are ridiculous. A tie.  
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BOB: A tie? 

PAUL: A tie, tie?! 

PHILIP: A tie with his face on it. 

BOB: What does this mean? 

PAUL: Must be special.  

PHILIP: It’s his new strategy in negotiations.  

BOB: Strategy? You must be kidding!  

PHILIP: It’s about the color.  

BOB: What color?  

PHILIP: Yellow.  

PAUL: So, is yellow the new color in the company’s strategy of negotiations?  

BOB: That’s it.   

PHILIP: What are you guys so worked up about?  

BOB: Let me see if I got it right. You did drugs, then he took off his tie and put it around your neck.  

PAUL: You got high? What did you take? 

PHILIP: He sent a tie to all the department managers. But he wanted to give it to me in person.  

BOB: You’ve been anointed.  

PAUL: Lucky you! His Holiness Philip ... 

PHILIP: Fuck you! (He runs off.) 

 Bob and Paul sit on a bench. They take out their sandwiches and a cola. They eat.  

BOB: He’s lost it. And that guy ...  what a show off! Fuck them. 

PAUL: Yellow is a solar color. It could be a good sign. How lucky is that mother fucker! 

BOB: You’ve lost your mind, too! A tie with Tonald’s face on it? Saint Tonald! Why? …  

PAUL: It may be a kind of club. A secret society. 
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BOB: The bozo club.  

PAUL: Well ...  

BOB: The old man is acting like a kind of clown. For now. He could be dangerous.  

PAUL: The old man? How old could he be?  

BOB: What do you think? How old?  

 Another young woman jogs by them. 

PAUL: Did you see that?  

 Bob and Philip jog again. 

BOB:  She looks like an athlete. 

PAUL: Seventy, a bit over seventy …  No way, she is corporate, like us, she must be coming from the 
gym. 

BOB: How do you know? 

PAUL: Designer gear, confident, a spring in her step, her head is always slightly titled up. 

BOB: A speculation day, like on Facebook. You say seventy? 

PAUL: It’s impossible to say how old she is.  

BOB: Could be one of those people who live past one hundred.  

PAUL: The Chinese army had a two-hundred-and-fifty-year-old instructor. He taught self-defense to 
new recruits.  

BOB: Not this again. I read that garbage. You shared it yesterday. 

PAUL: One morning he woke up, got bored, and he died.  

BOB: And you believe that?  

 Another young woman jogs by them.  

PAUL: I’ve seen that butt somewhere. I know it! She works in our building, on the top floor.  

BOB: You haven’t answered to me. And do you believe that?  
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PAUL: Yeah. What’s so hard to believe? There are people who have lived over eight hundred years 
on this planet.  

BOB: I don’t mean people from the Old Testament. 

PAUL: They’re everywhere. They may be even in your apartment building. Tonald may be one. Who 
knows? They are the only ones who know.   

BOB: And I lost it. Thanks a lot. They’re all so fit … OK, see you tomorrow! 
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Scene III 

 

 Omar and Svetlana in their home. Svetlana is having a bath. Omar is on the phone. 

OMAR: In Ukraine ... yeah, could be. (To Svetlana) I can’t hear you, I’m on the phone.   

SVETLANA’S VOICE:  Will you wash my back?  

OMAR (to Svetlana): It’s from back home. (On the phone) I know it’s far from Germany, but I’m in love 
for the first time in my life.  

SVETLANA’S VOICE:  I’ll manage.  

OMAR: Yeah ... Wait, I’m coming... Uh, no...  I was talking to Svetlana ... She is an angel ... I’ll do 
what I can ...  I know there are problems there, too ... Of course, we’ll wait for it to get sorted out ... 
She says she would come back with me ... Why is that stupid? ... It’s not for me. It’s overwhelming ... 
OK, I love you, too. 

 Svetlana gets out wrapped in a towel. 

SVETLANA: Don’t stay locked up all day. Get out for a show, a walk … 

OMAR: What about the play?  

SVETLANA: You’ll finish it. Theaters will survive without it for now. Take my gym membership and 
go workout.  

OMAR: To meet your colleagues?  

SVETLANA: Hahaha, you’re funny ...  

OMAR: Want to watch a movie? I’m in the mood for something really bad. 

SVETLANA: Let’s see what’s on TV.  

OMAR: Here we go. 

SVETLANA: I’ve already seen it. 

OMAR: What about this one? It’s terrible.  

SVETLANA: Check the news.  

OMAR: CNN or Al Jazeera? 
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SVETLANA: Better yet, music.  

OMAR: Your music, of course. 

SVETLANA: Mine has rhythm.  

OMAR: I don’t deny that. 

SVETLANA: It’s about time you admit it. 

OMAR: It’s not easy. 

SVETLANA: You’re upset. Let’s listen to one of yours, then one of mine. From YouTube. 

OMAR: Play what you like.  

 They hug. 

SVETLANA: I’m ok with anything.  

OMAR: Should we go back to bed? 

SVETLANA: Now? It is eleven in the morning..  

OMAR: Why not? 
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Scene IV 

 

 The office gym. Paul, Bob, and Philip. Omar, aside. 

PHILIP: Go ahead.  

BOB: Why me? Paul, you ask him. 

PAUL (to Omar): You wouldn’t be Svetlana’s boyfriend by any chance, would you?  

OMAR: Yes. She said I could use her subscription. Any problem?  

BOB: Not at all. 

PHILIP: The thing is, you can’t really give the subscription out. To anyone. 

BOB: She probably just didn’t know.  

PHILIP: Are you Syrian? ... Muslim? ... Arab? 

OMAR: Yes, I am.  

PAUL: And you left because ... 

OMAR: What’s happening over there is a disaster.  

PHILIP: Life is not that easy here either.  

PAUL: No, no ... Nice phone.  

OMAR: Birthday present. From Svetlana.  

PAUL: You’re not really dressed like a person ... 

PHILIP: … Who ran off in the night. No offense. What did you do in Syria?  

OMAR: I used to write.  

BOB: Not bad. You used to write ... 

PAUL: What did you write about?  

PHILIP: Let me guess, people and life. 

OMAR: I’m working on a comedy at the moment.  
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PAUL: That’ll do. None of our business, is it, boys? 

PHILIP: No, but still. How do you write a comedy after you left a ‘disaster’, as you put it. 

PAUL: Yeah, that sounds fucked up.  

OMAR: Don’t take my word for it. There are plenty of photos, evidence. People are saying it’s the 
worst humanitarian crisis in recent history. 

 PAUL: People get carried away. 

PHILIP: You didn’t answer. How does somebody write a comedy after an experience like that?  

OMAR: I keep good and evil out of it.  

PAUL: You like what you do?  

BOB: Of course he does.  

PAUL: You think you’ll stay here, or do you want to move somewhere else?  

PHILIP: I’d rather leave. It is not very safe here. 

PAUL: And it’s expensive here. Competitive. 

OMAR: I’d love to go to Ukraine, but is complicated there as well. Svetlana tells me the area around 
her grandma’s village is nice.  

PAUL: Not a bad idea. 

PHILIP: Can you bench one hundred and fifty?  

OMAR: That’s my warm-up. Then, I add another 30 pounds every half an hour. I’ve been working 
out since I was a teenager. Dad used to make me haul sacks of chickpeas. 

PAUL: Hauling chickpeas? And you’re a great writer? 

OMAR: I’m a playwright. But I’m not famous or anything.  

PHILIP: This is exactly what a real playwright ought to look like.  

OMAR: What do you mean? 

PAUL: Natural and sure of himself.  

BOB: Easy does it, boys. The chickpeas were for hummus, am I right? 
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PHILIP: I’m good. Let’s go. (To Bob) You, too. 

 The three of them in the street. 

PAUL: Do you believe him?  

PHILIP: Not a word. Tonald said we need to be on the lookout for guys like him. 

PAUL: He doesn’t look like any playwright I’ve ever seen.  

PHILIP: Hang on a second. I’m telling security. The guy’s suspicious.  

PAUL: Suspicious? That’s putting it mildly. If Tonald said to be on the lookout, we should take it one 
step further.  

BOB: Too much speculation. 

PHILIP: I’m going to have a word with Svetlana. 

PAUL: What is there to say? She brought that idiot inside the corporation. Let her go!  

BOB: She is just in love.  

PHILIP: This is how the problems start. Believe me. She’s gone. (To Bob) You’re next. 
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Scene V 

 

 Sophia and Svetlana in the metro. They talk. They do not know each other.  

SVETLANA (on the phone): Whatever you say, love. I know, we’ll manage. I’ll let you go now. 

SOPHIA: Their sweet talk all sounds the same.  

SVETLANA: He means it. 

SOPHIA: You’re lucky. How long? 

SVETLANA: Almost two years. 

SOPHIA: I don’t usually do this ... 

SVETLANA: It’s OK. It’s nice to talk to someone. 

SOPHIA: Two years and you still love each other? 

SVETLANA: Is that a long time? I’ve been here three years, and no one’s spoken to me on the metro 
before.  

SOPHIA: I usually just stare straight ahead in silence, like everyone else. Sometimes I read. To not 
attract trouble. That’s how I was raised. You know?  

SVETLANA: I do. 

SOPHIA: You have a funny accent. Where are you coming from? 

SVETLANA: I’m Ukrainian. 

SOPHIA: Gogol?... Klitschko?5... Kidding ... 

SVETLANA: You’re good. Most people say Chernobyl. 

SOPHIA: What about him, the man on the phone? 

SVETLANA: Syrian. His name is Omar. 

SOPHIA: Nice. And you’re getting along? I don’t mean to intrude … love is just fascinating. Is there 

5 Famous Ukrainian boxer. 
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a cultural barrier? 

SVETLANA: Yeah, but we talk a lot. He’s funny. Nothing out of the ordinary. Nice, day-to-day things. 
We live together. 

SOPHIA: I can’t talk to my husband at all anymore.  

SVETLANA: I’m sorry. 

SOPHIA: It’s the same for everyone I know. Hard to find happy people. 

SVETLANA: That’s hard!  

SOPHIA: You were talking about work on the phone?  

SVETLANA: I got fired.  

SOPHIA: You’ll be fine.  

SVETLANA: I don’t get it. Everyone used to smile at me. When I left today, nobody even said ‘hi’. 

SOPHIA: I’m sorry. 

SVETLANA: I took care of everything. I worked all day, as long as it took to get my work done. No 
one every complained.  

SOPHIA: We need people like you. I could talk to my husband. 

SVETLANA: Thanks! You know, my dad used to say that there’s no place for good people anymore. 
They get crucified, or at least ignored. They’re treated as useless. The stupidity. 

SOPHIA: That’s not true here. Educated people have values. Does your dad still live there? 

SVETLANA: He died.  

SOPHIA:  A disease? 

SVETLANA: He was killed by people close to him. The people he worked and drank with.  

SOPHIA: That’s terrible. That would never happen here.  

SVETLANA: What can I do? This is my stop. (She gets off.) I am Svetlana, by the way. (The door closes.) 

SOPHIA: Svetlana?!...  
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Scene VI 

 

 Philip and Sophia. 

PHILIP: I fired her right away. 

SOPHIA: Because you thought her boyfriend was some spy? This dangerous guy? 

PHILIP: But he is! Tonald doesn’t tolerate weak points. Nor do I. 

SOPHIA: And you’re sure? 

PHILIP: I am. 

SOPHIA: Then just get rid of him.  

PHILIP: I’m sure somebody will, when it comes down to it.  

SOPHIA: Aren’t you a tough guy … 

PHILIP: I am. That’s why Tonald chose me. He sees what needs to be done. 

SOPHIA: You want to be the fighter? With your pampered face, your white, stained undies.  

PHILIP: That’s right. In my designer underwear. 

SOPHIA: You really can’t see that men like you and your guru are leading this world straight to hell? 

PHILIP: Don’t worry. You and your Amazons will balance things out.  

SOPHIA: Do you think we’re talking about feminism here? 

PHILIP: We’re talking about nothing. 

SOPHIA: Sit down and shut up. You’re so full of shit.  

PHILIP: I’ll sit if I want, do what I want. I’ve had enough of your attitude. 

SOPHIA: Maybe, maybe I’ve got a better grip on things than you do. Sit down and listen to me! 

PHILIP: I’m listening. But I don’t want to sit. Go ahead! 

SOPHIA: This corporation has turned you into an animal. You don’t care about people anymore. It’s 
all data to you. You think all of life is in your data forecasts? 
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PHILIP: You can’t talk to me like that! This is my kingdom. It’s in my hands.  

SOPHIA: What you have is suspicion and hatred. You’re in over your head. 

PHILIP: And what do we have together? 

SOPHIA: Nothing.  

PHILIP: Nothing? I couldn’t agree more. I despise you.  

SOPHIA: Go on.  

PHILIP: I have to stop myself from breaking your porcelain sets.  

SOPHIA: I think you should pack up and leave.  

PHILIP: I will if I want to.  

SOPHIA: And what do you want to do? 

PHILIP: I want to leave. We’re breaking up. 

SOPHIA: Great. Thanks! 

PHILIP: And all this over a Ukrainian housekeeper? A cheap immigrant. You’ve lost your mind. 

SOPHIA: That’s right. And it’s truly sad that you can’t understand. 
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Scene VII 

 

 Paul and Bob. 

PAUL: Are you busy?  

BOB: It’s over. Everybody’s getting packed. We’re in free fall. 

PAUL: I’ve noticed. Did they tell you to do anything?  

BOB: Philip is nowhere to be found. So, no. 

PAUL: That’s what I’m saying. Nobody told us it was over. So, it stands to reason that we go on. 

BOB: Let’s wait for Philip. 

PAUL: Fuck Philip and his grand scheme! He’s a slimy worm! 

BOB: That’s not what you said yesterday. You were such a helpful assistant. 

PAUL: I can say whatever I want. He’s a loser. His wife kicked him out. 

BOB: What a bastard. Serves him right. Why’d she kick him out? What else happened to him? 

PAUL: She kicked him out over Svetlana. Long story. My phone wouldn’t stop ringing last night. I 
woke up, answered. Philip was wasted. I could hear Pamela in the background, trying to get him to 
pay. He must have been at the club all night. He droned on for like two hours. I don’t remember 
about what. I’d already got a WhatsApp message from the other side of the ocean. 

BOB: Ugly stuff! What message? 

PAUL: I set the phone down, went to bed, and when I woke up, he was still whining. (Paul’s phone 
rings.) Hello, Mr. Tonald. Paul. Paul. Yes, I got your message. I’m honored to have your trust. Yes, 
they’re packing their things … Everyone? OK, sir. (Paul turns to Bob.) Pack your things. (Paul turns and 
walks away.) Only good things, sir. They adore you. They’ve calmed down. We’re all waiting for you to 
right the ship. Of course. They blame Philip. I’ve got it under control. Yes, sir. Everyone out. Losses, 
sir? Oh, they should be thanking you. Yes, reorganization. I’ve got the plans here. I fine-tuned things 
last night. Completely legitimate. What’s that? I’ll take care of it myself. (On his way out.) Hold on just 
a second. (To Bob.) Hey, clean up a bit around here, OK? No more cleaning lady, right?(Exeunt) 

BOB: I’ll clean up before I go. Keep things tidy. The dirt and dust.  

He scatters all the things from his study on the floor, including his things, he stomps on them and then sets fire to them.  
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Scene VIII 

 

OMAR: Where to? 

SVETLANA: You choose. 

OMAR: Let’s just hurry. Don’t want to be driving after dark.  

SVETLANA: What do you mean? The sun just came up … 

OMAR: That’s the moon. It just looks like the sun because people are starting fires. 

 

(END) 
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The Rooftop 

By Rafael Guizado 

Translated by Gigi Guizado 

Translating Rafael Guizado usually presents me with two key challenges, both of which I encountered 
while translating La Azotea/The Rooftop. The first is acquiring the source text. Sharing a last name and 
family tree with the author offered fewer insights into his playwriting than one might imagine. 
Although I am Rafael Guizado’s granddaughter, we never met. He died in 1984, shortly before I was 
reunited with my estranged father. Wisely, my father introduced me to his father’s masterpiece, 
Complemento, as an icebreaker which we read aloud together.  It was through reading this poetic play 
about love, trust, and family that I spent my first quality time with my father, and learned that my late 
grandfather had been a playwright. Little more was said about it though. More emphasis was placed 
on my grandfather’s career as a diplomat. A decade later, when my father passed away, I inherited a 
few family photographs, an unpublished manuscript and three books: the copy of Complemento we had 
read together, Las Edades del Hombre and Renuncia Ministerial (Cuentos Politicos), all penned by my 
grandfather. I had no indication that his catalog extended further. 

In 2015, I felt compelled to translate Complemento and this led to researching the history of the play. At 
that time, there was no comprehensive bibliography of Guizado’s body of work, so I started a database 
of the references I found online. Worldcat was a great find with fifteen titles listed. I was amazed to 
find so many.  Over the years I have located some of his publications and begun translating them. 
Finding the reference for La Azotea, locating a library which held the script in its collection, and then 
securing a copy was more challenging than the linguistic aspect of translating this piece which 
premiered as a radio play. Thankfully, the 2022 exhibition on Rafael Guizado by Museartes.net 
(https://www.museartes.net/guizado) has gathered most of what is known about him into one handy 
site with links to many publications for future reference. 

Upon receiving the scanned text from the University of Texas at Austin Benson Latin American 
Collection, I was thrilled by the art deco drawing by Martínez Delgado which accompanies the script, 
depicting its two characters and setting. I soon found, however, that due to the layout with the artwork 
at the top of the page like a rooftop, and the text beneath it in four columns like a newspaper, the font 
was tiny. Also, the pages were scanned sideways. Ultimately, I printed it out and translated it with a 
magnifying glass. Describing it now, I see how appropriate an image that is for the detective work that 
went into this translation. 

The remaining challenge has been characteristic of all of Rafael Guizado’s writing that I’ve had the 
pleasure of reading so far.  It is tricky to capture his poetic style, filled with elevated language, and 
have it still sound natural in English, for a modern day audience. Two separate readings by very 
talented actors were essential in arriving at this final version of the translation. Passages like the 
following inspire me to translate and share my grandfather’s words.  I can only hope that I have 
conveyed them well and that through an actor’s instrument they will resonate as intended. 

“Sí mírela, fíjese cómo se mueve, vive, brinca, cambia de colores y de aspectos, y siempre es la misma. Y además, es como 
el espejo de uno mismo. Si está usted alegre, mira las calles y las gentes afanosas; si usted está triste, ve los techos grises 
y en ellos encuentra una correspondencia a su tristeza.” 
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Rafael Guizado (1909–1984) served as private secretary to former Colombian President Eduardo 
Santos and as Acting Chargé d ’Affaires of the Permanent Colombian Delegation to the League of 
Nations. In 1940, he founded Colombia’s national radio, La Radiofusora Nacional. There he created 
a prestigious radio theatre which promoted Colombian authors and broadcast a new wave of original 
works. The radio theatre became “a true school of theatre art” and is considered “the first antecedent 
of contemporary theatrical activity...due to the undoubted influence it had on the development of 
theatrical activity after 1940”. It “can be considered the cradle of contemporary theatrical movement 
in Colombia” (Gerardo Valencia, El Tiempo, Nov 6, 1976). Guizado experimented with new forms 
of modern theatre. His plays were adapted directly from the radio to the stage of the national theatre. 
The 1941 season, which presented several of his works, set a new literary standard in Colombian 
theatre. “It is, above all, the quality of [Guizado’s] dialogue that makes him an important playwright.” 
(Theodore Apstein, El Tiempo, April 28, 1946) 

Gigi Guizado is an actor, writer, and translator. She performs in the audio drama We’re Alive: 
Descendants and is The Asylum Theatre’s Resident Playwright. Excerpts from her translations 
Complemento; Sonata en la playa (Instituto Colombiano de Cultura, 1973) and Scherzo (Diálogo de la Estatua) 
(Editorial Minerva, 1949) by Rafael Guizado have been published by Another Chicago Magazine and 
Asymptote Journal, respectively.  Both translations have been produced in Las Vegas by The Asylum 
Theatre. Her translation and adaptation of a scene from El Concierto (La Habana Eds., 2004) by Ulises 
Rodríguez Febles is featured on Performing International Plays. The Therapist, her translation of La 
Terapeuta by Gabriela Yepes, is published by Inti Press (2022). Her poetry has appeared in The Emerson 
Review, Rogue Agent Journal, Salamander Ink Magazine, among others.  
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The Rooftop 

By Rafael Guizado 

Translated by Gigi Guizado 

 
ACT I 
Scene 1 
  
The high rooftop of a modern building. Maria is leaning out on the railing, looking out over the city. Jaime enters through 
the door. He breathes heavily, takes a few steps, and stops upon seeing the woman. He makes a gesture of disappointment 
and says to himself: 
  
JAIME: Hmm, what a disaster! I can't even be alone here...Now that young woman over there is going 
to talk to me and tell me about her life, and how it's such a clear day, and what a beautiful view this 
rooftop has, and how tall the building is, and how frightening it is to lean out...oof, what a 
disappointment! 
 
(He pauses. Takes a few steps. Coughs.) 
Now she makes like she doesn't know I'm here...and she's already seen me...she looked at me when I 
arrived. 
 
(Pause) 
Nothing, she doesn't move, and I can't unwind; jeez, a person only comes to this floor to be alone 
and at peace and it turns out there's a woman here looking at the landscape. 
  
(Pause. He comes closer to her.) 
Good morning. 
  
MARIA: Good morning. 
(Very dry) 
  
JAIME: Beautiful morning, isn't it?  
 
MARIA: Yes. 
 
JAIME: Sure is a beautiful panorama, isn't it?  
 
MARIA: Yes. 
 
JAIME: It's a very tall building, don't you think?  
 
MARIA: Very. 
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JAIME: Doesn't it give you vertigo to lean out like that? 
 
MARIA: No. 
 
JAIME: And...what are you doing here?  
 
MARIA: Nothing, and you? 
 
JAIME: The same. 
  
MARIA: Ah! 
 
(Pause) 
  
JAIME: One, two, three, four...  
 
MARIA: What are you doing? 
 
JAIME: I'm counting the cars that pass by that corner.  
 
MARIA: Why? 
 
JAIME: No reason. When I was there, exactly on that corner, surely you were here, and you saw me, 
without knowing that later I would be right beside you. 
  
MARIA: Possibly. 
  
JAIME: That's the way life is! If it hadn't occurred to me to come... 
 
MARIA: What. 
  
JAIME: I wouldn't have met you. And think of it, if I were a serious man, I'd be in my office right 
now. Ah! Fortunately, the city hasn't been able to get me yet. 
  
MARIA: What do you mean? 
  
JAIME: I'll explain. The city is like a seemingly attractive, terrible monster.  You come up and smile 
at it, but when it has you at its fingertips, pow, it claws you and wolfs you down. That's why, for it to 
not eat me alive, I leave it once in a while, I go to the country, or I come up to the rooftop, and from 
here I show my contempt and insult her. 
 
(He gestures.) 
  
MARIA: The opposite happens to me. I love the city, I'm enamored with it, and I come to this height 
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to see her: I make believe that I know her, and I caress her and lull her, as if she were a child. She's so 
beautiful, and varied, and happy... 
  
JAIME: You think so? 
  
MARIA: Yes, look at her, notice how she moves, lives, frolics, changes colors and aspects, and is 
always the same. And also, she's like a mirror of oneself. If you are happy, look at the busy streets and 
people; and if you're sad, look at the grey roofs and in them you will find a kinship with your sadness. 
  
JAIME: You say such beautiful things.  
 
MARIA: Don't you feel the same? 
 
JAIME: Now, yes, beside you, I am discovering the soul of an angel inside the monster. Tell me, what 
is your name? 
 
MARIA: María. 
  
JAIME: My name is Jaime. 
 
MARIA: Very nice name. 
 
JAIME: And...what do you do? You don't spend your whole life up here...do you? 
  
MARIA: No, I work, but I'm on vacation... 
 
JAIME: Ah. 
 
MARIA: And since I don't have money to go sightseeing, well I come to the rooftop and start to 
imagine that I walk through the streets, enter all the homes, and go to all the places. 
  
JAIME: You will be tired. 
  
MARIA: At each house I invent a story, a floorplan, some people living... 
  
JAIME: Jeez, that's ingenious; do you work for the census?  
 
MARIA: No, in an accounting office. 
 
JAIME: For good reason. 
  
MARIA: There, in the middle of that block, lives a widow. 
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JAIME: Where? 
 
MARIA: There. 
 
JAIME: The house with red tiles?  
 
MARIA: No, the cement one. 
 
JAIME: Ah, and how did you know that...  
 
MARIA: No, I imagine... 
 
JAIME: Sure, I get it. And do you know who works in that office that has a window with a green 
curtain? 
  
MARIA: No. 
  
JAIME: The curtain has an ink stain. In the room there is a table, on the table there's an inkwell, in 
the inkwell ink, next to the inkwell a blotter, and under the blotter some papers, and in front of the 
papers a chair and seated in the chair is a man with the face   of an ogre. He's my boss. 
  
MARIA: Aha. 
  
JAIME: María! 
  
MARIA: What? 
  
JAIME: Nothing. I say: María and repeat María! María! I think the whole city is populated with Marías. 
They look like you, they're soft, pretty, fresh, smiling, they're...Marías... 
 
(Pause) 
  
MARIA: It's time to go down now.  
 
JAIME: Why? 
 
MARIA: It's very late. 
 
JAIME: No, no, finish taking your walk; now, take the tram, go up in that block full of potholes, that's 
it, pay five, give a twenty, get back fifteen, -one never gets as much they give- a woman tries to push 
in on top of you, at last you get comfortable, (imitates the noise of the tram in motion with his mouth) have to 
go and come back, it takes at least ten minutes. 
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MARIA: And where am I going? 
 
JAIME: Where? Wait a minute...to...to...there, in that plaza there's a man waiting for you. 
  
MARIA: A man? 
  
JAIME: Yes, a nice young man, a worker, serious, with a bright future, even though his boss doesn't 
think so...a man you didn't know ten minutes ago. How much time you've wasted in life by not 
knowing this gentleman! But there he is willing to love you, and forgotten by everyone and everything. 
  
MARIA: And what is his name? 
  
JAIME: Hmm...I think...it looks like his name is...Jaime. Yes, he's not a famous man, but he's never 
been in trouble with the law. Nowadays, that's a recommendation. He's not rich or brilliant, he's not   
a hero, he's just Jaime. The guy who goes down the street, goes up to the rooftop, smokes a cigarette, 
buys a newspaper, smiles at hearing a story, goes to the movies every week, shines his shoes every 
third day, buys his suits in monthly installments, sighs for twenty-eight days each month for two 
solemn dates: the first and the fifteenth. 
  
MARIA: There are many Jaimes among the people we see from here. 
 
JAIME: Yes, there are many. If it weren't for them, the city would be worthless. It's soul is made of 
the Marías and Jaimes...they're the ones who know it thoroughly: nothing escapes them. Ah! -says 
Jaime- they're gonna tear down that old house... 
  
MARIA: Look -responds María- they're building on this site.  
 
JAIME: They've changed the bus route... 
 
MARIA: They got rid of the grocery store that was on the main road. 
  
JAIME: Will we see the arrival of the wedding party? 
 
MARIA: We will see the dance let out? 
 
JAIME: There is a demonstration! 
 
MARIA: There's a parade of soldiers!  
 
JAIME: Jamie and María are everywhere.  
 
MARIA: Everywhere. 
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JAIME: And one time, one time, they meet alone, on top of a building which seems made exclusively 
for them...and they realize that every day they've seen each other, and they've always thought about 
one another without knowing each other... 
  
MARIA: In that house there is an empty flat, it's very small... 
  
JAIME: For two people? 
  
MARIA: Yes... just for two, for two people. I've never wanted to suppose they would lease it... I have 
applied for it... a small living room, dining room, a bedroom... bathroom... kitchen, pantry... it's nice... 
so nice. 
  
JAIME: Could you...would it be possible...would you reserve it for me? I think I'm going to need it 
soon... 
  
MARIA: It's not expensive and it's brand new...  
 
(half beat pause) 
 
JAIME: I earn sixteen hundred a month...  
 
MARIA: Twenty-nine hundred. 
 
JAIME: No, sixteen hundred... 
  
MARIA: But they pay me thirteen... 
  
(They both smile)  
 
THE END 
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Massimiiliano Morini. Theatre Translation: Theory and Practice. London: Bloomsbury 
Academic, 2022. 
 
Reviewed by Emma Pauly 
 
Massimiliano Morini’s Theatre Translation: Theory and Practice opens with a metaphor borrowed from 
Isaac Asimov’s Nightfall, the story of a civilization subjected, every two thousand years, to a consuming 
total eclipse that plunges the populace into madness, ruin, and the doom of repetition as forewarnings 
of the darkness are forgotten over and over again. Morini’s intention with the volume, by his own 
admission, is meant to “fix in a single volume the state of the art at this moment in time, and to 
demonstrate that this state is the neat result of concomitant (if not always concerted) efforts” (2-3) 
lest the future inhabitants of the field forget, go mad, and suffer as has come before. 
 
The book’s eight chapters move swiftly and decisively through an hourglass-formation (helpfully and 
saliently diagrammed in the volume as well), passing the top bulb of theory and history through a 
narrow space of methodology into the bottom bulb, where practical applications abound and Morini 
builds a vision of the written—and more importantly for his purposes, performed—state of the field 
and its possible futures.  
 
There is a palpable sense of longed-for potential in Morini’s writing as he outlines the seeming tug-of-
war between text-centric and performance-centric modalities through the centuries, beginning in 
Chapter 1 with a lucid and clearly drawn outline of Roman theatrical translation conventions; 
specifically under the microscope are the works of Plautus and Terence, both of whom worked from 
Greek sources (most often Menander, New Comedy’s favorite son). Morini traces the path that the 
Roman playwrights’ audience-centered conventions take through the Renaissance and Romantic 
periods, emerging out the other side as something far more focused on literature, poetry, and “an 
elocutionary reproduction of literary and poetic values, involving ‘faithfulness’ to words, grammar, 
and syntax” (24). Chapter 2 narrows in from a civilization to individual scholars (Susan Bassnett and 
Ortrun Zuber-Skerritt) as they wrestle with the “main problem for the theatre translator…that she is 
not working on a text that is complete in and of itself, but on something that can only realize its full 
potential in performance” (31).  
 
Chapter 3’s chronological scope narrows even further to the 21st century via Sirkku Aaltonen’s Time-
Sharing on Stage: Drama Translation in Theatre and Society, tracking a turn towards the practical and the 
technological, highlighting the rise of digital means of preservation and a centering of performance. 
Simultaneously, Morini marks a continuing discomfort with embracing performance-centered 
discourse; much like the orbit that brings Asimov’s eclipse back into view again and again, Morini 
articulates the gravitational pull of source texts and their primacy even as performance takes up its 
own space. Chapter 4 speedily but clearly articulates points of view from Theatre Studies, focusing on 
Patrice Pavis and Anne Ubersfeld.  
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Morini bridges the gap from theory to practice in Part II (“Terms and methodology”, also the entirety 
of Chapter 5), laying out a helpful four-part extension of Roman Jakobson’s three-pronged definition 
of theatre translation; the terminological signposting is a great help in subsequent chapters, where the 
functional differences and differences in theoretical reception between interlingual, intralingual, 
intersemiotic and intrasemiotic veins of theatrical translation come to the fore. 
 
Chapters 6 and 7 begin to delve into particular texts, and it is here that Theatre Translation cashes the 
proverbial checks it has written in the earlier chapters. It is a joy to watch Morini’s theoretical lens in 
practice, particularly in covering disparate time periods with similar depth—theatre objects as 
disparate as Giovanni Battista Guarini’s Il pastor fido and the fascinatingly flexible history of its 
translation—here, Morini traces the calcification of a text-centric approach to theatre translation, 
linking back to Chapter 1. Similarly, Chapters 7 and 2 go hand in hand across the narrow breach of 
the hourglass, pairing Bassnett and Zuber-Skerritt’s aslant engagement with performance-centric 
methods with analyses of Italian productions (both stage and film) of William Douglas Home’s The 
Secretary Bird and Warren Adler’s The War of the Roses—though even that phrasing is not entirely correct, 
as Morini outlines; both stories are much more delightfully complicated than ‘productions of’ could 
encompass, spanning cinematic adaptations, cultural contexts, and a surprising cameo appearance 
from Danny DeVito.   
 
It is not until Chapter 8 that Morini seems to exult in describing what can come to pass in a setting 
where performance is well and truly, theoretically as well as practically, centered, where the argument 
that “linguistic analysis is not enough to understand what happens in theatre translation, or generally 
in theatre performance” (130) can be well and truly witnessed. His analysis of two productions of 
Heiner Müller’s Hamletmaschine and of Birdie, a multimedia performance by Agrupación Señor Serrano 
engaging with “themes of human and animal migration and displacement” (121) is a joy to read. The 
possibilities that Morini engages with, particularly in the sphere of digital media and non-textual 
documentation of performance, and the four-part definition is on display in full intralingual, 
interlingual, and intersemiotic glory.  
  
Bookending these eight chapters are an introduction and conclusion titled, respectively, “What this 
book is about’ and “What this book is not about”, and it is here that some critique might be possible. 
Though “What this book is about” states that “Theatre Translation does not pretend to report on theatre 
translation or theatrical translation theories everywhere and at all times”, it is not until “What this 
book is not about” that Morini expands upon these absences and omissions, more explicitly naming 
the gaps. “Nothing is said about non-Western traditions and views, which may or may not fit into the 
terminology and metholology proposed here” (135), as Morini wraps up the conclusion, and he is 
absolutely correct in his self-assessment. I believe he may be better served by providing this explicit 
disclaimer upfront rather than burying it in a conclusion.  
 
The flashbulb of Morini’s volume was intended to capture “the present state of the art in the field of 
Theatrical Translation Studies” (3), to pin down and make “definitive” a moment in time across a field 
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of study. This particular camera’s lens might have been zoomed in on Western Europe in particular, 
with some uncritical and slightly jarring references to “the West” as a sort of stand-in for “the norm”, 
while cultures and languages outside of that are referred to as “exotic”. I would have been intrigued 
to see where Patrice Pavis’ “hourglass of cultures” (figured on page 58) could be expanded to 
encompass a nuanced view of instances of translation where the source and target cultures occupy 
different positions in hegemonic and colonial power structures.  
 
Many of Morini’s star theoretical players are women, which is a welcome sight—however, this does 
not extend to the playwrights or translators discussed, who are almost exclusively male. For 
discussions of classical, Renaissance, or Early Modern work, this is not un-anticipatable, but even the 
20th and 21st century texts and the production teams behind the performances discussed are still male-
dominated.  
 
Praise is, however, due to Morini for his unwavering clarity and nearly-as-unwavering accessibility of 
language to those not immersed within the field of translation studies or those hoping to dip into the 
discipline from the outside. This volume would likely be a friendlier gateway for artists and theatre 
practitioners from outside the academy to gain an understanding of Morini’s theoretical moment in 
time: perhaps not enough to save a planet from the madness of an eclipse, but enough to keep a few 
strong and steady candles lit. Ultimately, I commend Morini’s view of and hopes for the future of 
theatre translation and the theoretical structures that, at different turns, support, constrain, and propel 
it forward.  
 
 
Emma Pauly (they/she) is a PhD student with UCLA’s Department of Classics, specializing in 
Attic tragedy and its subsequent performance, translation, transmission and reception, as well as the 
intersections between the queer and divine body in antiquity. Their translation of Euripides’ Bacchae 
has previously been published with The Mercurian and has been performed as part of the University 
of Chicago’s Rhetoric and Poetics Workshop, while her translation of the Homeric Hymn to 
Dionysus can be found at Ancient Exchanges. Emma also works as a dramaturg, translator and theatre 
practitioner with a specialty in works engaged with or stemming from antiquity and the Ancient 
Mediterranean. 
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	Khrushchev:  Gesundheit, Mister President!
	The room comes to life again.
	First doctor:  We must…
	Second doctor (interrupting the first): … put the leeches on Comrade Stalin.
	First doctor:  Eight of them…
	Second doctor:  … on each ear…
	They get down to business.  Valya sobs even harder.
	Stalin:  Eight of them on each ear… The leeches set about their work for the good of the party and the country.  I didn’t get any better, but sixteen little monsters, eight on the left ear and eight on the right, filled themselves up with my blood bef...
	He suddenly stops himself.  He firmly approaches the Man from the Ministry, who is playing a doctor.
	Stalin:  Should we continue?  Has the President not finished his lunch?
	Man from the Ministry:  According…  According to my calculations…  If, if I am to draw upon my past experience… They are now serving dessert.  We must continue.  They will give us a signal.
	Stalin walks away from the Man from the Ministry.
	Scene Four.
	“The mustache grows in order to bring us joy.”
	Lenin appears.
	Lenin:  Ardent comrade!  You marvelous Georgian!
	Stalin:  Vladimir Ilich!  I was waiting!  Good health to you?
	Lenin:  For us to wish one another good health is a bit stupid.
	Stalin:  Because it’s a bit too late?
	Lenin:  Definitely for me.  But you are still…
	Stalin (checking his own pulse):  Apparently alive for now.
	Lenin (indicating the group of comrades around the body of Stalin):  When your pulse stops, they’ll put you under with me…
	Stalin:  Put me under?
	Lenin:  It will all be much more fun, because I’m bored to death down there…  They come in, gawk and stand so quietly…  It’s a terrible silence, inviolable; three years ago a fly flew in, it made me so happy!  I would have stood up to greet it if I’d ...
	A muffled sound is heard.
	Beria (hissing, trembling with rage):  What have you done?  You’ve dropped the teeth of Comrade Stalin!
	First Doctor:  We had to clear the oral cavity…
	Second Doctor:  He didn’t do it on purpose, it was because of his tremendous awe…
	First Doctor:  What do you mean – he?  It was you who dropped…
	Second Doctor:  What, did I push my own elbow?
	First Doctor:  I was never anywhere near your elbows…
	Second Doctor:  What are you saying?  Ah!... You want to take over my department?
	The first doctor drops to his knees.
	First Doctor:  He’s raving.  We’ll atone for this.
	The second doctor drops to his knees.
	Second Doctor:  I’m raving.  We’ll atone for this.
	Beria:  To the tribunal with you.  Both of you!
	Stalin and Lenin start to laugh, though Stalin laughs with some bitterness.
	Stalin:  You dropped the teeth of Comrade Stalin…  While attempting to clear the oral cavity… Yes, it’s the stuff of Faust…
	Lenin:  And had it not occurred to you that someday you would lie beside me?  That what awaits us is an eternity together?
	Stalin:  It had…  When I visited the Mausoleum…  But is that immortality?
	Lenin:  Yes, it’s a lousy one…  But it’s all we’ve got.  And you won’t believe the lines they’ll form!  Communists from Thailand, France, Bangladesh, Germany…  From all over the world, a mighty communist torrent will flow toward us, and we’ll lie side...
	Stalin:  Little games?
	Lenin:  I’ll show you!
	Stalin:  And if death doesn’t take me?  If it lets me lie here for years?  Lets them become the laughingstock, lets them become accursed!...
	Lenin:  Don’t you worry about that.  You’ll be dead before dawn.  I guarantee it.  (He hands him shaving equipment.)  But for now…  Can you…  Sense what I want you to do?  (Stalin takes the equipment and begins to trim Lenin’s mustache and beard.)  Ye...
	Stalin:  Before your brilliant, historic speech!
	Lenin:  Back then you trimmed my beard and mustache magnificently!  I knew who to give that task to.  (He looks askance at the excessively sweeping action of the straight razor.)  Are you shaving or conducting?
	Stalin:  It was hard for us to reach the Smolnyi Institute that day, I barely managed to give you a shave and a haircut…  Remember how they burst into the tsar’s wine cellars, and everyone started to get drunk, even the firemen?  Then, following your ...
	Lenin (laughing):  Dirt with alcohol?  And why is it that these images have been preserved in your memory?  From such an incredible time?  Alcohol-infused dirt…  Why that?
	Stalin:  What do you remember?
	Lenin:  Hey!  Be careful, my little Georgian!  Back then, in 1917, you were deferential…  Don’t touch that vein!  It hasn’t beat in thirty years, but all the same don’t you touch it!...
	Khrushchev (to Beria):  Did you bulk up the security?  No outsiders can get in here, right?
	Beria:  You’re anxious, Nikita; that’s why you’re asking such stupid questions.  Forget about it.  At this point we can’t control everything ourselves.
	Stalin:  But, after all, wasn’t it one of them who murdered me?  Which one managed to do it?
	Beria (suddenly unable contain himself, he cries out):  How on earth can we go on without him?  Does anyone have a handkerchief… I was rushing and didn’t grab anything, anything at all…
	Khrushchev approaches him, gives him a handkerchief and puts a hand on his shoulder.  Suddenly he starts to weep, and Beria joins him.  They share one handkerchief between them.
	Lenin (directs the attention of the Stalin standing next to him to the Stalin lying on the couch):  Can you hear it?  Inhale-exhale, inhale-exhale – and a pause.  It’s a portent of Cheyne-Stokes respiration.  Of your last breath.
	Suddenly the Man from the Ministry takes off his doctor’s smock and throws it on the floor.
	Man from the Ministry:  Dessert has ended!
	Stalin:  Which means the President…
	Man from the Ministry:  Is gone!  Gone…
	Pause.
	Stalin (uncertainly):  Then we’re…  Done?
	Man from the Ministry:  Of course!  Of course, of course you can all…  (He almost runs from the stage).
	Stalin (into the auditorium):  Thank you for your attention, thank you for coming…  That concludes the preview…  We’ll hope to see you at the premiere in three weeks…
	Scene Five.
	“The dessert remained almost untouched…”
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